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This volume contains the proceedings of the international conference on Aspects 
of Gcnt:ral Refotfoily and Mathematical Physics, held at GINVESTAV, Mexico City, 
.June 2-4 1993, in honom of Prof. .Jerzy Pleba.11ski's sixtyfifth birthday. 
This event. wa.s an occasion for a reunion of Prof. Jerzy Plehcu'iski with many of his 
friends and collaborators. There were 15 invited speakers, a.nd many participants in 
the workshop sessions. The total number of participants was of the order of 150, with 
a.n enthusiastic participation by students from various institutions here in Mexico. 
In the initial organization a.I stages, we have benefitted from Dr. Finley enthusiastic 
help. (During the event, Dr. Finley also played the role of official photographer.) 
In the organization of the event. we have received a great deal of of help by Dr. 
Alberto Garcia., one oft.he co-organizers, Dr. Gahino Torres, Ma.. de la. Luz Rodriguez 
Sandoval, and .Jose Ca.mw11 Garcia Rodriguez. We would like to thank them here. 
Our thanks go also to the Director of CINVESTAV, Dr. Feliciano Sinencio 
Sanchez, for his continous support. Special thanks a.re clue to the Chairman of the 
Physics Department, Dr. Isaa.c Hernandez Calderon, for his help, and support before, 
during, and above a.11 after the conference. Without his help this volume would not 
have appeared. 
We gratefully acknowledge financial support. from CJNVESTAV and from CONA-
CyT. 
FinalJy, we thank Prof. .Jerzy Plebanski for providing s11ch a good excuse for 





JERZY PLEBANSKI: A SKETCH OF HIS LIFE 
Jerzy Franciszek Plebaiiski Rosinski was born on the 7th of May 1928 in War-
saw, Poland. There is a longstanding scholarly tradition in his family. His great-
grandfa.ther was a known historian, and one of his uncles was a university professor. 
His father was an engineer who directed an electronic factory: He was also an inventor, 
and he held several pa.tents in Poland and in England. 
At the age of seven, his uncle Stanislaw taught Jerzy how to play chess. Chess is 
a passion of his that continues to this moment. 
The history of a country is strongly determined by its geographical location, and 
Poland is located between Russia and Germany. The Second World War started in 
Poland. Jerzy's adolescence was dominated by this event. He lived and suffered the 
repression that took the lives of many of his cla.ssma.tes in the Warsaw Insurrection 
of 1944. 
In 1947, at the end of the Second World War, he was able to begin his university 
studies. He decided to pursue a career in Physics a.t the University of Warsaw. 
From t.he very beginning, he distingui~hed himself as an outstanding student. 
When Leopold Infeld retmned to Poland from the United States, in 1950, he began 
a close collaboration with Jerzy. The influence of lnfeld is apparent in Jerzy's first 
research contributions. f nfeld introduced J<'l'7...Y to problems in electrodynamics, with 
a special emphasis on t.he Born-Infeld theory of non-linea.r electrodynamics. Another 
subject they worked on t.ogether was the theory of Ge11cra.I Relativity, e.g. the prob-
lem of the motion of material bodies under gravit.at.ional forces. This collaboration 
continued for more than ten yea.rs, and among its 011tputs one should mention the 
book Motion a11d Relativity which they wrote together. 
In 1954, .Jerzy obtained his Ph.D. degree i11 Physics under the direction of Prof. 
Wojciech Ru binowicz. Ilis thesis was titled Functional representation of the state 
vector in the quanl.mn .field. 
In 1958 he traveled to the United States, and spent two yea.rs there, first as an 
invited professor at the Institute of Advanced Studies in Princeton, and then at UCLA 
in Los Angeles. This period was instrumental for Jerzy in establishing personal and 
professional ties with the US scientific community. For example, his frienships with 
John Sta.chel, Peter Havas, and .John Wheeler started then. 
In 1960 he had to retmn to Poland. It wa.s government policy that all Poles 
who went a.broad had to return to Poland within a specified time, in order to avoid 
reprisals against their families and friends. In 1961 he married Anna Lazarowicz. 
Those were difficult times for Poland. One of .Jerzy's uncles was put in prison for 
five years for ideological reasons, and died only a month after be was set free, as a 
consequence of the treatment that he received in prison. At that time, the name of 
.Jerzy ca.me up in relation t.o a possible appoilltmf'nt. in Moscow in the Institute of 
Prof. Landau. Apparently, the dea.l did not go through due to Jerzy's relationship 
IV 
with a man in jail. 
In 19()2 Jerzy and Anna arrived in Mexico. In the years of the Cold War, Mexico 
was a neutral country, and their visit was approved by the Polish authorities. 
He was invited by Dr. Arturo Rosenblueth to join the Physics Department of the 
Centro de lnvestiga.cioncs y de Estudios Avanzados Advanced St.u<lies [CINVESTAV] 
in Mexico City. When he arrived he found ont how surprisingly small it was: There 
were only four professors. He decided to stay. 
Two years later, his daughther Magda was born. Magda. continues the family 
scholarly tradition. A year ago she received a Ph.D. in physiology at the University 
of Bristol in England. She is now working at Oxford University 
During these years in Mexico, Jerzy worked on several monographs such as "Spinors, 
Tetmds and Fonns ", "General Relativisf:ic Spinors·'', "Lcct1wes on General Relativ-
ity", "A Study on Non-linear Electrodynamics" and others. Unfortunately, because 
of the cultmal isola.tion of Mexico at. that t.ime, t.hese monographs did not circulate 
in the international scientific community as much as t,Jiey should have. 
In 1964 he introduced a ma.t.t.er tensor classiflca.t.ion which now is known as 
Pleba1iski 's classification. 
In 1967 .Jerzy wa.s ordered by the Polish a.ut.horities to return to Poland. The 
situation in Poland had not improved, either socially or politically. In particular, 
the university sit.t1atio11 wa.s Imel, with low salf\.ries and no resources. Two years 
lakr the Rect.or a.skcd him to be t.lic~ Prorector of the University of Warsaw. This 
administrative position ma.de it very difficult. for .Jcrzy to continue in his research 
activities. Nevertheless, after a. full da.y busy witl1 administrative duties, he dedicated 
l1is nights to his work. (He lr;i.s declined to tell 11s wlrcn or if he found time to sleep.) 
In 1973 he decided to return to Mexico. He was a.hie t.o return to full time 
research. Pntting to nsc t.lie nights he spc~n1. studying while Prorector in Warsaw, he 
produced some~ of the work for which he is now best known, such as his formulation 
of the equations for self-dual gravity in terms of a non-linear equation, the heavenly 
equation, for a. siugle potential function. Another contribution that goes back to 
those years is the discovery of a. self-dmi:J va.riationa.1 principle for general relativity 
that contains the seed of the cnrrent.ly popula.r Ashteka.r ca.nonica.l variables. 
These years represent a. very active period in Jerzy's career, during which he 
enjoyed t.he visits and the col1abora.tion of many notable relativists like Ivor Robinson, 
Roy Kerr, Fred Ernst, and Felix Pirani. 
We have already mentioned one of Jerzy's passions, chess. Another one that 
should be mentioned is the search for exa.ct solutions of the Einstein equa.tions. His 
contributions to this field are too many to list here. They include the pa.ra.metrization 
of all solut.ions of Petrov type D in the so called Pleba1}ski-Demia.11ski metric, and his 
works with Ivor Robinson in relation to Einst.ein's e.q11ati01is for complex space-times 
and their a.Jgehraica.lly degenerate real solutions. 
In 1973, .Jcrzy settled down in Mexico. Of course, he travels to other countries 
because of his scient.ific work, and he also visit.s his native Pola.ncl, continuing his 
\I 
scientific conta.cts there. 
Mexico is a country very young in its scientific tradition. The presence of Jerzy in 
the Physics Department of CTNVESTAV has been (and continus to be) fundamental 
in the development of a research tradition in Theoretical Physics in Mexico. He has 
produced many M.of Sc.'s and Ph.D's who a.re now active researchers. 
Despite a period of illness that kept him away from active resarch during the late 
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Abstract 
We review the historical development of a mathematical description of 
twisting, Petrov-type N x N, complex, solutions of Einstein's vacuum field equa-
tions, emphasizing Jerzy Plebariski's intimate involvement for many years. The 3 
pde'e needed are linear and second-order in a potential function, F, while they are 
non-linear and fourth-order in a projection function, x, that defines the projection 
onto 3 independent variables. We describe the use of Cartan's reduced characters 
and also Janet's theory of integrability for pde's, and then use each of these to 
determine involutive prolongations of the original system. The simplest approach 
to the involutive system has 6 pde's involved; however, one may also prolong the 
system so as to acquire explicitly all derivatives of F, in terms of 7th derivatives of 
x. In that approach, the final, involutive, system describes 5 distinct such deriva-
tives of x, allowing the F-dependent system to appear as a 'linearization' of that 
system. 
I. Introduction: 
It was some 18 years ago when Jerzy Plebari.ski and I began to work together on 
problems in general relativity, with a reasonably constant working relationship since 
that time. Although we did in fact meet 5 years earlier, on a boat in the Bosphorus, 
neither of us took much notice at that time; nonetheless, Jerzy seemed very pleased to 
have me join him here at the Centro de Investigaci6nes y Estudios Avanzados, early 
in 1975. A few weeks after I arrived, Jerzy was invited to a conference, "The Riddle 
of Gravity," at Syracuse University, where he talked with both Ted Newman and 
Roger Penrose concerning their work on "heavens" .1 He came back to Mexico in an 
extremely excited state, claiming that he had heard very interesting things, but that 
he wanted to approach it in his way rather than what they were doing. During the 
next several days, he and I worked together all the days, and he worked alone all the 
nights as well. The result was his first paper2 on ~-spaces, originally titled "Heaven, 
Hell and Einstein Equations." This was the beginning of an extremely interesting, 
and fruitful, collaboration between the two of us, including many other people as time 
passed, on the behavior of complex-valued solutions to Einstein's field equations. 
After he and Ivor Robinson generalized the original notions, to ~~-spaces,3 so 
that it was possible for the spaces being considered to allow real-valued, Minkowski-
signature cross-sections, the size of the arena increased substantially, causing the 
review4 in 1980, with Charles Boyer as well in a very important role, to be quit.e 
lengthy. About 2 years later, work with Gerardo Torres del Castillo5 gave us a clear 
way to explicitly specify the (complex) Petrov Type of an ~~-space that was being 
1 
searched for. Jerzy and I wanted to achieve a wider dissemination of the power of 
the techniques for ~~-spaces, deciding that a very reasonable way to do that would be 
to show clearly how they could be used to solve some very important, long-standing 
problem in the field. It took not too long to decide that the problem we wanted to 
use for this purpose would be the twisting, type-N, Einstein spaces. He and I had 
already solved completely the type-N problem for ~-spaces6 , so this seemed like a 
natural extension. As well, there was only one known solution so far, due to Hauser7 • 
Work began in 1981 and, unfortunately, continues to this day. In 1982, I spent my 
sabbatical semester in Mexico, working with Jerzy on this problem. We acquired 
considerable understanding of the problem, and found that it might in fact be fairly 
difficult. We achieved the solution to some extremely interesting systems of non-
linear pde's, based on various seemingly-reasonable ansatze, each of which turned out 
to be a solution to the vacuum field equations, of type N on both the self-dual and 
anti-self-dual sides, but twisting only on one side. 
In 1987 Jerzy spent his sabbatical semester with me in Albuquerque, where he 
worked almost non-stop on this problem, even though my participation was severely 
hindered by the very many academic duties that revolved around the fact that I was 
the chairperson of the department. By this time, we had a clear delineation of the 
problem that should be solved, more or less as reported in our paper8 published last 
year, 1982. Mathematically, the problem was specified by saying that we wanted the 
solution of a triplet of pde's in 3 independent variables, two dependent ones, and also 
including two gauge functions, each of which depended only on two of the 3 variables. 
These last two functions are referred to as gauge functions since the equations, as 
obtained after the input of considerable geometrical intuition from Jerzy, had a very 
remarkable symmetry property that can be quickly summarized by saying that it was 
always possible to choose new independent variables so that these two gauge functions 
simply became two of the new independent variables, without in any way otherwise 
changing the form of the equations. The triplet of equations is linear, and of second 
order, in one of the unknown functions, which I will F, as well as being linear in the 
gauge functions, but quite .nonlinear in the other unknown function. When several 
friends were shown the equations in that format, it was suggested that the equations 
might well be over-determined, and have no solutions, since there were three equations 
for only two unknown functions. Their comments were wrong; however, it was those 
comments that began my first serious inquiries into the questions surrounding the 
involutivity of systems of pde's. 
Attempting to find interesting solutions of this triplet of equations, one of the 
important routes we were following centered around the fact that it was possible to 
differentiate the original equations, and manipulate them, so that one obtained new 
pde's that were linear and first-order in the variable F. Clearly first-order pde's are 
much nicer than second-order ones; therefore, we attempted to understand how this 
could happen, what it might mean, what was the number of them, etc. The results 
of the investigations on these questions through 1986, and indeed through 1991, are 
contained in Ref. 8. What can also be, more or less, seen in that article is the shape 
2 
of the 4 independent, first-order pde's that had been obtained by mid-1986. While 
they do indeed have rather "messy" coefficients, Jerzy's work in "understanding" the 
meaning behind the equations allowed us to write them in a rather simple format, 
especially the first two of them. It is perhaps worth noting immediately that the 
existence of four such equations, in terms of {F1, F2, F3 , F}, allows us to consider the 
equations as homogeneous, algebraic equations, from whence we could conclude that 
the determinant of the coefficients must vanish. This, of course, was an equation 
which now had only one unknown function contained within it. Whether it was 
only the first of many such requirements on that single function, we had no way of 
knowing. What is not contained in that article is the fact that Jerzy worked for 
several solid months, while in Albuquerque, to obtain the last 2 of these 4 equations, 
and to obtain them in what seemed to us to be the best possible form. As well, of 
course, he worked very hard at finding new methods to obtain solutions. In May 
he suffered an extremely serious stroke, causing him to need to spend many months 
recovering and losing several years to that project. Therefore, I am very glad to now 
be able to announce that several of the questions underlying the structure of these 
equations have now been laid to rest, even though we still have no new, non-trivial 
solutions of them. 
The complete set of integrability conditions for the vacuum, twisting, type-N 
problem can be formulated in as few as 6 equations, or it may require considerably 
more, since the size of the set of all integrability conditions, for a given system of 
pde's in more than one dependent variable, depends on how the equations are used 
to describe the submanifold in the corresponding jet space. 
II. Description of the Problem 
Recall that a (complex-valued) ~~-space contains (at least) one congruence 
of null strings (completely null, totally geodesic, complex-valued, two-dimensional 
surfaces )4, which, in . the generic case, has a non-zero expansion that picks out a 
special direction on any given leaf of the congruence. This expansion form determines 
an affine parameter, <jJ- 1 , which can be used as one of the 4 coordinates needed to 
specify the space. Since the non-zero value of this expansion is what causes the real-
valued twist of any real section to be non-zero, its use as a coordinate "inhibits" the 
coordinate system from the beginning to have non-zero twist. As well, we recall4 
that an ~~-space can be completely specified by a "Debye-type" potential function, 
W, that must satisfy a single non-linear pde, the hyperheavenly equation;i.e., Wis a 
single scalar function whose second derivatives determine the metric, and the fourth 
derivatives the curvature. Such a space has a number of (local) geometrical invariants, 
two very important ones being the Petrov types of the self-dual and anti-self-dual 
parts of the curvature tensor. Since we are of course interested in this study as a 
method to eventually determine real-valued solutions of the vacuum field equations, 
it is important to cause these two invariants to agree. One side of the curvature 
is determined by the fourth derivatives of W, while the other side is determined 
by a derivative of a function, 1, constant on any given leaf of the congruence, that 
3 
appears in the equation for W. To search for real-valued solutions of type N, we must 
append to the hyperheavenly equation the additional requirement that both parts of 
the curvature be of Petrov type N. This determines5 explicitly the dependence of W 
on the affine parameter, <1>- 1, as a third-order polynomial in inverse powers of ¢-L, 
i.e., in powers of</>, so that the problem is reduced to finding the coefficients of this 
polynomial, which now depend only on the 3 remaining coordinates, and the derivative 
of I· The content of the original equation for W is now most efficiently stated in 
terms of a set of 2-forms,8 •9 adapted to the fact that this particular 4~-space actually 
contains two null strings. The simpler half of this set of 2-forms is a realizatio.n of 
the Maurer-Cartan equations for SL(2 , C), which allows us to define some 4 quantities 
that "perform" like coordinates, {x, v, y, u}, and a single, unknown relation between 
them, that projects the problem down to the residual, underlying 3-dimensional space 
of independent variables, which we variously refer to as x = x(v, y, u) or v = v(x, y, u). 
The other half of the set of 2-forms specifies the existence of a particular potential 
function, F, and a gauge function, A, and the explicit equations that they must satisfy 
as functions of the above set(s) of coordinates. The resulting equations are actually 
"reasonable" and linear in F , as well as A and r; however they are highly non-linear 
in this function that describes the projection into the space of 3 variables. 
As worked out in detail in Ref. 7, the defining equations for the problem just 
described are most simply written in the format: 
F33-rF=O 
x1F22 + 2x12F2 + (x122 - x1A)F = 0 
x23(F23 + F32) + X223F3 + x233F2 + tx2233F = 0 
A3 = 0 i= A1 I /2 = 0 i= /1 
(2. L) 
where we have caused the equations to appear linear in x by making an anholonomic 
choice for coordinates on the space of first derivatives. More precisely, taking M as 
the space of independent variables, with (local) coordinate chart {v , y,u}, and N as 
the space of dependent variables, {F,x,A,r}, we choose coordinates for the fibers of 




- 8v (y,u) 
F2= -(8F) 
- oy (11,u) (8F) F3= -- OU <~.y) (2 .3) 
and the subscripts on the parentheses indicate which variables are being held constant 
during the indicated differentiation. Therefore, subscripts 1 and 2 indicate partial 
derivatives with respect to one choice of coordinates, {v, y, u}, while subscript 3 indi-
cates a partial derivative with respect to a different choice of coordinates, {x, y, u}, so 
that the subscripts do not commute. Instead, we have the commutator equations 
(2.4) 
4 
for any function G. 
We refer to the function 6., and also 1, as gauge functions because of the re-
markable symmetry the equations possess. 8 There are four sets of infinite-dimensional 
symmetries that generate pure gauge transformations. 
I. If one chooses a new coordinate chart, {x, u, y}, with x :: X(x, y), and lets A, 
1, and H = x 1F transform as scalars, then the three equations, Eq. (2.1), are 
left completely form-invariant. Since, however, 6. is a function only of x and 
y, i.e., 6.3 = O, it follows that we may always choose 6. to be any function of 
its two arguments whatsoever, changing x accordingly as we go, but leaving 
invariant the form of the equations-surely the property of a gauge function. 
In particular, we often consider the situation where we simply choose 6. to have 
the value x, nothing more needing to be done to the equations, and losing no 
generality. 
II. Similarly, the second symmetry allows one to choose a new coordinate chart, 
{ii,u,y}, with ii= V(v,u), and transform F, 6., and 1 as scalars, then the three 
equations are again left completely form-invariant. Since 12 = O, this allows 
us to choose 1 to have any (non-constant) value we might like, such as, for 
example, v. We have not chosen to permanently make any choices, since 
partic11lar functional forms for them may simplify the finding of forms for F 
and J;. Somewhat less important symmetries are 
III. that any non-constant function of y may be used to replace y, with appropriate 
transformations of F and 6., and 
IV. that any non-constant function of u may be used to replace u, with again 
appropriate transformations8 of F and 'Y· 
Having given this introduction to the obtention of Eq. (2.1), we now want 
to note that the equations there are not involutive, rather, they possess non-trivial 
integrability conditions, as already suggested in the introduction. The "need" to 
be able to describe all of the integrability conditions has followed several different 
pathways. I want to describe two of those pathways here, and to use two different 
methods to describe them as well. To do this, we will need some superstructure 
concerning jet bundles and forms defined thereon. Therefore I note that we view the 
jet bundle, J"(M, N), for some integer k, as simply a "place" where the individual 
derivatives, through order k, have an independent life of their own. This necessitates 
our being concerned with whether particular functions on J" could be construed as 
lifts of functions over M. As is standard, 10•11 we use the contact module, n", for this 
purpose, any such function having the property that (j"ut(fl") = O, where i"u is a local 
cross section of of the bundle, fibered over M, and u : U ~ M -+ N. In the current, 
anholonomic coordinates, the contact module over J 1 takes the form 
(2.5) 
5 
Continuing this process upward, and making the choice that the indices on the coordi-
nates should be in standard numerical order, introduces the following new coordinates 
on 1 2/11 : 
with the additional generators of the contact module given by 
n2;n1 : 
8,, 1 = dz1 - xudv - x12dy- (x13 - z11va)du 
8,,, = dx2 - x12dv - x22dy - (.:e23 - x12ua)du , 
Bv 3 = dv3 + (x1a/zi)dv + (.:e23/x1)dy- (v33 + (z1a/x1)vi]du 
BF1 :: dF1 - F11dv - F12dy - (F13 - F11v3)du 
BF, = dF2 - F22dv - F22dy - (F23 - F12v3)du , 
()F3 :: dF3 - (F13 - (z1a/z1)Fi)dv - (F2a - (x23/.:e1)Fi]dy 
- (Fas - F1av3 + (x1ava/.:ei)Fi)du 
(2.7) 
plus ones for A and r. We continue this process to include derivatives through fourth 
for the function x, but only second derivatives in the other unknown functions, refer-
ring to this particular bundle as 12 •4 • 
We may then denote by Y2•4 the submanifold of J 2•4 defined by the original 
system of pde's. Since the pde's are simply algebraic equations on the jet bundle, we 
now choose to solve that set of equations for a maximal set of variables, intending 
to use that as a way of "eliminating" them from future consideration. Referring to 
the variables so eliminated as co-coordinates for the submanifold, Y 2•4 , we can give 
a coordinate presentation of the inclusion map, i : Y - J 2·4, which is the identity 
on the remaining coordinates, and has our 3 equations solved for the remaining 3 
co-coordinates, to describe the rest of the map. There are very many ways to make 
such a choice, but it turns out that such a choice has implications for succeeding 
choices, when one is prolonging the differential system. Therefore, we have looked at 
two distinct ones, each of which has considerable merit as a description of the entire 
problem. 
An obvious choice is simply to eliminate as many as possible of the derivatives 
of the dependent variable F, since they appear linearly in the equations. This is in 
fact what Jerzy and I attempted to do, over a period of quite some time, all by hand, 
acquiring first-order pde's for F, of course at the expense of increasing the order of 
derivatives of x; however, the method we used did increase that order in a minimal way. 
At the beginning, then one would choose to eliminate the 3 variables, {Faa, F22, F2a}. 
On the other hand, as it now turns out, there may well be a better approach, which 
uses Eqs. (2.1) to eliminate the 3 variables {Faa,F22 ,x22aa}, which can, almost, be 
justified by saying that one is eliminating the highest-order derivatives available, in 
each equation. Either choice describes the same (co-dimension 3) submanifold, 
y = y2,4 c J2,4 ~ llt54 
where the variables include the 3 independent variables, jet variables through the 
second derivatives of F, through the fourth derivatives of x, plus the non-zero first 
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derivatives of ~ and 'Y· Our differential ideal is then the entire contact module, 
generated by the contact 1-forms for F and its first derivatives, derivatives from zero 
to three for x, and also for ~ and "/, all restricted back to Y: 
I= n<2 •4lly c Y* with dim(I) = 26 
The "directions" for Cartan's test for involutivity, applied to linear Pfaffian 
systems by Ref. 10, require that we determine the reduced characters of the system, 
I, named (sJ., s~, s~, .. . ) and the dimension of the space of integral elements, Vn(I), 
where n is the number of independent variables, i.e., the dimension of M•. Letting 
{ wi H be a basis for M", denoting the generators of I by 8°, and completing a basis 
for the rest of y• with a set of 1-forms, {7rf}, we may begins these tasks by writing 
-d8° =A ·0 7rf /\ wi + le~ wi /\ wi (mod I) (2.8) 
- fl 2 SJ 
The quantities {3°; = Afi 0 1Tf are referred to as the "tableau" matrix. The set of terms 
quadratic in wi are referred to as the torsion of the system. In principle, there could 
also be terms quadratic in the ?rf's. In the case when there are no such elements, the 
Pfaffian system that we have is designated linear; since our system is in fact linear, 
from now on we only describe the use of the theory for such systems. When the 
basis elements for M* are ordered so that the number of algebraically-independent in 
column 1 is maximal, then the number of column 2 maximal-while maintaining those 
in column 1-and then the number in column i arranged maximal, while maintaining 
fixed in location all those in previous columns, these various maximal numbers are 
referred to as the reduced Cartan characters for the system, labeled by the symbols 
si. However, in order for this to be a useful labeling, we must also know that there 
exists an affine transformation of the basis elements 1Tf -+ Zf 6 ?T6 + Wl; wi, i.e., a re-
naming of the "extra" part of the basis of M•, mixing in some of the basis of the rest 
as needed, so that the torsion transforms to zero. On the other hand, we must also 
determine the dimension of the space of (n-dimensional) integral elements, Vn(I), i.e., 
the number of parameters needed to describe the space of n-planes tangent to the 
solution manifold. Such elements could be written in the form 7rf - Pt w;, where the 
pf are are coordinates in some exactly the paramter space needed to describe these 
n-planes. The general theory in Ref. 10 assures us that if such a parametrization 
exists, then it determines the transformation needed to transform away the torsion. 
Therefore, we next look at this problem, by creating another matrix, the rows of 
which are the exterior derivatives of all the algebraically-independent quantities, {3''i, 
just determined above, Li=l si of them. Writing these derivatives modulo I, we write 
the result as a matrix wedge-multiplying the basis of M*. The origin of the various 
pf a.scribes various symmetry properties to these coefficients; provided there is a 
complete solution to this question, the algebraically-independent entities within this 
matrix are just the desired parameters that characterize the elements of Vn(I), and 
their number is the dimension needed. The following inequality is then always true; 
however, in order for the system to be involutive, Cartan's criterion tells us that it 
must actually be an equality: 
(2.9) 
In our case, the typical structure of the Cartan Tableau is of the form 
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Cartan Tableau for I 
d():i; 0 0 
d()F 0 0 
d(}:c, 0 0 
0 0 
d()F, = d F11 d Fi2 
d()Fl dF12 dF22 
d()F3 








the tilde means that the value from the 
pde's should be inserted. The first 11 
rows of the tableau matrix are identi-
cally zero, because of the later terms in 
the ideal. Inserting all the entries, we 
find that every non-zero entry in the first 
column is algebraically-independent, so 
s~ = 15 is surely maximal. However, our 
first choice for a basis of M• does not 
maximize s~, since that would give us 
s~ = 6, s~ = 1, while the ordering {dv. dy + 
du, dy - du} gives the maximal (correct) 
where the symbol --- indicates that the values s~ = 7, s~ = 0. With that ordering, 
value from n2 should be inserted, while we have (si, s~, s~) = (15, 7, 0). 
On the other hand, creating the matrix describing those 15+ 7 = 22 linearly-
independent exterior derivatives just above, again modulo all the earlier 1-forms, 
we next find the number of algebraically-independent quantities that occur in that 
matrix. This is essentially a count of the independent "next-highest" derivatives of 
each dependent variable. 
Integral Element Matrix for I 
dF11 F11 t (F112) ( .. . ) 
dF12 F112 F122 ( .. . ) 
dF13 F113 +@ (F123 + @) Aon dF23 F123 +@ F323 +@ F233 +@ dx1111 Xttlll (x11112) (x11113 +@) 
d:r:1112 X11112 (x11122) (xu123 + @) 
where the entries in parentheses are not algebraically-independent from those in some 
prior column, and @ indicates lower-order terms, that arise from some commutator 
equation. This number is then 22 + 6 + O = 28, so that the formula in Eq. (2.8) gives 
15 + 2(7) = 29 > 28, from which we conclude that the system is not involutive. 
This fact is hardly surprising, since Jerzy and I had already found that we 
could obtain clearly new, first-order pde's for F by differentiating and manipulating 
the original pde's. Cartan and Kuranishi of course say that we should proceed in 
exactly that way, namely, to obtain an involutive system, we must prolong the original 
ideal to one higher jet and perform the test again, and perhaps yet again or maybe 
even again, but, at least, some finite number of times. The fact that this will he 
only a finite number of times is not necessarily "good news," since our calculation of 
the second pair of first-order pde's had required many months of effort. However, as 
it turns out, when the prolongation to J 3 •5 is calculated, that differential system is 
actually involutive. The prolonged submanifold, y(t), is of co-dimension 12, namely 
y(1):: y3,5 C J3,5 c R79 
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while the prolonged ideal acquires 4 more 1-forms for the independent second deriva-
tives of F, 14 more for the independent fourth derivatives of x, and 4 more for the 
first derivatives of 6 and -y: 
The prolonged tableau is a 48x3 matrix, the first 26 rows of which are all zeros, and 
we find that (s~, s2, s~) = (22, 6, 0). Looking for the space of integral elements for 1<1l, the 
22 + 6 = 28 independent elements determine 28 + 6 + O = 34 as the dimen~ion of the space 
of integral elements, so that the equality in the sum is realized, and this first-prolonged 
system is involutive! As an aside, an involutive system can always be created as a 
differential system so that the (non-restricted) Cartan characters, {so, s1, ... } are equal 
to the restricted ones. The character s0 is simply the total number of 1-forms, which 
in our (prolonged) case is 48; as well the total number of (algebraically- independent) 
variables in our prolonged space is 79, so that the Cartan genus of our system is 
g::n-L:~=0 (si) = 79-(48+22+6+0)=3. 
III. An Understanding of the Answer 
The complete prolongation of our 3 (original) pde's onto the jet, J3 •5 pro-
vides us with 9 new equations, the 3 derivatives of each one, so one expects the 
prolongation, i(l) : y(i) -+ J3 ·~ to have co-dimension $ 12. It is useful to describe 
how this works following the two distinct lines of coordinatization for Y already men-
tioned. I will refer to the choice that uses {F33 , F22 , x2233} as co-coordinates as Option 2, 
and the alternative option, to eliminate {F33 , F22 , F23 } as co-coordinates, as Option l, 
where the numbers are historically motivated. The two sets correspond to different 
choices of coordinates on the same submanifold, Y. However, the prolonged equa-
tions, created by differentiating the original equations and then restricting them to 
yC 1J, i.e., by re-expressing them without co-coordinates, appear different in these two 
options. In both options, five of the new co-coordinates are (essentially) the same, 
{F1aa,F23a,Faaa,F122,F222}. However, for Option 2, the other 4 co-coordinates (on J 1) 
are {F223, x12233, z22233, z223a3}, while for Option 1, the choices are, {F22a, F123, Fi2, Fi3 ~. 
The last two choices in Option 1 appear since there are insufficiently many third 
derivatives among the 9 new equations to solve them all for third derivatives of F. It 
is this occurrence that will cause us to be able to determine all second derivatives, 
and to determine first-order pde's that F must satisfy. 
Both sets of 12 equations do determine 12 co-coordinates for the same sub-
manifold, yC 1lc J 3 •5 , but they present different pictures concerning the involutivity 
of the equations. Understanding how this happens is, I believe, useful. We first ask 
whether there are any integrability conditions remaining. To answer this question 
completely, we must count the dimension of the space of integral elements, which 
"amounts to" a second prolongation of the system, to J 4•6 • The resulting 3+9+17 
equations completely specify the submanifold, y<2l c J 4 •6 • The submanifold so deter-
mined is identical in both coordinate presentations, as one would hope. Therefore, as 
a (coordinate-free) differential system, the two options are the same. However, from 
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the point of view of pde's and the explicit determination of co-coordinates, they give 
different answers concerning involutivity. Better language might be that the choice 
of coordinate presentation in Option 1 "hides" the involutivity of the differential 
system? For Option 2, the important question is whether the different methods of 
obtaining a value for F2233, via 82Fz33 or via 8 3 F 223 , give the same answer. As it turns 
out, they do indeed give the same answer, modulo the set of 12 equations already 
agreed to, which explains why the co-dimension mentioned above is 17, rather than 
18, the number of independent second derivatives of 3 quantities. In point of fact, 
to answer this single question we do not need all the 3+9 equations; it is actually 
sufficient to simply know the original 3 equations, plus the 3 additional equations 
lh(F33 equation), 03(F22 equation), and 81(x2233 equation), so I believe that this set 
of 6 equations is a minimal set of equations that defines the involutive system. The 
other 3 equations will be presented below, in Eqs. (3.1-3). 
Before proceeding to discuss the virtues of Option 1, I want to now return to 
a very important point, connected with the various Cartan characters. The original 
purpose of finding an involutive prolongation, as I read the history books, was so 
that one could know exactly what sort of initial data could be consistently given, to 
determine a unique solution of the given system of pde's. Cartan's characters have 
already told us a portion of that answer; however, I found an alternative approach 
to be considerably more informative. Since I have also used that approach to in-
terpret the meaning of the 9 equations, and of the several more that follow below, 
I want now to comment on it, and to answer very explicitly just what is the free 
initial data available. There is an alternative method to that of Cartan, originally 
created by Riquier12, Vessiot13, and Janet 14, at about the same time as Cartan's work 
was done. Pommaret15 and others have written fairly recent books on it, which have 
a co-homological approach. However, people involved with computers, attempting 
to teach them to solve overconstrained systems of pde's, appear to have found it 
quite useful; therefore, the readable references come from fairly unexpected quarters. 
Schwartz16 in Germany and co-workers of Vinogradov in Russia17 have been automat-
ing this approach. Work of Stormark, 18 in Stockholm, has been the most useful to 
me. He describes Janet's theory of integration, via Hilbert bases for monomials for 
the c<;>ordinates for submanifold of the jet bundle that describes the pde. Beginning 
with a given set of pde's, and a particular choice of ordering for the coordinates on 
1 00 , he allows one to decide which equations, for a given prolongation, must actually 
be calculated to see if they will generate new information such as integrability condi-
tions, and which ones are simply there because they are involved in the prolongation. 
The members of this last set are those in which there is no ambiguity concerning how 
to determine that particular prolonged equation, such as, for example, the quantity 
F333 in our problem which may only be determined by taking 83 on the equation 
for F33. An example that he works out in detail begins with the 2-equation system, 
p33 = x2pu, P22 = 0. This simple example requires 5 successive prolongation steps, 
adding along the way the other pde's, p322 = 0, p3211 = 0, Ps1111 = 0, P211 = 0, P1111 = O, 
before it achieves involutivity, whereupon one is then able to show that the general 
solution to the original problem depends (only) on 12 constants. 
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Stormark's method (or Janet's) is of course very explicitly dependent on one's 
choice of coordinates, but coordinate-covariant in that it works easily in any set of 
coordinates desired. His method also makes it very easy to prolong from y<i) c J3 •5 
to simply some subspace of J 3 ·6 , instead of having to go all the way to J 4 •6 • Beginning 
with a given set of pde's one first solves each one for the highest derivative of some 
unknown function that appears within. Beginning with those given co-coordinates, 
one must specify a unique method to calculate all higher derivatives of each unknown 
function appearing. This need for uniqueness requires an ordering of the independent 
variables, which we make, somewhat arbitrarily, as 3 > 2 > 1, which specifies an 
order~ng in the algorithm that computes the unique value of all higher derivatives. 
Following Stormark, we use a series of tables to describe the choices made and the 
co-coordinates chosen, as pictured below. The entries across the top indicate the 
independent variables; the entries down the first column indicate the co-coordinates 
chosen to be eliminated, and the entries in the other columns indicate "legal" mono-
mials that may be pre-pended, denoted with "·", to the co-coordinates to create 
monomials for higher derivatives 
Applied to our first prolongation, via Option 2, we use our equations to tell us 
the values, on J2•4 , of F33 , F22 , and x2233 , viewed as co-coordinates defining Y. Since 
3 is the largest index, the equation with the largest number of 3's is dealt with first. 
Any derivative of F of the form F3317 is to be obtained by calculating it from the u-th 
derivative of the F33 equation, where u stands for any number of derivatives. On the 
other hand, beginning with the F22 equation, we may determine all derivatives of the 
form F22i, but with i made from 1 's and/or 2's. Therefore F332 is to be determined 
as F2 • Fa3 , from F 33 , rather than from F22 • There is then no way to compute F223i the 
system is incomplete, as Stormark defines it. We will use a • to indicate a difficulty in 
any location where there is a dis-allowed (or illegal) monomial multiplication. Such 
entries will denote either an incomplete system, caused by the lack of a legal way to 
calculate that quantity, or a possible integrability condition caused by the existence of 
more than one way to calculate a quantity. In the former case, the needed equation 
will be calculated, violating the ordering rules but then appended to the system of 
co-coordinates; in the latter case, the two methods will be compared and the resulting 
equation, if non-trivial, will be solved for an additional co-coordinate and appended 
to the system. 
Stormark Table 
for Option 2 
3 2 1 
F3 2 F3 F2 Fi 
F22 • F2 Fi 
X3 2 X2 2 X3 X2 Z1 
Original pde's 
The • in the table indicates a place where a question 
must be answered. In this case, the system is incom-
plete since there is no legal way to calculate F3F2 2 • 
We compute it from the 83(F2requation), and add it to 
the system, and re-order the entries in the new table 
presented below. 
With these, now, 4 equations on p ,5 the • in-
dicates a possible integrability question, while the ../ 
indicates a previous • that has already been resolved. 
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3 2 1 
F32 F3 F2 F1 
F3F22 • F2 Fi 
F22 v F2 F1 
X3 2X2 2 X3 x2 x1 
First S-prolongation 
The question arises: Is F 3·F3 F 22 = F 2 2·F32 ? 
Since the answer is NO, the equation must be 
solved for some highest derivative and added to 
the system. After eliminating F 233 , using the 
legal definition, F2·F32 , it still contains F 123 and 
x12233j we elect to solve for x12233. 
We then present the latest results in yet a new Stormark table: 
3 2 1 
F32 Fa F2 F1 
F3F2 2 v F2 F1 
F2 2 v F2 F1 
X1X3 2x2 2 X3 :z:2 :z: 1 
:Z:32:Z:22 :Z:3 :z:2 • 
Second S-prolongation 
The question arises: Is x1•x32x 22 = x 1:z:3 2x 2 2 ? 
When computed, the answer to the question is 
YES! The system is now involutive, with these 
equations. The 5 listed above, and the F 233 that 
was needed "along the way." Since this answer 
is simply 0 = O, we may look at this last ''S-
prolongation" as simply the calculation of inte-
gral elements that had to be done, in Cartan 's 
approach to this problem. 
These extra three equations, for F22a, F2aa, and x122aa are given below. It It is inter-
esting that in none of the 6 equations do A or 1 appear differentiated, since the only 
derivatives of them that occur are those that must vanish. 
z:> Fx122x 13 2F2xi2Xi3 
r223 = 2 + 2 
X1 X1 
F :z:122a Fa x122 
Xi X1 
2 F2 :z:12a 
Xi 
2F2ax12 +A Fa 
xi 
2 F1 F2 :z:233 2 F12 :z:233 2 F1 :z:u x2a 2 2 Fu x2a2 2 F1 2 x2a 2 
Xl2233 = + ---
F2 F Fx~ Fx1 F 2 x1 
4 Fi x12 x13 x23 4 F12 x13 x23 4 Fi x12a x23 4 F1 F23 x23 2 F1 x1a X22a 
- + + + +----F x~ F x1 F x1 F 2 F x1 
2F1Fax223 2F1ax22:1 2F2x12X133 4F2:t12X132 4F2xi2s:z:13 + - + - +----
F2 F Fx1 Fx~ Fxt 
(3. L) 
(3.2) 
4F2ax12x13 2F2x12as 4F23x12s 2F3x1223 4F123x23 2Fa:i:12211:13 
+ - - - - +----F xi F F F F' F :lJ1 
(3.:3) 
The other thing we receive from Stormark's approach is an explicit method for 
determining the "complementary variables," by which he means those functions on 
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the jet bundle which are "free" and available for arbitrary choice to be used as initial 
conditions for the pde's being considered. One might hope to use this information to 
create information to sum a Taylor series-at least in some special cases-although 
I have yet to see how. Following his straight-forward, if complicated, procedure, the 
entire list of these "complementary variables," which of course agrees with the count 
a la Cartan, is given by 
4 functions of 2 variables : 
4 fuuctions of 1 variable: 
x(v,y,0) 
v3(v,y,O) 





F23(v, 0, 0) 
{
Ll(z,y) 
2 "gauge" functions : 
'Y(v,u) 
(3A) 
There are considerably more free functions than might have been expected. Some of 
them are of course gauge freedoms, irrelevant to the final, distinct manifolds; some 
of the extra freedom, on the other hand, may well have to do with the fact that we 
are still allowed complex transformations, i.e., we must eventually choose real slices, 
which may cut down the final amount of freedom available. We can also note that 
the way that the choice of initial variables oscillates between { v, y} and { v, u} surely is 
simply the mirror, in this approach, of the difficulty that arose with the choice of the 
variables in the Cartan calculation, that one must actually use {v,y+u,y-u}, instead 
of the original {v, y, u}. 
IV. How Many First-Order Pde's are There? 
I now want to recall that in Jerzy's original approach, which followed Op-
tion 1, he was finding first-order pde's for F, by the use of differential concomitants. 
Stormark's and Janet's approach is of course deliberately intended to make the most 
efficient use of such calculations. Therefore, we now retreat to Option 1 and the first 
prolongation, where one has 3+9 equations to consider. Before we may ask questions 
concerning the higher derivatives, we should stay on J3•6 and ask questions about 




for Option 1 
3 2 1 
F32 F3 F2 F1 
F2F3 • F2 F1 
F22 • F2 F1 
Original pde's 
This system is complete, but two questions arise: 
(1) Is F3·F32 = F2·F32 ? 
(2) Is F3·F2 2 = F2·F2F3 ? 
Both answers are no. Both new equa-
tions must be appended to the system; we re-
solve them for their highest F-derivatives, find-
ing F13 from (1) and Fi2 from (2). 
We then present the results of these calculations, having expanded the system to 5 
pde's, in the next table: 
3 2 1 
F32 F3 F2 F1 
F2F3 v' F2 Fi 
FiF3 • • Fi 
F22 v' F2 Fi 
FiF2 • • Fi 
First S-prolongation 
Four questions arise from this table: 
(3) Is F3·FiF3 = F1 ·F32 ? 
(4) Is F2·F1F3 = F1·F2F3? 
(5) Is F3·F1F2 = F1·F2F3? 
(6) Is F2·F1F2 = F1·F22 ? 
The answers are no for (3), (4), and (6), 
but yes for (5), which is identical to ( 4). We solve 
( 4) for F11 , and treat (3) and (6) as equations to 
be solved for F2 and F3, noting that their highest 
z-derivatives are z223333 and :1: 222233, respectively. 
The above calculations are already rather lengthy; the equality of (5) and ( 1) 
was shown by calculations performed by the symbolic algebra system, Macsyma. Also 
note that this equality of those two equations maintains the number of new equations 
at 17, instead of 18, for both options. At this point we have explicit determinations 
of all the second derivatives of F, and two first-order pde's for F . These last two 
constitute the first pair of first-order pde's that Jerzy and I found, in the early 1980's. 
At this point, however, there still remain some questions concerning integrability. In 
1986-7, the question was whether one can actually perform the prolongation to J<3·7 >, 
to ask whatever integrability conditions are being put forth by the system, viewed in 
this Way. Based on a good understanding of the problem, Jerzy developed a notation 
that allowed the manual derivation of an additional two first-order pde's, also allowing 
all 4 to be written8 on half a page. 
The symbolic computer performs the job of calculation much faster, if the 
questions are asked correctly; however, the answers provide exactly no insight into 
the problem. In addition, if the questions are not asked in a very well-formed way, the 
computer enters into calculations so large that it is unable to do anything useful with 
them at all. The computer simply determines these 4 first-order pde's as polynomials 
in all the variables, with 20, 54, 59, and 121 terms. An approach is to consider 
selecting 3 of the equations for the first derivatives, and inserted that information 
into the fourth one. Conceptually simpler is to ask that the determinant of the four 
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pde's be zero, since they constitute a homogeneous, algebraic system of equations for 
the 4 unknown functions, F1, F2 , F3, and F. The result is an equation involving only 
x and its derivatives, plus, of course, the gauge functions, Ll and 'Y· Although this 
equation was written out, it is of very high degree, and generally not useful. A more 
serious problem was that we were now very unsure how many more such first-order 
pde's there might be, nor could we see any clean way to determine the rest of them 
in any reasonable time span. 
Further progress wandered until we were able to utilize techniques to answer 
the questions underlying the involutivity of the problem. Using the current tech-
niques, the next prolongation table could be explicitly calculated: 
3 2 1 
F32 F3 F2 F1 
Now eight questions arise: 
F2F3 v F2 F1 
FiF3 v v F1 
F2 2 
..; F2 F1 
F1F2 
..; v F1 
(7) Is F3·F1 2 - Fi·F1F3 ? 
(8) Is F2·F12 - Fi·F1F2? 
(9) Is FJ°F3 = F 2? 3 . 
(10) Is F3·F2 = F2F3? 
(11) Is F2·F3 = F2F3? 
F1 2 • • Fi (12) Is F2·F2 = F22 ? 
F3 • • • (13) Is F1·F3 = F1F3? 
F2 • • • (14) Is F1·F2 = F1F2? 
Second S-prolongation 
The answers are that (7) and (8) are simply linear combinations of (9)-(14 ), 
but those 6 are new equations in Fi, F, and x-derivatives. Of these 6 equations, 
(7) and (8) are simply the second pair of first-order pde's known for several years. 
However, the other 4 equations are new, and could be said to increase the number of 
first-order pde's to eight! However, at this point, we still do not know if there m;i.y 
not be yet more; the number might in fact seem to be mounting rapidly. Noting that 
each of these 6 pde's is linear in a distinct 7th derivative of x, the approach, then, is 
to (1) eliminate F2 and F3 via the two resolutions above, then (2) solve an arbitrary 
one, say (14), for F1 , and then (3) eliminate F1 from the remaining 5 equations. 
Since the equations have always been homogeneous in the F-derivatives, this means 
that those 5 may be divided by F, giving us 5 remaining equations for x only. The 
problem thus presented, however, sounds rather difficult, since we are asking that one 
unknown function, x = x(v, y, u) should satisfy 5 different equations for 5 of its seventh 
derivatives. Creating a new Stormark table for these equations-presented below-
we find exactly 5 non-trivial integrability questions to be asked, on y(4) c J 3·8 c J 6·8 • 
The calculations involved to ascertain whether these are yet 5 new conditions that 
must be appended to the system might never have been accomplished had it not been 
for the power of the symbolic algebra system and computer involved. 
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3 2 1 
X23X34 X3 X2 X1 
X1X2 2 X34 X3 • X1 
X2 4X33 • X2 X1 
X2 5X3 2 • X2 X1 
X1X24 X3 2 • • X1 
Third S-prolongation 
Five questions arise: 
( 15) Is xrx1x2 2 X3 4 = x1 ·x23 x3 4 ? 
(16) Is x3·x2 4x33 = x2·x23 x34 ? 
(17) Is .:c3·x25x32 = x2·x2 4x33 ? · 
(18) Is x3·x1x24 x3 2 = x1·x24 x33 ? 
(19) Is x2·x1x 24 x3 2 = x1 ·x25 x 32 ? 
The computer assures us that every one of the answers is "Yes"; when proper sub-
stitutions are made, all 5 of the above equations are identically satisfied. Finally, the 
system is found to be involutive in this.choice of coordinate presentation as well. From 
the point of view of Option 1, this prolongation is of course also involutive since every 
prolongation of an involutive system is also (still) involutive. 10 In addition, we have 
finally answered the interesting question (that Jerzy and I had discussed at length), 
namely, how many first-order, linear pde's for Fare there in some "complete" set? In 
1987 we had 4, on J 1•7 • The answer is now seen to be that the complete set is 8 such 
first-order, linear pde's, but the 4 others still involve only derivatives of x through the 
seventh. (From the point of view of the computer, the other 4 are also polynomials, 
with 137, 194, 311, and 472 terms.) We certainly welcome that answer to a question 
long sought for. 
Many other people have worried about questions concerning the type N prob-
lem, of course, certainly including Ted Newman and Ivor Robinson, speakers here 
at this conference. About 6 years ago Alan Held speculated, at the triennial Je11a 
Relativitatstheorie Conference, that no new solution to this problem would ever he 
found, on the grounds that the number of steps needed to create that solution was in 
fact infinite. Our calculation indeed refutes that surmise. 
In addition to being a long-sought answer, is there any other value to these 
8 first-order pde's? We hope so, but are not yet certain. One approach dearly is to 
use this as a hunting-ground for reasonable ansatze, looking for solutions. Whether 
these equations, basically without F's are more useful for that purpose than those 6 
equations that come from looking at the problem from the viewpoint of Option 2, 
we do not know. A couple of years ago, I was already involved in this "game," and 
presented results at the Marcel Grossmann Conference in Japan. 19 At that time, I 
had hoped that there were some solutions "close" to Hauser's solution. In the current 
notation, Hauser's solution may be described as having 
x = -v +HY+ u)2 
F=F(v,y+u) 
3 3 
.6. =- r = -Bx Bv 
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( 4.1) 
The particular fact that F is some hypergeometric function also comes out of the 
equations, but is a straight-forward detail that follows if you require solutions to 
our equations that satisfy Eqs. ( 4.1). My calculation from two years ago assumed 
only Eq. (4.la), the functional form of x, leaving explicitly open the possibility that 
Fy ¥= Fu. If that had been true, then the new solution would not have the (true) Killing 
vector that Hauser's solution has, namely 8u in these coordinates. Beginning with 
that form for z, I was able to use the computer to find additional equations beyond 
the original four first-order pde's-without, of course, any particular knowledge as 
to whether or not there were yet more. These additional equations were sufficient to 
prove that Eq. ( 4.la) implied the rest of those constraints; i.e., given that form of x, 
there were no other solutions. Not very helpful, certainly, but at least interesting. 
A different way to view this problem is now the following. Suppose one is given 
the 5 different 7th order, quasi-linear pde's for 5 derivatives of x. For some given 
choice of A and "Y, these involve only derivatives of x; therefore, the system is very 
overconstrained. Nonetheless, we have shown that the system is in fact compatible. 
It is quite common, these days, to begin with a nonlinear pde and to "find the linear 
problem associated with it," in the language of, say, Neugebauer. Perhaps these 8 
first-order, linear pde's have some relation to such a question. I do not yet know how, 
but there does seem some hope. 
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New Generalized Symmetries 
of the Einstein Equations 
Frederick J. Ernst 
F JE Enterprises 
Rt. 1, Box 246A 





During the last two decades extraordinary progress has been made solving 
the vacuum Einstein equations in the presence of two commuting Killing 
vectors. Regrettably no one has yet suggested any way to extend the tech-
niques that have been so successful in this arena to problems involving less 
symmetry. Therefore, when I heard about the discovery by Metin Giirses 
of a new infinite algebra of hidden symmetries of the full four-dimensional 
vacuum field equations, I was excited indeed. 
In this report I shall describe not only our current understanding of 
Giirses' achievement, but also how Isidore Hauser and I arrived at that un-
derstanding, including our initial impressions, the mistakes that were made 
along the way, how those mistakes were uncovered, and the questions that 
remain unanswered at this time, early June 1993. 
Giirses' formulation of the vacuum field equations involved the matrices 
( m t• ) t - k ) 
r ·-. ( 
~ 'U -W ) 
v _.!.u ' 2 
where {k, m, t, t*} comprise a null tetrad of 1-forms, and { u, v, w} are the 
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complex connection 1-forms of spin weight 0, ±1, respectively. In this for-
malism the vacuum field equations assume the form 
• 
do- - -ru +art ' 
o - (dr + rr)a. 
Using the Leibnitz rule it is a simple matter to evaluate the first variations of 
each of these field equations. Giirses then observed that each of the following 
three expressions for { 8u, 8f} satisfies the linearized vacuum field equations: 
Xu+ uXt 












-i[nA At - A(nA)tJ 
( 8r)u 
-
i[d(nAAt) + r(nA At) - (nA At)rt] 
nAu RA 
In the type (a) transformation, Xis any traceless 2 x 2 complex matrix field, 
while in the type (b) transformation, A is any hermitian 2 x 2 matrix field. 
In the type ( c) transformation, A is any 2 x 2 complex matrix field, and nA 
is a 2 x 2 matrix that is constructed from A and R : = df + rr. 
In his preprint Giirses identified infinitesimal Lorentz transformations of 
the null tetrad as a type (a) symmetry. The finite Lorentz transformations 
correspond to exponentiation of the type (a) symmetry under the assumption 
that the traceless matrix X does not itself depend upon the expansion para-
meter, say e. More generally, when the matrix X does depend upon e, the 
exponentiated type (a) transformation is still pure gauge, for the variation 
of the abstract metric tensor 89 vanishes. 
It is easily verified that the commutator of an infinitesimal type (a) gen-
erator and an infinitesimal type (b) generator is itself of type (b), while the 
commutator of two type (b) generators is of type (a). Giirses had nothing 
to say about the commutator of an infinitesimal type (a) generator and an 
infinitesimal type ( c) generator, but he emphasized the fact that the commu-
tator of two infinitesimal type ( c) transformations gave rise to a new sym-
metry. Moreover, the commutator of the generator of this new symmetry 
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with another type (c) generator gave rise to still another new symmetry. By 
repeating this process indefinitely an infinite hierarchy of new symmetries, 
each involving higher derivatives than its predecessors, arose. 
II. Preliminary Study 
Having learned that Giirses would be giving a seminar at Clarkson during 
the second week in February, I sent a copy of Giirses' preprint to my long 
time colleague, Isidore Hauser, who lives in Boulder, Colorado. I suggested 
that we both try to fathom what Giirses' work meant, and that the two of 
us plan to get together with Giirses while he was visiting Potsdam. 
Izz and I had frequent conversations over the phone. It appeared that 
our initial reactions to Giirses' preprint were quite different, with Izz being 
much more enthusiastic than I. I felt that it was unlikely that Giirses' infinite 
hierarchy of symmetries could be exploited, even in principle, to do for the 
general vacuum problem what the Kinnersley-Chitre transformations did for 
the stationary axisymmetric problem; namely, make it possible to generate 
all solutions from the Minkowski space solution. On the other hand, Izz 
expressed the belief that Giirses' type (b) generator alone should suffice, in 
principle, to obtain the general solution of the vacuum Einstein equations. 
Of course, our opinions were merely hunches; neither of us had had much 
time to study the problem in any depth. 
Since Giirses had not tried applying any of his infinitesimal transforma-
tions to specific background metrics, I set about trying to find some concrete 
example that would demonstrate the nontriviality of his type (b) or type ( c) 
transformation. By January 15, I had what I thought was a good exam-
ple, one which involved an infinitesimal type (b) transformation applied to 
a Petrov type N spacetime. If the initial tetrad is the conventional principal 
null tetrad for a Petrov type N spacetime, 
where c8 is the Weyl conform tensor component of spin weight s. Under an 
infinitesimal type (b) transformation, one easily finds that 
ov =OU= 0' 
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while 8w is a linear combination of k and t. From this, in tum, it follows 
that 8(dv +vu) = 0 and 8(du- 2wv) is proportional to kt. Thus, under such 
a transformation, 
6c2 = 8c1 = 8co = 0 , 8c_1 # 0 , 
suggesting that Giirses' type {b) transformation could be used to transform 
a Petrov type N spacetime into a Petrov type III spacetime. 
I think Izz was initially particularly attached to Giirses' type {b) transfor-
mation because he had found it easy to cast that transformation into a more 
abstract and more geometrical form, in which a real vector field a replaced 
Giirses' hermitian matrix A. He found that if one introduces the tensor fields 
lL {8e6)eb , 
M .- N, Il, 
1 
N (8v)m At• - '2(8u)(k Am+ t At*)+ (8w)k At , 
where eb is an orthonormal basis for vector fields, and eb is the coform of eb, 
then the linearized vacuum field equations assume the form 
dlL+M+M* 0, 
dM + (IP'OP) , lL 0, 
where <C is the Weyl (~)-tensor, and IP' is a projection operator that yields the 
self-dual part of the object upon which it operates. The symbols A and , 
denote, respectively, the exterior product and the Grassmann inner product 
for vector fields. For the type {b) transformation, 
1L -da (Covariant derivative!) 
M (IP'OP) , a, 
N a r {l?OP), 
where a is the coform of the vector field a and r denotes the Grassmann 
inner product for differential forms. 
Giirses' type (c) transformation seemed to be a strange amalgamation 
of two geometrically dissimilar transformations. On January 25, I showed 
that the commutator of a type (a) generator and either one of these con-
stituent transformations was a transformation of the same type, whereas the 
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commutator of a type (a) generator with a type (c) generator was not, in 
general, of type ( c). This suggested that one should either replace the type 
( c) generator by the two constituent generators or introduce a new generator 
corresponding to a completely general combination of the two constituent 
transformations. The latter generalization of Giirses' type (c) we called type 
(c). It had the nice property that the commutator of a type (a) generator 
and a type (c) generator was itself of type (c). 
III. Meeting with Giirses 
It was shortly after this that we met with Metin Giirses in Potsdam. It 
was here that Giirses expressed his feeling that his hierarchy of symmetries 
somehow would be found to generalize the Kinnersley-Chitre transforma-
tions. Since none of his transformations altered Minkowski space, I did not 
see how this could possibly be a reasonable expectation. Indeed, except 
for my argument concerning the transformation of a Petrov type N into a 
Petrov type III spacetime, there was no evidence that his transformations 
were anything but gauge transformations in some elaborate disguise. 
During that week I tried applying the type (b) transformation to a Weyl 
metric, and the results of that effort were quite disturbing. By February 10, 
two days before Giirses' departure, I had convinced myself that the effects 
of a type (b) transformation could be eliminated by a subsequent coordinate 
transformation, and I began to have doubts about the validity of my N to III 
argument. Nevertheless, neither Izz nor I could find anything wrong about 
the argument. It seemed so simple. During the following week, however, I 
found that the argument that I had made concerning the effect of a type (b) 
transformation upon a Weyl metric could be extended to a general metric. I 
could not understand how this argument and my earlier N to III argument 
could both be correct. 
IV. Resolving the Conflict 
Izz disputed my claim that the type (b) transformation was equivalent to a 
coordinate transformation, correctly pointing out that under such a transfor-
mation the variation 89 of the abstract metric tensor is given by 89 = -.Ca9, 
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while under a coordinate transformation 69 = 0. On the other hand, he saw 
no error in my type N to type III argument, so, with some lingering doubts, 
we submitted a paper to the Physical Review Letters. While I had to ac-
knowledge that my argument that the effect of a type (b) transformation 
could be undone by a coordinate transformation was poorly formulated, I 
still had not accepted that it was a totally fallacious argument. Indeed, it 
soon became evident that it was the type N to type III argument that was 
fatally flawed. 
Under a particular Lorentz transformation of the null tetrad, the Weyl 
tensor components transform as follows: 
C2 -t c2 + 4(c1 + 6(2co + 4(3c-1 + ( 4c-2 , 
C1 -t c1 + 3(co + 3(2c_1 + ( 3c_2 , 
Co -t co+ 2(c_1 + ( 2c_2 , 
c_1 -t c_1 + (c-2, 
c_2 -t c_2. 
While a nonvanishing c_1 can be eliminated by choosing the complex field ( 
appropriately, that would also lead to nonvanishing values of c2 and ci, i.e., 
the null tetrad would no longer be a principal null tetrad. Right? 
WRONG! We are concerned here with an infinitesimal transformation. 
The required value of ( is infinitesimal. The correction in c2 is of the fourth 
order in this infinitesimal (, and the correction in c_1 is of the third order in 
this infinitesimal. The correct way to assess whether type N goes to type III 
is to calculated the Weyl tensor invariants. Izz set about doing this, and he 
found that, to all orders in the expansion parameter E, type N remains type 
N. Embarrassed, we withdrew our Physical Review Letter early in March, 
and I wrote up our formulation of the type (c) transformation and submitted 
the manuscript to the Journal of Mathematical Physics about March 19. 
V. Constraints on Type (c) 
For type (c) Izz wrote 
IL If{ + If{* ' 
K ei r (IPGP) -, e;Tii , 
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where Tii is antihermitian. In particular, when Tii = -iaiai*, our type (c) 
is equivalent to Giirses' type (c), with the complex vector field a playing the 
role of Giirses' complex 2 x 2 matrix A. 
What about the (~)-tensor .N and the (V-tensor M? Doing what Giirses 
did in his original paper would be equivalent to specifying M = -dOC. How-
ever, such a specification of Min no way guarantees that .N will be self-dual, 
which by its very definition it must be. If IP* projects onto anti-self-dual 
2-forms, then one must impose the constraint IP*.N = 0, or 
IP* [ M - ~IT r (M -, IT)] = 0 . 
Then, a lengthy calculation reveals that 
M W+§, 
§ (IPW - IP*W) - IT r [ (IPW* - IP*W) -, IT) , 
w -d[{. 
In Giirses' original paper, the §-term was not present, and this must be 
regarded as an error, which he corrected in a subsequent preprint, although 
he did not give an explicit expression for §, stipulating only that d§ = 0 
(or the equivalent in terms of his formalism). Now, upon substitution of our 
expression for §, the equation d§ = 0 becomes a differential constraint of 
the second degree on the complex matrix field Tii. Thus, in neither type ( c) 
nor in its type (c) generalization does one have a transformation that can 
be applied to an arbitrary vacuum spacetime. This implies that neither is a 
generalized symmetry in the accepted sense of that term. 
In our Journal of Mathematical Physics manuscript, Izz and I suggested 
that finding solutions of the stronger first degree differential constraint § = 
0 would be easier than finding solutions of the second degree differential 
constraint d§ = 0. In fact, the only solution of which we are aware is one due 
to Giirses, who, following his visit to Potsdam, showed that if the background 
spacetime is a Petrov type N plane wave metric, a type ( c) transformation 
can convert this into a more general Petrov type N pp-wave. In this case, 
our stronger constraint § = 0 is, in fact, satisfied. 
For a pp-wave the tetrad can be selected so that 
k = ds , t = d( , m = dr + M ds , 
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M(s, (, C) = A(s, () + [A(s, ())* , 
u = v = 0 , w = h ds , 
and 
a a 
h = - B(A(s, () , c_2 = - B(h(s, () . 
In the special case of a plane wave, c_2 is independent of(. Starting with 
such a plane wave null tetrad, it is easy to identify a type ( c) transformation 
such that 
8k = 8t = 0, 
and such that 8m is a multiple of k. This implies, in turn, that the variation 
~g of the abstract metric tensor is a multiple of k Q9 k. One finds that 
the transformed spacetime is of the pp-wave form, but with the new c_2 
dependent in general upon ( as well as s. This shows that neither the type 
(c) transformation nor its type (c) generalization is trivial. 
VI. Are Type (b) Transformations Trivial? 
About March 12 I initiated e-mail correspondence with Charles Torre. Not 
long thereafter, I received a preprint of the article which Torre and Anderson 
had submitted to the Physical Review Letters. Basically, they claimed that 
the only generalized symmetries of the vacuum Einstein equations were: 
1. a constant scaling transformation, and 
2. a diffeomorphism symmetry. 
Torre agreed that the existence of differential constraints would explain why 
he and Anderson had not identified Giirses' type (c) transformation as a 
generalized symmetry. Additional e-mail correspondence revealed that what 
Torre and Anderson meant by "diffeomorphism symmetry" was what I had 
been groping for in my crude attempt to show that the effect of a type (b) 
transformation could be undone by a coordinate transformation. What was 
still needed, however, was an irrefutable proof that spacetimes connected by 
Giirses' type (b) transformations are isometric, or have isometric extensions. 
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About April 8 Izz and I submitted to the Physical Review Letters a proof 
of a weaker statement; namely, that Giirses' type (b) transformations are 
what Izz calls neighborhood-isometries. A finite type (b) transformation, 
takes a space time ( M, g ( 0)), an orthonormal tetrad { eb ( 0)} and a vector field 
a( 0) into a spacetime ( M, g( E)), an orthonormal tetrad { eb ( E)} and a vector 
field a( E), where { eb ( E)} and g(f.) are determined by integrating 
8eb( E) /OE 
deb( E) 
g(E) 
-dab - acr cd( € )'TJdb ' 
ec(E)f cd(E)77db, 
'T/ab e0 (E) ® eb(E) 
over a maximum extended connected interval J C R1. Here we have assumed 
that the components ab of a(E) = abeb(E) are independent of E, but this 
stipulation can easily be relaxed. 
Izz defines two equivalence relations: 
Definition: We say that (M, g) and (M, h) are neighborhood isometric at 
x E M and write 
(M,g) < ni,x > (M,h) 
if 3 neighborhoods V, W of x and diffeomorphism <P of V onto W such 
that 
<P*(h o lw) =go lv. 
Definition: We say that (M, g) and (M, h) are neighborhood isometric and 
write 
(M, g) < ni, M > (M, h) 
if (M, g) < ni, x > (M, h) for all x in M. 
What we have succeeded in proving is the following theorem. 
Theorem: For all E in J, 
(M,g(E)) < ni,M > (M,g(O)). 
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For given ( Eo, Xo) E J x M, let Jo C J be any connected open neighbor-
hood of €0 and U C M be any neighborhood of Xo such that there exists a 
chart u : U --+ R4 • The range of u is denoted by X. For € E j0 C J let 
f(E) : X --+ R4 be a one-one function with range Y(E) such that the flow 
equation 
of(E,x) fl( )8/(E,x) _ 0 8€ + a €, x {)xfJ -
and "initial condition" 
are satisfied. The sets V, W ( €) are defined by 
V := { x E U : a(x) E Y} , 
W(E) := {x EU: f(E, a(x)) E Y}, 
where Jo has been restricted so that there exists an open set Y C R4 such 
that 
a(xo) E Y C Y(E) for all€ E io· 
Then the diffeomorphism </>( €) : V --+ W( €) is, for all € E j 0 defined by 
</>(€) := (µ(€)t 1 0 T, 
where T: V--+ Y andµ(€) : W(€)--+ Y, with 
T .- (ly) 0 <J , 
µ(€) .- (ly)of(E)ou, 
are charts. 
After establishing the lemma 
and therefore 
(M, g(E)) < ni, Xo > (M, g(Eo)) for€ E io, 
we prove the main theorem 
(M,g(E)) < ni,M > (M,g(O)) for€ E J 
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by using the Heine-Borel covering theorem. 
At this time no one has, to our knowledge, supplied a valid complete proof 
that spacetimes related by Giirses' type (b) transformations are isometric, 
not just neighborhood-isometric, or that they have isometric extensions. We 
would suggest that any alleged proof be subjected to careful scrutiny. 
Conclusions 
Our conclusions are perhaps best summed up in my response to a question of 
Jerzy Plebanski: Giirses' "generalized symmetries" are certainly not every-
thing for which he and others initially hoped; neither are they completely 
trivial (at least in the case of type ( c)). 
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Spin-3/2 fields in the Plebanski-Demianski 
solution 
G.F. TORRES DEL CASTILLO 
Departamento de F{sica M atemdtica, Instituto de Ciencias 
Universidad Autonoma de Puebla, 72000 Puebla, Pue., Mexico 
ABSTRACT 
The equations for the spin-3/2 perturbations of the Plebanski-Demianski solution 
given by linearized supergravity are separated assuming that the electromagnetic field 
is absent or that the cosmological constant vanishes. 
1. Introduction 
The extraordinary separability properties of the equations governing the perturba-
tions by massless fields of spin-1 /2, 1, and 2 (gravitational perturbations) of the Kerr 
metric1•2 are shared by all the type-D vacuum space-times with cosmological constant 
(see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 4). In the case of the spin-3/2 massless fields, the solutions of 
the usual massless free field equations 
AR' \7 </>ABC = 0, (1) 
where </>ABC is a totally symmetric spinor field, are restricted by the Buchdahl-
Plebanski consistency conditions5•6 
(2) 
where \JI ABCD is the Weyl spinor, that make Eqs. (1) unsatisfactory. However, the 
supergravity field equations linearized with respect to the spin-3/2 fields about a 
solution with vanishing spin-3/2 fields, give consistent equations for spin-3/2 pertur-
bations of a solution of the Einstein field equations in vacuum, with a cosmological 
constant or with an electromagnetic field. It has been shown that the various equa-
tions for the spin-3/2 perturbations of the type-D solutions given by linearized super-
gravity have many properties analogous to those of the equations for the spin-1 /2, 1, 
and 2 perturbations.7- 14 
The aim of the present paper is to give the expressions for the complete spin-3/2 
perturbations of an arbitrary type-D vacuum space-time with cosmological constant 
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and of an arbitrary type-D solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations with a non-
singular aligned electromagnetic field, expressed in the form found by Plebariski and 
Demiariski15 (see also Ref. 16). In Sec. 2 the decoupled equations derived from the 
equations for the spin-3/2 perturbations of the Plebariski-Demiariski metric without 
electromagnetic field are solved by separation of variables and some properties of the 
one-variable functions are given. The complete solution of the equations for the spin-
3/2 perturbations is then expressed in terms of these functions. Section 3 contains 
a parallel treatment for the spin-3/2 perturbations of the Plebariski-Demiariski so-
lution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations without cosmological constant. The spinor 
formalism and the Newman-Penrose notation are used throughout. 
2. Spin-3/2 perturbations of the type-D vacuum space-times with cos-
mological constant 
The supergravity field equations linearized with respect to the spin-3/2 fields about a 
solution with vanishing spin-3/2 fields yield the usual equations of general relativity 
with a torsion-free connection and a consistent set of equations for (test) spin-3/2 
fields. In the case of simple supergravity with cosmological constant17•18 one obtains 
the following equations for the test spin-3/2 fields 
(3) 
where the spinor field 'ljJ ABC' is not assumed to be symmetric in the unprimed indices, 
g is a real constant related to the scalar curvature through 
9 2 - -A 
- ' 
(4) 
and 'l/J A'B'C 'l/JABC'· Equations (3) can be written in the equivalent form 12 
HAB 1C 1 = 0, (5) 
where 
(6) 
(the round brackets denote symmetrization on the indices enclosed; the indices be-
tween bars are excluded from the symmetrization). These equations are invariant 
under the gauge (supersymmetry) transformations 
(7) 
where aA is an arbitrary spinor field and aA' = aA, provided that the background 
metric satisfies the Einstein vacuum field equations with cosmological constant and 
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condition (4) is fulfilled; under these conditions, the gauge transformations (7) induce 
the transformations 
HABC -+ HABC + \II ABCDO'.D' 
HAB 10 1 -+ HAB 10 1 , 
and from Eqs. (3) and (6) one obtains the equations 
AR' ADR' 
'\7 HABC = W ABCD'l/J 
(cf. Eq. (1) ), whose integrability conditions are satisfied identically. 
(8) 
(9) 
In the case where the background space-time is a type-D solution of the Einstein 
vacuum field equations with cosmological constant, choosing a spin-frame oA, t.A such 
that \11 2 is the only nonvanishing component of the Weyl spinor, the scalars Ho = 
HABcoAoB o0 and H 3 = HABClA tB i 0 , which are invariant under the transformations 
(8), satisfy the decoupled equations 
[(D - 2f + i - 3p - :0)(~ - 31 + µ) 
-(8 - 2,8 - a - 3r + 7f)('8 - 3a + 71") - W2]H0 = 0, 
((~ + 2/ - 'f + 3µ + /l)(D + 3E - p) 
-(8 + 2a + :S + 371" - r)(8 + 3,8 - r) - W2]H3 = 0, (10) 
that follow from Eqs. (9). 
The Plebanski-Demianski metric, which contains all the type-D solutions of the 
Einstein vacuum field equations, is given by15 
ds 2 = 
(11) 
where p, q, u, v are real coordinates and P and Qare functions of p and q, respectively, 
given by 
P - -(>.o/6 + 9~ - /o) + 2np - Eop2 + 2mp3 - (>..o/6 + e~ + /o)p4, 
Q - -(>..o/6 - e~ - 10) - 2mq + Eoq2 - 2nq3 - (>..o/6 - 95 + /o)q4 • (12) 
The parameters m, n, e0 , g0 , and Ao correspond to mass, NUT parameter, electric and 
magnetic charge, and cosmological constant, respectively; the parameters €0 and /o 
are related to the angular momentum per unit mass and acceleration. In the present 
case we set eo = 0 = 9o· 
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A null tetrad such that D and ~ are double principal null directions of the con-
formal curvature is given by 
(13) 
where 
1 - pq 
</> = . . q + zp (14) 
The spin-coefficients are given by 
K = u = >i = 11 = 0, 
pl/4 
t: = Dln , 
1- pq 
pl/4 
(3 = oln ' 1 - pq 
- pl/4Ql/2 
a= -oln . ' 
q + zp 
pl/4Ql/2 
1=-~ln . , 
q + zp 
p = D ln </>, T = o ln </>, 7r = -bln </>, µ = -~ ln </>, (15) 




Following Ref. 3, we find that the decoupled equations (10) admit R-separable 
solutions of the form 
Ho (1 - pq)ei(ku+lv) R+3/2(q)S+3/2(p), 
H3 = - 1/0(1- pq)</>3ei(ku+lv)R_3/2(q)S_3/2(p), 
2v2. 
where k and l are constants and the one-variable functions R±3; 2 , S±3; 2 satisfy 
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(17) 
t p [.C-112.Ca/2 - 4kp + 6JS-a12 = -A2S-a12· (18) 
Here A1 and A2 are separation constants and 
.ct= Vf5 (a -!..(1 + kp2 ) + ~ 'P) 
n P P 2P . (19) 
A straightforward computation, using the fact that Q is a fourth-degree polyno-
mial, shows that Q3/ 2('Dj )3 is an intertwining operator11 
Q312(1>J)3[Q'.D_1121>J + 4ikq + ~] = [QD!112'.Do - 4ikq + ~]Q312 (1>J)3 . (20) 
Therefore, the sets of values of the separation constants A1 and A2 appearing in 
Eqs. (18) are the same and taking into account that, for k and l real, Q312 R+312 and 
R_3t2 satisfy complex-conjugate equations, we conclude that A = A1 = A2 must be 
real. Furthermore, Q312('.DJ )3Q3/2 R+312 must be a multiple of R_312 and in a similar 
manner one finds that Q312('.D0)3 R_3t2 must be a multiple of Q312R+3t2 • Thus, by 
normalizing appropriately, the functions Q3/ 2 R+3/~ and R_3t2 satisfy 
Q312(1>J)3Q312 R+3/2 = C1R-3/2, 
(21) 
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where C1 and C2 are constants such that, for k and l real, C2 = C1. 
Substituting the second of Eqs. (21) into the first one and using Eqs. (12) and 
(18) one finds that 
where 
C1 C2 = A3 + toA2 + 4( 16 - >.~/36 + mn + 4kl)A 
+ 4[to(l6 - >.~/36) + n2(!o - >.o/6) - m2(/o + >.o/6)} 





In a similar manner one finds that the functions 5±3; 2 can be normalized in such 
a way that 
.c!112.ct2.c!;2s-3/2 = B2S+3/2, (24) 
where B1 and B 2 are constants. From Eqs. (18) and (24) one finds that 
B1B2 = A3 + EoA2 + 4(16 - >.~/36 + mn + 4kl)A 
+ 4(1:0(1~ - >.~/36) + n2(!o + >.o/6) - m 2 (/o - >.o/6)} 
+ 16(/o - >.o/6)k2 - 16(/o + >.o/6)12. (25) 
Comparison of Eqs. (22) and (25) shows that 
C1C2 = B1B2 - ~>.o(m2 + n2) = B1B2 + 8g2(m2 + n2), (26) 
where we have used Eqs. ( 4) and (16). 
On the other hand, from Eqs. (3) and (9) one finds that 
(D + t - 2I - 5p)(D + 2t - I - 3p)(D + 3t - p)H3 = 
(8 - a - 2(J + 57r )(8 - 2a - 7J + 37r )(8 --c- 3a + 7r )Ho - ig\J!2Ho, 
(~ - I+ 27 + 5µ)(~ - 21+7 + 3µ)(~ - 31 +µ)Ho= 
( 8 + (3 + 2a - 5r )( 8 + 2(3 +a - 3r )( 8 + 3(3 - r )H3 + ig\J!2H3, (27) 
which show that the separable components (17) cannot belong to the same solution 
of Eqs. (9). A solution of Eqs. (10) and (27) is given by 
(1 Pq)[ei(ku+tv)R S + e-i(ku+tv) Q-3/2R S ] 
- +3/2 +3/2 -3/2 -3/2 ' 
1 (l )"-3[ i(ku+lv)R S -i(ku+lv) Q3/2R 5 ] (28) 
- 2.J2 - pq '+' e -3/2 -3/2 - e +3/2 +3/2 , 
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(cf. Eqs. (17); note that under the substitution (k, l) -+ (-k, -1), 'Dn +-+ 'D!, 
Ln H ct). In fact, substituting Eqs. (28) into Eqs. (27), using Eqs. (21) and (24) 
and assuming that R_312 = Q312 R+312 and that S±3/ 2 are real, one finds that 
C1 = B2 + 2J2ig(m +in), 
C2 = B1 - 2J2ig(m +in). (29) 
Thus, C1C2 = B1B2 + 8g2(m + in)2 + 2v/2ig(m + in)(B1 - B2 ) which, compared with 
Eq. (26) leads to 
B1 - B2 = -4v'2 gn. (30) 
As shown in Ref. 12, the complete solution of Eqs. (3) in an algebraically special 
vacuum space-time with cosmological constant can be given in terms of a single scalar 
potential 1/J. In a frame such that IC= 0 = u, the potential 1/J satisfies the condition 
[(~ + 21 - 7 + µ)(D + 3t + 2p) - (S + 2a + /3 - r)(8 + 3/3 + 2r) - '11 2)1/J = 0, (31) 
and the components of the solution of Eqs. (3) are given by 
1/J1 1111 (8 + 2/3 +a+ r)(8 + 3/3)1/J - ig(S + 3{J + 2'T)1/J, 
1/J1 10 11 - (D + 2t + z + p)(8 + 3/3)1/J-1f(D + 3t)1/J, 
1/Jo1111 - (8 + 2/3 - a+ r)(D + 3t)1/J + p(8 + 3/3)1/J, 
1/Jo10 11 = (D + 2t - z + p)(D + 3t)1/J, 
1/J1 1110 -ig(D + 3Z + 2p)1/J, 
1/J1 10 10 1/Jo1110 = 1/Jo10•0 = 0, (32) 
up to the gauge transformations (7). 
In the Plebanski-Demianski metric without electromagnetic field, Eq. (31) admits 
R-separable solutions of the form 
(33) 
where R_312 and S_312 are solutions of Eqs. (18). According to Eqs. (6), (21), (24), 
(32), and (33), the gauge-invariant components H0 and H3 generated by the potential 
(33) are given by 
C2(l - pq)ei(ku+lv) R+3/2S-3/2, 
- \~(1- pq)ef} {B2ei(ku+lv) R-3/2S+3/2 
2v2 
- 2v'2i g( m - in)..,....[ e..,..,i(.,.-ku-+.,....lv ):-R- _-3/_2_S _  3-/ -=-2]}. 
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(34) 
3. Spin-3/2 perturbations of type-D electrovac space-times 
To first order in the spin-3/2 fields, the extended supergravity field equations18•19 are 
the usual Einstein-Maxwell equations, without cosmological constant, together with 
n .1)A · lo2 jk A .l.k n .1,JA 
v AB''I-' CD' +iv .a. t.p C'I-' D'B'A = v CD' 'I-' AB'' (j, k = 1, 2), (35) 
where l.PAB is the electromagnetic spinor and Ejk is the Levi-Civita symbol, or equiv-
alently10 
Hj ABC = Hj(ABC)' Hj AB 1C 1 = 0, (36) 
where 
jA S' . lo jk A -k S' 
v(BIS1I¢ C) -iv2E t.p (B¢ IS'I C)' 
t1 .J.JAS · 1o2 jk A •1,k S V S(B''I-' C') - iv U t.p S'I-' (B'C') · (37) 'A HJ B'C' 
These equations are invariant under the gauge transformations 
.1.i .1.i + ti j . lo2 jk -k 
'I-' ABC'---+'!-' ABC' v BC 1 0'. A - iV~f. l.PABO'. C'' (38) 
where aj A is a pair of arbitrary spinor fields, which lead to 
Hj ABC ---+ Hj ABC+ '11 ABCDO'.jD + iv'2Ejkci S' \7 BS' t.pcA, 
Hj AB 1C 1 ---+ Hj AB 1C 1 • (39) 
From Eqs. (35) and (37) one finds that 
AR' j jADR' · lo jk-k R' A S' \7 H ABC= WABcD¢ + iv2E ¢ s' \78 I.PAC· ( 40) 
In a type-D solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations with an algebraically gen-
eral aligned electromagnetic field, one can choose the spin-frame oA, lA in such a 
way that the only nonvanishing components of '11 ABCD and I.PAE are '112 and t.pi, re-
spectively. Then the components H j0 =Hi ABCoAo8 o0 and Hj3 = Hj ABclAlBlc are 
invariant under the transformations (39) and they satisfy the decoupled equations 
[(D - 2E + t - 3p - p)(~ - 31 + µ) 
-(8 - 2,B - a - 3r + 1f)(b' - 3a + 7r) - W2]Hj0 = 0, 
((~ + 2/ - ::Y + 3µ + µ)(D + 3E - p) 
-(8 + 2a + P + 37!' -T")(8 + 3,8- r) - W2]HJ3 = 0. (41) 




with respect to the null tetrad (13), and Eqs. (41) admit the R-separable solutions 
Hj0 - a;{l - pq)ei(ku+lv) R+3/2(q)S+3/2(p), 
j 1 . 3 '(k +I ) H 3 - -
2
J21'1(1 - pq)</> e' u v R_3;z(q)S_3;z(p), ( 43) 
where the ai, b-i are constants and the functions R±3; 2, S±3; 2 satisfy Eqs. (18), (21 ), 
and (24) with 'P and Q given by Eqs. (12) with ,\0 = 0. In the present case the 
constants C1, 0 2, B1, B2 obey the relations 
and 
-3 -2 2 2 2 2 2 -A + foA + 4[10 + /o(e0 - 90 ) - e090 + mn + 4kl}A 
+ 4[fo(/~ +lo( e~ - 95) - e~9~) + n 2 (1o + e~) - m 2 (/o - 9~)] 
+ 16(/o + e~)k2 - 16(/o - 96)12 , 
B1 Bz ;p + foA 2 + 4[16 + /o(e~ - g~) - e~g~ + mn + 4kl]A 
+ 4{fo(1'6 + /o(e~ - 96) - e~g6) + n 2(To + e~) - m 2 (/o - 96)] 
(44) 
+ 16(To - g~)k2 - 16(10 + e~)/2 , (45) 
hence, 
(46) 
The complete solution of Eqs. (35) in a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations 
such that one principal null direction of the electromagnetic field is geodetic and shear-
free is determined by two gauge-independent potentials ?/Ji .12 In a frame such that 
,.., = 0 =er, both potentials¢; satisfy Eq. (31) and the solution of Eqs. (35) is given 
by 
-j (8 + 2(3 +a+ r)(8 + 3(3)'1/Ji - iv"i.fikr.p1(8 + 3(J)'lj/, ¢ 11111 -
-j (D + 2f + 'l + p)(8 + 3(3)'1/Jj -1f(D + 3f)'l/J;, 'l/J 110 11 -
-j 
'l/J 0 1111 (8 + 2(3 - a+ r)(D + 3f)¢i + p(8 + 3(3)¢i, 
-j 
'l/J 0 10 11 (D + 2f - 'l + p)(D + 3f)¢i, 
-j 
-iv'2f;kr.p1{D + 3€)'1/Jk, 'l/J 11110 -
-j 
1/J 110 10 
-j -j 
'l/J 01110 = 'l/J 0 1010 = 0, ( 47) 
up to the gauge transformations (38). 
Thus, in the Pleba:riski-Demia.Ilski solution without cosmological constant the 
equation for the potentials ?/Ji admits the R-separable solutions 
( 48) 
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where the di are constants and the functions R_312 and S_3/ 2 satisfy Eqs. (18). The 
components Hj0 and Hi3 generated by the potentials (48) are 
Hi0 - diC2(l - pq)ei(ku+lv) R+312S_312, 
4. Concluding remarks 
The equations for the spin-3/2 perturbations given by linearized supergravity are very 
similar to the equations for the gravitational perturbations of a vacuum space-time. 
(Note that, by contrast with the electromagnetic spinor 'PAE, which is invariant under 
the gauge transformations, the fields HABC and Hi ABC as well as the perturbations 
of the Weyl spinor are not invariant under the corresponding gauge transformations if 
the background conformal curvature does not vanish.) As shown by Eqs. (27), (34), 
and ( 49) , in solving the equations for higher spin perturbations one cannot assume 
that all the field components have a dependence in the ignorable coordinates of the 
form ei(ku+lv) (see also Ref. 20). 
It seems that, as in the case of the massless fields of spin-1 /2 and 1, the separability 
of the equations for the spin-3/2 perturbations of the type-D solutions considered here 
is related to the existence of a Killing spinor (see, e.g., Refs. 21 and the references 
cited therein). 
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Immersion of Riemannian Geometries in 
Flat Geometries of Higher Dimension; 
Frames and Variables Adapted to Causal Slicing* 
1. Introduction 
Frank B. Estabrook 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91109, USA 
Hugo Wahlquist and I first met .Jerzy Pleba11ski in 1967 in New York during the 
second Texas Conference. We remember still his (second) question to us: "Tell me, 
how did you guys get the disease'?" Fascination with the physics and mathematics 
of general relativity is indeed a disease, a chronic affair, with which many of us feel 
privileged to have been afflicted. I am so very pleased to be at this symposium, to 
honor Professor Plebail.ski 's lifo of contributions and associations in our wonderful 
field, and to join with his colleagues and students in wishing him a most Happy 
Birthday. 
I will discuss two problems of immersion, of (curved) Riemannian or pseudo-
Riemannian manifolds seen as submanifolds of higher dimensional flat manifolds 
(Euclidean or pseudo-Euclidean.) The first is classic, that of two-dimensional 
spaces of constant negative curvature, immersed in ordinary Euclidean 3-space; 
by introducing intrinsic coordinates, arising from the immersion itself, the sine-
Gordon equation and original tram;fonnation of Backlund are found. The second 
problem will be that of Ricci-flat 4-spaces, which are well known to be, locally at 
least, immersible in flat Euclidean spaces of ten dimensions. We will find the par-
tial differential equations of both these immersions to explicitly show their causal 
property--the uniqueness of their integration from Cauchy-Kowaleski data set on 
one dimensional and three dimensional slices, respectively. 
The partial differential equations of Riemannian immersion are invariantly for-
mulated as exterior differential systems set on the orthogonal frame bundle over 
the immersing space. Since in these cases the immersing spaces are flat, three and 
* Research supported ·under a contract with the U.S. National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
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ten dimensional, respectively, the bundles are in fact group spaces, IS0(3) and 
180(10). IS0(3) is six dimensional, the group of translations and rotations of flat 
3-space E 3 • ISO(lO) is 55 dimensional, the group of translations (10) and rotations 
(45) of E 10 • The Cartan-Maurer structure equations of ISO(n) invariantly express 
its Lie algebraic structure in terms of n left(right)-invariant basis 1-forms wµ. and 
n(n-1)/2 basis 1-forms wt ( = -w~ in the case of positive definite signature): 
dwµ + w 1i /\Wu = 0 
V CT V (1) 
We will use this basis to set the differential ideals determining the immersions. 
2. Cartan-Kahler Theory 
Cartan-Kahler theory of (real, analytic) sets of partial differential equations 
considers closed exterior differential ideals on spaces of combined dependent and 
independent variables, dimension n. The generic maximal integral manifolds of 
an ideal-submanifolds on which, when pulled back, the ideal vanishes-are the 
solutions. If these are g-dimensional, any g basis 1- forms which, pulled back or 
restricted to them, still remain linearly independent can be chosen as giving suitable 
independent variables; the n-g others then are denoted as dependent, satisfying the 
associated partial differential equations. We have briefly summarized C-K theory 
in several papers 1 ; a recent excellent monograph by Yang2 is highly recommended. 
Several diagnostic tests and teclmiques there described and justified will be of es-
sential use in the following. 
First, given an exterior differential ideal I, it is important to recognize its 
Cauchy characteristic vectors-vector fields which, when contracted with any form 
in I yield, again, a form in I. Their importance stems from the observation that all 
of them must lie in the maximal integral manifolds (otherwise an integral manifold 
of larger dimensionality could immediately be constructed!) Cauchy characteristic 
vectors thus give integral manifolds a fiber structure. The second essential diagnos-
tic calculation is to find the set of Cartan (integer) characters s = {so, s 1 , ... , s9 _ 1 }. 
These are in principal found from the ranks of a nested sequence of linear homo-
geneous algebraic equations for the components of a set of vectors Vi, Vi, ..... , V9 
that, from a generic point, can be integrated to span the integral manifold that is 
a g- dimensional solution. The genus g is in fact determined from the criteria that 
so+ s1 + .... + s9 _ 1 $ n - g while no furthe1; independent vector V9 +1 exists. If the 
equality holds there are no arbitrary functions in the final construction-a well-set 
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Cauchy-Kowaleski integration-of a g-dimensional solution from a submanifold of 
lower dimension on which initial data are set. The last non-zero integer in the set 
s gives that dimension, and the number of initial c\ata as functions on it. In the 
cases reported below the integers s have been calculated by Hugo Wahlquist using 
a Monte Carlo program to explore the ranks of the nested, and so interrelated, sets 
of ostensibly linear algebraic equations posed by Cartan's theory1 . This method of 
finding s seems to be essential, as we must work in a large number of dimensions, 
and moreover there are 3-forms and 4-forms in the ideals. An explicit example is 
given in the Appendix. 
The technique of prolongation leads to deep analyses of the algebraic struc-
tures underlying a set of partial differential equations, and to discovery of intrinsic, 
or adapted, coordinates. Roughly, prolongation is the addition of new forms to 
an ideal, and the simultaneous consistent introduction of new variables. Cartan 
used the term prolongation to mean introduction of higher partial derivatives-
jet variables-together with the equations relating them. We have used it also to 
mean systematic introduction of non-local variables-loosely, potentials and pseudo-
potentials-and shown how this can lead to discovery of inverse scattering solutions, 
Backlund transforms and (if the ideal I contains only I-forms and 2-forms) other 
solution methods based on Kac-Moody algebras. Prolongation also brings in the 
possibility of generalized invariance generators of the partial differential equations 
(or, as we have called them, isovectors of the ideals). This is all admirably discussed 
by Dan Finley and .J. K. Mciver in a paper now in press3 . 
3. Ideals for Surfaces Immersed in E3 
The construction shown in Figure 1. illustrates and explains the "method of 
moving frames" approach to the classic surface immersion problem that is found 
in many elementary differential geometry texts. Changing notation to accord with 
these, we first rewrite the structure equations (1) for IS0(3), p,, 1; = 1, 2, 3, setting 
w1 w2 w3 ~ 81 82 83 and w1 w 2 w 3 ---t w3 w1 w 2 · 
' ' ' ' 2' 3, 1 ' ' . 
d81 - w3 /\ 92 + w2 /\ ()3 = 0 
d(}2 _WI /\ 93 + W3 /\ (}1 = 0 
d(}3 - W2 /\ 91 +WI /\ (}2 = Q 
dw 1 + w 2 /\ w3 = 0 
dw2 +w3 /\w 1 = 0 
dw3 +w1 /\w 2 = 0 
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(2) 
The immersion of a 2-surface is described by annulling a single 1-form 83 and 
its closure, d83 ; that is, we set the ideal I on IS0(3) generated by 
(3) 
One intuitively thinks of orienting a moving orthogonal frame, or triad, at each 
point of the 2-surface, so that two frame vectors lie in the surface. This intuition 
is borne out by Cartan diagnostics of I: there is one Cauchy characteristic vector 
(dual to w3 , which does not appear in I), and n = 6,s = {1, 1, 1}, g = 3. A solution 
of I is thus a 3-dimensional sub-bundle of IS0(3) with I-dimensional fibers over a 
2-dimensional base. Fhnu the structure equations, it is immediately seen that this 
solution is an orthogonal frame bundle over two dimensions, with curvature 2-form 
R~ = -2w~ /\ wJ = 2w1 /\ w2 • A cross section of it is a particular orthogonal frame 
field, or ( anholonomic) metric connection. According to the Cartan characters, each 
such bundle can be constructed by Cauchy-Kowaleski integration after giving one 
arbitrary function of position on a suitable 2-surface. 
0(2) bundle IS0(3) dlm3 ____________ ...,... dim 6 
M 
dlm2 
Figure 1. : Surfaces M immersed in E3 have orthogonal frame bundles over them 
that are sub-bundles of IS0(3). 
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The diagnostic alters dramatically if we specialize to surfaces of constant neg-
ative Gaussian curvature. We now consider the (dosed) ideal I' generated by 
()3 
w1 /\ 82 _ w2 /\ 81 
w1 /\ w2 + 81 /\ 82 (4) 
Now we find n = G, .s = {1, 2, O} , g = 3, s2 = O! (This reduction of s2 does not 
happen if we specialize to other classes of smfaces, e.g. constant positive curva-
ture!) These constant curvature orthogonal frame bundles are uniquely constructed 
after giving two arbitrary functions on a one dimensional submanifold (which must 
itself only annul () 3 ). This can be called the discovery of a causal slicing of the 
2-dimensional Riemannia.n geometry. Mathematically it allows us to go on and 
specialize to adapted cross sections-adapted frames-by systematically searching 
for 1-forms ( such that d( = 0, mod (I',(). Adding in such a 1-form will only 
change s0 • In the present case two solutions exist; we use the same one as Chern 
and Terng4 , to "kill ofr' the s 2 = 0 while still leaving a well-set ideal. That is, we 
finally consider an augmented ideal I" generated by 
w:J + cot T w2 + csc T () 2 
wl /\ ()2 _ w2 /\ 81 
w1 /\w2 +01 /\82, 
where T is an arbitrary constant. Now n = 6, .s = {2, 2}, g = 2. 
(5) 
We now can use both kinds of prolongation to find adapted coordinates. First, 
remember Cartan's Lemma, that if a set of 1-forms wf satisfy wf /\ wi = 0 with 
the wi independent, then we may set wf - <Ptwi = 0, thereby introducing scalar 
fields <Pt that must be symmetric on i and j. In the present case applying it to the 
2-form in I", requiring 01 and 02 to be independent, introduces three scalars which 
the second 2-fonn in I" (for constant negative curvature) reduces to two. We get 
w1 + f - 9 81 + _2_ 82 f +g f +g 
2 2f g ()1 f - g ()2 
w +-- ---! +g f +g (6) 
Adding these to the ideal I" means we can drop the original two 2-forms, but at 
the price of adding in, for closure, the exterior derivatives of (6) (which simply 
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follow from the structure relations). The laf:lt step is then to search for non-local 
prolongations, in this case just conservation laws, by setting, e.g., 
a = Aw 1 + Bw2 + CfJ 1 + DfJ2 (7) 
with the coefficients functions of f and g, such that du 
indeed are found: 
0, mod I". Solutions 
d{ Ji + J2 ( 81 + w1 )} 
d{yfi-g2 (81 -w1 )} (8) 
so we introduce "potential functions", new scalar fields-coordinates-x and t by 
setting 
Vi + j2 ( fJ I + W l) = dx - dt 
Ji + g2 ( () 1 - w1 ) = dx + dt (9) 
One can then solve for all the · original basis forms, w1 , w 2 , w 3 , 81 , ()2, explicitly in 
terms of the scalar coordinates f, g, x and t and their differentials. The partial 
differential equations that result from distinguishing f and g as dependent and x 
and t as independent variables, in the structure 2-form equations, are the famous 
pair of reciprocal sine-Gordon equations originally found by Backlund by laborious 
three dimensional geometrical construction: 
where 
D( a + ·1/J) 
D:r 
. D( n -- 1/J) 
Dt 
= a sin( a - 1/J) 
= a - I sin( a + 1/J) 
a = cos T - cot T 
f = tan( 1/J + n) 
g = tan{'l/J - a) 
4. Ricci-flat Four Spaces Immersed in E 10 
(10) 
(11) 
We begin by dividing the basis forms in Eq. (i) into two sets, i,j., etc. 
i, 2, 3, 4 and A, B, etc. = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. The structure equations then become 
dwi + w1 /\wk + wi /\ wA = 0 
dwA + w~ /\ w8 + wf /\ wi = 0 
i i k i A 
<M; +wk /\w; +wA /\w; = 0 Gauss 
~~+wt/\w~+w~/\wi=O Ricci 
i i k i c ~A +wk /\wA +we /\wA = 0 Coclazzi (i2) 
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where we have indicated the famous names conventionally applied when these are 
pulled back to an immersed 4-manifold. The immersion is determined by the closed 
exterior differential ideal I: 
(13) 
There are 21 Cauchy characteristic vectors (since w; and w~ are not explicitly 
in I), and s is calculated to be { 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 0 ... }, n = 55, g = 25. We have 25 
dimensional solutions, each a sub-bundle of 21 dimensional 0(4) ® 0(6) fibers over 
a 4-dimensional base. 
A cross section of this so-called "Darboux " bundle yields not only an orthog-
onal frame field on 4-space, hut also 15 auxiliary 0(6) fields that a.rise from the 
immersion. These auxiliary O(G) fields (or 0(5, 1),0( 4, 2) or 0(3, 3); we have not 
had to be specific about signature) may prove to be as useful as those introduced 
in other formulations, for excunple, by eomplexifying orthogonal frame bundles. In 
terms of them, the Riemann tensor induced on the integral manifolds is quadratic. 
It may be significant that 0( 4, 2) is isomorphic to the conformal group C0(3, 1 ), 
and occurs in twistor analyses. Only in our first example, two dimensions immersed 
in three, did the Darboux lrnndle structure degenerate to that of an 0(2) frame 
bundle, without auxiliary fields. 
The most gratifying discovery Wahlquist and I have made is that, when we go 
on to consider Ricci-flat and related geometries, Ccutan character analysis shows 
the Darboux bundles to be "causally" determined from data on slices of lower 
dimension, here three. While this Cauchy property for general relativity is of course 
well known since work by Lichnerowicz, Choquet-Bruhat and ADM, here it emerges 
very elegantly and naturally, giving us conviction that the Darboux variables are 
especially well adapted to the algebraic structure of the field equations . 
. The Riemann curvature 2-forms can he read off from the Gauss structure equa-
tions in Eq.(12) 
(14) 
The Ricci tensor is coded in the 3-forms R.~ /\wk Eijkl. The immersion ideal I' for 
Ricci-flat 4-geometries is 
WA 
WA/\ W i 
I 
wi /\ w{ /\wk Eijkl 
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(15) 
Cartan diagnostics of I' gives s = { 6, 6, 10, 8, 0 ... }, so solutions are determined 
by setting 8 functions on three dimensional slices. This is shown in Figure 2. 
Each such construction, of a bundle with 21 dimensional fibers over 4-space, is 
simultaneously 22 dimensions over three. Causality emerges together with an au-
tonomous time variable. Similar analyses yield this causal structure for immersions 
of Einstein-Maxwell and Einstein-Klein-Gordon solutions, and for Ricci-flat three 
and five dimensional geometries (immersed in six and fifteen dimensional flat spaces, 
respectively1 ). 
N - - - ..0(4)®0(6) bundle 
dimJ dim 25 
























Figure 2. : Riemannian 4-geometries M immersed in E10 have Darboux frame 
bundles 0( 4) ® 0(6) over them that are sub-bundles of ISO(lO). In the Ricci-flat 
case a C-K construction additionally gives M the structure of an 0(1) or line bundle 
over three dimensions (dashed arrows). 
We are making progress in finding augmented ideals, with specialized frames, 
in a program analogous to that of Section 3 leading to adapted coordinates and 
the sine-Gordon equation. A first step has been to incorporate maximal slicing, a 
technique well known in numerical relativity. This proves to be nicely compatible 
with the causal structure already present. That is, we have recently analyzed the 
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ideal I" generated by 
. . k 
wft. A wi Aw Eijkl 
(n = o) 
wl Aw~ Aw1 Aw2 +wl Aw! Aw1 Aw 3 +wl Aw! Aw2 Aw3 
(8 = 0) (16) 
and find that s4 remains zero: s = {6, 6, 11, 10, 0, ... }, g = 22. This appears to be a 
neat demonstration of the (local) existence and uniqueness of maximal slicing. We 
now have 0(3) © 0(6) bundles over 4-space. Further specialization of the framing, 
and use of prolongation may yield explicit, adapted, variables and coordinates. 
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Self-duality and Null Surfaces 
Joshua N. Goldberg 
Department of Physics, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244-1130 
1. Introduction. 
Considering a celebration of Jerzy Plebanski makes me think back over the 
years that I have known him and to remember the physics which was important 
when we first met. That was in 1961 when I was invited by Leopold Infeld to visit 
Warsaw. We shared an interest in the equations of motion in general relativity and 
I briefly thought about reviewing that topic. But, as it turned out, neither of us did 
much further work in that area, so I thought of dealing with the topics which were 
developing around that time and their relationship to some of the active research 
today. 
My first talk in Warsaw was on gravitational radiation - specifically, on Ray 
Sach's approach to the subject. Therefore, I shall spend most of my time discussing 
history, particularly surrounding the Petrov classification and gravitational radia-
tion. I will, however, reserve some time to talk about the relationship of this work 
to current research. 
2. Petrov Classification. 
In 1955, I had published a paper in which I pointed out that the Einstein-lnfeld-
Hoffmann approximation method permitted gravitational radiation in a rather high 
order in v/c where it contributed to the Riemann tensor [1). This contradicted 
earlier work by lnfeld and Scheidegger [2-5) who had concluded that gravitational 
radiation was a coordinate effect which could be tranformed away. However, this 
approach looked for radiation damping in the equations of motion and did not offer 
a description of the radiation field itself. In October 1956, I received a preprint from 
Felix Pirani [6]Invariant Formulation of Gravitational Radiation Theory (Figs. 1 
and 2). The first sentence of this paper reads, "The investigation of gravitational 
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INVARIANT FORMULATION OF GRAVITATIONAL 
RADIATIOM THEORY 
F.A.E. Pirani 
Department of Mathematics, King's College, 
Strand, London, England. 
In this paper, gravitational radiation is defined 
invariantly within the framework of general relativity 
theory, The definition is arrived at by assuming (a) that 
gravitational radiation is characterized by the Riemann 
tensor, and (b) that it is propagated with the fundamental 
velocity. Therefore a gravitational wave-front should 
appear as a discontinuity in the Riemann tensor across a 
nuJ.l 3-surface; the possible form of this discontinuity 
is here calculated from Lichnerowicz's continuity conditions. 
The concept of an observer who follows the gravitational 
field is defined in terms of the eigenbivectors of the 
Riemann tensor. It is sho\vn that the 4-velocity of this 
observer is tim.elike for one of Petrov's three canonical 
types of Riemann tensor, but null tor the other two types. 
The first type is ident~fied with the absence of radiation, 
Fig. 1. First p~ge of Pirani preprint. 2/ ••..•..••. 
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Fig. 2. First ~ge fran the Physical Review. 
PHYSICAL REVIEW VOLUME 105, NUMBER 3 FEBRUARY 1, 1957 
Invariant Formulation of Gravitational Radiation Theory 
F. A. E. PIRANI 
Deparlm~nl of Malhemalics, King's College, Strand, London, England 
(Received October 18, 1956) 
In this paper, gravitational radiation is defined invariantly 
within the framework of general relativity theory. The definition 
is arrived at by assuming (a) that gravitational radiation is 
characterized by the Riemann tensor, and (b) that it is propagated 
with the fundamental velocity. Therefore a gravitational wave 
front should appear as a discontinuity in the Riemann tensor 
across a null 3-surface; the possible form of this discontinuity is 
here calculated from Lichnerowicz's continuity conditions. 
The concept of an observer who follows the gravitational field is 
defined in terms of the eigenbivectors of the Riemann tensor. It 
is shown that the 4-velocity of this observer is timelike for one of 
Petrov's three canonical types of Riemann tensor, but null for 
the other two types. The first type is identified with the absence 
of radiation, the other two with its presence. This constitutes the 
1. INTRODUCTION 
T HE investigation of gravitational radiation in general relativity theory is hampered by the lack 
of an invariant definition of that concept. The presence 
of gravitational radiation must be distinguishable, 
mathematically, from a peculiar choice of the coordinate 
system, and physically, from a peculiar motion of the 
observer. In a covariant, nonlinear theory, the definition 
should not, if the concept of radiation has any real 
validity, depend on the weakness of fields or on special 
coordinate conditions. An invariant definition is pro-
posed in this paper. 
This definition is given in terms of the Riemann 
tensor. Just as it is the Riemann tensor which indicates 
a genuine gravitational field in the first place, so 
(A) It is the Riemann tensor which characterizes the 
presence of radiation. 
Physically, this is because the Riemann tensor 
describes the variations in the gravitational field from 
event to event in space-time. In accordance with die 
principle of equivalence, only the variations in the field, 
and not the field itself, can produce any real physical 
effects. The question is: what sort of variations in the 
field should be classified as gravitational radiation? 
To answer this question, one ,must first of all decide 
which attributes of radiation, a concept until now 
familiar largely through electromagnetic theory, may 
be assumed to apply also to the gravitational case. In 
making the present definition, it will be assumed that 
an essential attribute is: · 
(B) In empty space-time, gravitational radiation is 
propagated with the fundamental velocity. 
definition. It is shown that the difference between the no-radiation 
type and one of the radiation types can be made to correspond to 
the discontinuity possible across a null 3-surface; this demon-
strates the consistency of the wave front and following-the-field 
concepts. 
A covariant approximation to the canonical energy-momentum 
pseudo-tensor is defined, using normal coordinates, which are 
given a physical interpretation. It is shown that when gravita-
tional radiation is present, the approximate gravitational energy-
fiux cannot be removed by a local Lorentz transformation, which 
supports the definition of radiation. 
It is proved that, as would be demanded of a sensible definition, 
there can be no gravitational radiation present in a region of 
empty space-time where the metric is static. 
the definition; these arguments depend respectively on 
the following consequences of (A) and (B): 
(C) A gravitational wave-front manifests itself as a 
discontinuity in the Riemann tensor across a 
null 3-surface. 
(D) The motion of an observer following the gravi-
tational field is determined by. the Riemann 
tensor. In the .presence of gravitational radi-
ation, such an observer would have to move 
with the fundamental velocity in order to 
keep up with the field. 
These ideas will now be developed in Jore detail. 
In connection with (A), one may investigate the vari-
ations in the gravitational field directly by writing 
down the equation of geodesic deviation. This equation 
gives the variation in the field between neighboring 
space-time events in terms of the Riemann tensor.1 The 
physical effects so represented are set out in detail in 
Sec. 2. 
Assumption (B) is supported by very general con-
siderations, as well as some specific ones, like the result 
of Lichnerowicz2 that the characteristic surfaces of 
Einstein's equations are null 3-surfaces. Lichnerowicz 
starts from continuity conditions which are sufficient 
to ensure that the equations have physically unique 
solutions in empty space-time. 
In Sec. 2, Lichnerowicz's conditions will be used to 
determine what discontinuity in the Riemann tensor is 
permissible across a null 3-surface. In accordance with 
statement (C) above, one would expect to find such a 
discontinuity whenever a source of gravitational radi-
ation was switched on or off. 
The idea of an observer following the field, introduced 
The two assumptions (A) and (B) serve to characterize 1 F. A. E. ~irani, Helv. Phys. Acta (to be published); and Acta 
' ' 1 d' · 1 I T · Phys . .Polon. (lo be published). grav1tat10na ra 1atlon compete Y· WO mam argu- 2 A. L ichnerowicz, T li6'Jries relalii>istes de la gravitation el de 
ments are developed in the following sections to support l'~lectro111ag11"ismc (Masson et Cie, Paris, 1955), p. 33. 
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radiation in general relativity theory is hampered by the lack of an invariant def-
inition of that concept." Then he makes four statements to formulate his position: 
(A) It is the Riemann tensor which charcterizes the presence of radiation. 
( B) In empty space-time, gravitational radiation is propagated with the funda-
mental velocity. 
( C) A gravitational wave-front manifests itslf as a discontinuity in the Riemann 
tensor across a null 3-surface. 
( D) The motion of an observer following the gravitational field is determined 
by the Riemann tensor. In the presence of gravitational radiation, such an 
observer would have to move with the fundamental velocity in order to keep 
up with the field. 
He then goes on to inform the relativity community about the Petrov classi-
fication. A.Z. Petrov [7] published his paper on the classification in the Scientific 
Notes of Kazan State University, volume 114, 1954 (Fig. 3). Petrov considers the 
tetrad components of the Riemann tensor as a matrix in a six dimensional vector 
space and sets up the proper value problem 
Ra bed 
a, b = 1...4 while a,{3 = 1...6 and 90:(3 = diag(-1, +1) in 3 x 3 blocks. For an 
Einstein space, he shows that the matrix is reducible and can be written as two 
mutually complex conjugate 3x 3 sub-matrices along the diagonal (Figs. 4a,b). 
He looks for the characteristic vectors and finds that there are three basic cases for 
each sub-matrix: I, 3 independent vectors; II, 2 independent vectors, one with 
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Vol. 114. Book 8 
Scientific Notes of Kazan State University 
under the name of V. I. Ulyanova - lenin 
Jubile edition (1804-1954) 
Classification of spaces determining a gravitational field 
AZ. Petrov 
( Kazan University, Chair of Geometry ) 
In this note are give proofs of results learned by us rather early and first published 
1954 
in the year 1951 [1]. Namely, it happens that a V4 determining a gravitational field has the form. 
for the fundamental tensor , and satisfies the field equations 
R .. == 
I. .l 
(they shall be called manifolds -T4 ), It is possible to establish a classification by 
investigation of the algebraic strusture of the curvature tensor. 




calculate a further simplification of the matrix at the expense of selecting six rotation. 
First we prove a theorem, sharply limiting the number of types of characteristics of the matrix (14) which 
are evident upon a first glance. 
Theorem 2. the characteristic of the K-martrix (14) is always of two identical parts. 
We bring the matrix (14) into a more simple form using the so-called elementary transformations, which, as 
is knowp, does not change the elementary divisor. of the matrix and, consequently, its characteristic. We 
display this matrix in the from 
-~. 
where is the Kronecker symbol. Adding to each of the three first columns the corresponding column of 
numbers from the last three, multiplied by , we obtain the equivalent matrix 
Adding to the last three rows the corresponding row of numbers of the first three, multiplied by , we 
bring the matrix inyo the form 
~J..f" 
-~~,. +~ ~~,,. -~ ~"~ 
Finally, multiplication of the first three columns by L/:z. and addition to the corresponding last three 
columns and subsequently performing the same operation with the first and last three rows leads to the 
matrix. 






equivalent to the K matrix (14) this leads to the investigation of two 3-dimensional matrices'?( ~>and i.S (MJ 
the corresponding elements of which are complex conjugate. But it follows that elementary divisors of these 
two matrices are also complex conjugates, and consequently, for the char~cteristics they have the identical 
form. In this manner the characteristics of our K-matrix is decomposed into two repeated parts and the 
theorem is prove. 
We remark that the principal directions and invariat rays of the K-matrix also must be complex conjugate 
in pairs. Now it is possible to produce a classification of the gravitational field, concerning which is 
Theorem 3. There exists three and only three types of gravitational field. 
The three-dimensional matrix P (K) may have only on of three possible types of characteristics: [ 111] , [21] 
[3] provided that we set aside the cases when some of the elementary divisors have identical bases and, 
accordingly, some of the nombers standing in the brackets are enclosed in the parenthesis (for example, 
[(11)1], ((21)], etc.). 
The characteristics of iS ( l~)must also have the same form. Threfore, the characteristics of the K-matrix 
may be written in the forms 
J. [IT, IT) l 1]~ ~. [ 2.. 2., I i J ; 3. (3 3] (It.) 
where the over lined numbers designate the exponent of the elemtary with a base the complex conjugate of 
the base of the elementary divisor, the power of which is given by the preceeding number. 
Fig . 4b. From the translation by J. Schell. 
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a double root; and III, one vector with a triple root (Fig. 5). The principal result 
Pirani obtains is that the discontinuity of the Riemann tensor across a null surface, 
the gravitational wave front, is what we would now refer to as a null field, type N. 
It is a degenerate form of type II, when a = f3 = 0. 
About the same time in 1956, Geheniau and Debever had shown that in gen-
eral there are fourteen invariants of the Riemann tensor which reduce to four when 
the vacuum field equations are satisfied [8-12]. In their classification, they fo-
cussed attention on the irreducible decomposition of the Riemann tensor in terms 
of tetrads. 
Rab cd cab + Eab + 1 6ab R cd cd 12 cd ' 
Eab cd = 
They showed that four of the invariants come from the Weyl tensor. These can be 
written compactly in terms of the self-dual (SD) part of the Weyl tensor as: 
C+ -yac+ 0t./3 0t./3 -ro and C+ -yoc+ puc+ 0t.f3 0t.{3 -yo pu , 
c+ -yo - ! (C -ro - ~€ c0!.f3-ro) 0t.{3 - 2 0t.{3 2 0t.{3pu . 
The remaining ten invariants come from the Ricci tensor. Geheniau wrote the con-
formal tensor in terms of its SD and ASD parts and carried out the classification. 
Dehever then looked at the intersections of two conics c+ 0t.f3z0t. z!3 = 0 = 90t./3z0t. z!3. 
He asks for the intersections of these conics and he finds the following results. There 
are either 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 intersections. These intersections define real null vectors 
associated with the Petrov types. These are the principal null vectors which we 
now call Debever-Penrose vectors. By the time of the GRG conference in Roy-
aumont, France in 1959, L. Bel [13] had carried out the classification, also in 




~I • • /J2 
• • aa • /Ja 
/Ji • • -as 





~ tr ' . • a-er 
/J tr • a+tr 
+2a 
• R.,11== --~ 
• /J tr -(a-tr) 









Fig· 5 · From Pirani. 
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TABLEAU 1 
(1,1,1] (1,1~1,1) I [(1,·1),1] (2,2) D [(1,1,1)] ( - ) 
0 T, 
[z., 1] (2,1,1) Ii [2, 1] .(4) I N 
[3 J (3, 1) III 
Fig. 6. From Debever [12]. 
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Type I : all are independent and different from zero; 
Type II : (trc+c+) 3 = 6(trc+c+c+)2 ; 
Type III: trc+c+ = trc+c+c+ = o. 
Penrose [14,15] and L. Witten [16] introduced the spinor form of the Einstein 
equations which naturally leads to the irreducible decomposition of the Riemann 
tensor and led to the classification in terms of the principal spinors (null vectors). 
These investigations all made use of the irreducible decomposition of the conformal 
tensor into SD and ASD parts. The classification has been represented in what we 
call the Penrose diagram: 
(1,1,1,1) (2,1,1) (3,1) I II III 
(2,2) (4) D N 
(-) (-) 
The numbers in the parentheses indicate the multiplicity of the principal null vec-
tors. The types other than type I are called algebraically special. In the alge-
braically special space-times, the principal null vector with multiplicity defines a 
congurence of null geodesics[l 7]. 
In the late '50s, Ray Sachs and Jordan's group at Hamburg initiated a study of 
null congruences [19], introducing the optical parameters p and (1', the convergence 
and shear. Not only did this lead to the classification of the conformal tensor in 
terms of the principal null vectors, but it also led to the propagation of the different 
types along the principal null rays, the null geodesics. Sachs [20,21] was able to 
show that each of the various types has a specific fall-off in asymptotically fl.at 
space-times. In an asymptotic expansion, the SD conformal tensor has the fall-off 
C+ _ N I I I D I I O( 1 ) 
-+-+-+-+ -
- r r 2 r 3 r4 r 5 · 
This represents the behavior of the general asymptotically flat space-time with 
gravitational radiation. 
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3. Gravitational Radiation at Null Infinity. 
Within a year of the Royaumont conference in 1959, Bondi analyzed axi-
symmetric solutions of the Einstein equations in the vicinity of null infinity [22] 
and Sachs [23] produced its generalization another year later. The Bondi-Sachs 
investigation of gravitational radiation near null infinity was closely followed by 
the Newman-Penrose [24] formalism which made explicit use of self-duality in the 
spin coefficients and the conformal tensor (Fig. 7). While the analysis of the 
algebraically special metrics by Sach is beautiful geometrically and mathemati-
cally, the generalization of Bondi is a brutal tour de force. In comparison, the 
Newman-Penrose equations are simple and transparent. 
The formalism can be schematically sketched as follows: 
0. Space-time is asymptotically Minkowski so that in the vicinity of null infinity 
there is a smooth null surface which extends to infinity. 
1. Assume that in the vicinity of null infinity the Ricci tensor is either zero, 
vacuum space-time, or is given by the energy- momentum tensor of a matter 
field. 
2. The Bianchi identities yield equations for the SD components of the confor-
mal tensor. 
3. The definition of the Riemann tensor yields equations for the spin coefficients. 
4. The definition of the spin coefficients yields equations for a null tetrad which 
defines the metric. 
Each of the above sets of equations splits into three subsets: 
1. Hypersurface equations which propagate along the generators of the null 
surface. 
n. Propagation equations off the null surface. 
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THE NEWMAN-PENROSE EQUATIONS 
Tetrad Equations 
Dr-~+ar 
D"' =- f10I + <rOi - (ti + 13) 
DX,,. =- (ti + P>r +ca + iJr 
DU=- (ti + /3)~ + (a + j}"' - y - j 
D{A - ~ ::a (µ. + j - 1' >r + J..? 
ar-Kr - <i-a>r +(ti-/J)r" 
&ii - &, - (Ji - a)<11 +(a - /3)~ + µ. - ji. 
8U - ~ = (µ. + j - y)"' + ;.,i; - u 
Bianchi Identities 
Dtflt ·- i.;o • 4fJl/l1 - 4crl/lo 
Dl/l-z. - ii/It =- 3pl/l'1 - 2atftt - A.I/lo 
Dt(I, - i.;-: =- 2pl/I, - lll/tt 
DI/I• - j,;, '- pl/J., + 2at{t, - 3Al/t'1 
4'/lo - 8"11 • (4-y - µ.)I/lo - (41- + 2.S)t/tt + 301h 
.W-1 - 8"'2, • Ptfto +(2y- 4',)"11 -31'r/12 + ~ 
4Afl-: - 81/1, - 2~t - 3~ + (2{3 - 21")t/13 + trf/14 
A,,/13 - 8t{t, =- 3""12 - (2,, + 4µ.).;, + (4{J -1")t(l4 
Fig. 7. 
Spin Coefficient Equations 
Dp •pi+w 
Dv • 2pv + "'o 
J>r a '1'p + Ta- + r;1 
Da =- ap + 13,;. 
D{J =- /Jp + aO" + r/11 
Dy • nr + ifJ + t/12 
DA. • J..p + µ.,;. 
Dµ. =- µp + AO" + l/1-: 
D.,, =- rA +~ + 1/1, 
AA. -cf,,•~"+ (j-3'Y- µ. -,<I)A ;_ rjl., 
8p - &r =- (/3 + <i)p + (j - 3a)O' - r/11 
&z - i{J = µ.p - AO' - 2af3 + ati + 13j - t/12 
BA - fµ. = (a + j)µ. + (<i _ 3{J)A. _ l/1
3 
av - 4µ. - yµ. - 211{3 + jµ. + µ. 2 + u-
&y - 413 • 1"f.C. - <n + {µ. - 'Y + j){J +fa 
&r-Acr- 21'{l + (j + µ. -37)0"'+ ..\p 
4p - &r. ( 'Y + j - ji.)p - 2a-r ~.\er - tfi% 
Aa - 6.., =- pv - 1"A. - J..{3 + ( j ..:_ 'Y - ji.)a - r/13 
*E.T. Newman and K.P. Tod, 11 Asymptotically Flat Space-Times 11 , in General Relativity 
and Gravitation, ed. A. Held (Plenum Press, New York, 1980). 
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111. Supplementary equations. The hypersurface equations introduce a numhe:r 
of arbitrary functions at null infinity while the supplementary equations 
give the evolution of these functions with the exception of the asymptotic 
shear. Its propagation is arbitrary. The propagation equations give the 
evolution of the initial data which are the type I part of the conformal 
tensor which yields the geometry of the null surface up to the asymptotic 
shear of its null generators. 
4. Self-duality. 
Newman then began a study of what he called the "good cuts" of null infinity 
[25] which, in Penrose's conformal compactification [26], is itself a null surface. In 
Minkowski space the good cuts are those formed by null surfaces whose asymtotic 
shear vanishes [27]. In the presence of gravitational radiation, the asymptotic shear 
cannot vanish. Therefore, in a real space-time, there are no good cuts. Newman 
overcomes this difficulty by considering a complexification of null infinity [25,28,29]. 
In that case, the sh.ear becomes decoupled from what was its complex conjugate. 
Then he can find a four complex parameter family of super translations such that 
the asymptotic complex shear a-0 is transformed to zero while o-0 remains different 
from zero. In terms of the family of super translations defined by Z ( u, (, (; xa), 
Newman is able to define a null tetrad on the manifold coordinatized by the four 
complex parameters xa. The tetrad defines a metric which satisfies the complex 
Einstein equations and whose conformal tensor is SD. The space-times so obtained, 
Newman called Ji-space or "heaven". These SD, or half flat, solutions can be 
identified with the non-linear graviton defined by Penrose. Penrose obtains these 
solutions by a deformation of the flat twistor space, C P3 [30]. 
Stimulated by this work of Newman's, Plebanski systematically set about an 
investigation of complex solutions of the Einstein equations on a four dimensional 
analytic manifold [31]. His analysis was in terms of the spin or representation 
and clearly introduced the irreducible parts of the geometrical quantities including 
the decomposition of the Riemann tensor into the trace free Ricci tensor, the 
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curvature scalar R, and the SD and ASD parts of the Weyl conformal tensor. ITis 
classification then pairs the Penrose diagrams of the SD and ASD parts as they are 
now independent. He showed that the half flat solutions could be determined by 
either one of two key functions. With canonically defined coordinates (p, q, r, 8 ), 
the first key function n satisfies 
O,prO,qa - O,prO,qa = 1. 
The second key function is derived from the first by a transformation to coordinates 
(p, q, re, y ), re = n,p and y = n,q· It satisfies 
e,:c:c0,yy - (0,:cy)2 + e,:cp + e,yq = o. 
Particularly based on the second key function, a number of half flat solutions of 
the Einstein equtions have been found. 
However, from the point of view I wish to come to, the later developments of 
this program are more important. Plebanski [32] writes three sets of equations 
which take the following form when the Einstein equations are satisfied (rA B is a 
one-form and sAB is a two- form, A and Bare SL(2,C) spinor indices): 
There is a similar set of equations, Sit, which interchanges the dotted and undotted 
quantities. The third set connects the two. 
£: o, 
sAB /\ SAiJ 0. 
Both S?i and Sit produce connections and tetrads which satisfy the Einstein equa-
tions. £ shows that the two are connected by an SL(2,C) transformation. The 
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equations s?i can be derived from a variational principle, 
C ABCD is wholly symmetric and represents the SD part of the conformal tensor. 
Of course, this action only give equations for SD solutions. The dotted version and 
the £ equations are needed to complete the co_mplex equations. 
5. Canonical Formalism. 
What makes this development particularly interesting today is the introduc-
tion of the new variables, SD connection and densitized triad, by Abhay Ashtekar 
(33,34]. Joseph Samuel [35] and separately Jacobson and Smolin [36] used this 
action starting from tetrads, therefore without the Lagrange multiplier term, for 
the derivation of the Ashtekar Hamiltonian in terms of the new variables. In their 
modification of the Ashtekar program, Capavilla, Dell, and Jacobson (37] require 
the extra term because they use the bivectors as their basic variables. What makes 
the new variables attractive is the polynomial structure of the Hamiltonian and 
the constraints in terms of these variables. As a result, considerable progress has 
been made in solving the constraints and in understanding the possible structure of 
quantum gravity. However, this program is concerned with the real gravitational 
field. Therefore, one must impose reality conditions which automatically would 
satisfy the £ and sit equations. 
The Plebanski action is an integral over a 4-dimensional domain and does not 
pick out a particular 3-surface for a canonical decomposition. David Robinson, 
Chrys Soteriou and I have used this Lagrangian, assuming a null tetrad from the 
beginning, to construct the Hamiltonian for general relativity on a null surface (38]. 
I shall sketch our results and indicate the direction of future work. 
We assume that t =constant is a foliation of null surfaces and pull back the 
connection and bivectors to the surface t = 0. Writing (A = 1, 2, 3 is a bivector 
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index) 
the Hamiltonian becomes 
H - J d3z{vi(R1ijE3j + R2ijE1i) -NiRAijEAi 
+ BA DiEAi - µi(E2i - avi) + p(a)2 +other constraints}. 
(E1i,vi,E3i) are a densitized triad on the null surface. There are 40 phase space 
variables and the analysis leads to 12 first class and 14 second class constraints. 
Thus, two functions may be set as initial data - one degree of freedom - which is 
correct on a null surface [39). 
The canonical equations sit half-way between the Bondi-Sachs and the 
Newman-Penrose equations. We have analyzed the equations and obtain the same 
results as they when we require that the Riemann tensor be free of logarithmic 
behavior. Our goal is to construct a representation of quantum gravity on the null 
surface. A similar examination of the electromagnetic field [40) suggests that the 
loop representation being pursued by Ashtekar and Smolin [34] would be singular 
on a null surface. However, the generalized Hamilton-Jacobi theory of Newman 
and Rovelli [41] goes through for the electromagnetic theory and it may do so for 
general relativity as well. This work is in progress. 
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I. Introduction 
We will present here a summary of the progress we have made on a 
problem that has occupied us for close to fifteen years. 
Many years ago we studied [HNPT, KLNT] an unusual and remarkably 
simple formulation of the self-dual vacuum Einstein equations. This 
formulation had as its basic variable, families of characteristic (null) 
surfaces and equations for the determination of these surfaces. From 
knowledge of the surfaces one could easily compute a metric which 
automatically satisfied the vacuum self-dual Einstein equations. The 
families of characteristic surfaces, denoted by 
u = Z(xa,~. ~) ( 1) 
where (~. ~) (complex stereographic coordinates on S2) parametrize a 
spheres worth of characteristic surfaces through any point xa, were 
required to be regular solutions (regular on the S2) of the non-linear 
angular differential equation 
(2) 
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where [NT] ~is the differential operator "eth", [essentially the derivative 
with respect to C1 and cr8 (Z, C. ~) was an arbitrary spin-weight-2 function. 
From the point of view of the differential equation, the four xa were 
constants of integration, i.e., the solutions space of the differential equation 
is itself the manifold in question. Directly~ from these four-parameter 
-
solutions, i.e., from knowledge of the Z(xa, ~. ~), the self-dual vacuum 
metric could be constructed. 
It is the purpose of this work to describe how this formulation of the 
self-dual equations in terms· of characteristic surfaces can be extended to 
the full real asymptotically-flat vacuwn Einstein equations. Unfortunately 
this extension is not simple; instead it requires considerable technical 
detail and, for completeness, becomes quite involved. We will thus restrict 
ourselves to giving an outline or summary of the basic ideas and leave the 
details to both earlier publications [KN86, KN84, CKN, KLN, IKN] and 
forthcoming publications. 
II. The Basic Ideas 
a. We first introduce, on a Lorentzian manifold Jiil,, a spheres worth 
-
of characteristic surfaces through each point xa, i.e., u = Z(xa,~. ~),from 
which we will obtain certain "intrinsic" coordinates (defined in terms of the 
characteristic surfaces themselves) which will then be used to describe a 
conformal geometry and eventually a metric geometry. 
b. We then describe how the conformal metric can be constructed 
from these characteristic surfaces. 
c. Finally, we will show how to impose "field equations", i.e., the 
conformal Einstein equations, on the characteristic surfaces and then how 
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to break the conformal invariance and obtain the Einstein equations 
themselves. 
III. 
a. The Intrinsic Coordinates 
-
From the characteristic surfaces, i.e., from u = Z(xa, ~.~),by applying 
the operators eth and eth-bar, we can define the four scalar functions 
e i = e i(xa,~. ~) = (eo, e +, e-,el) = (u, ro,rn, R) (3) 
with 
ro = 3Z(xa, ~. ~), rn= 3Z(xa,~. ~), R = 33Z(xa,~. ~), (4) 
which, with the inverse transformation 
-
xa = xa(e i, ~. ~), (5) 
can be thought of as an s2 's worth of coordinate transformations between 
the xa and the "intrinsic coordinates" e i. 
The next idea is to "construct" 
32z = A.(xa,~. ~) = A(e i, ~. ~) 
32z =X(xa, ~. ~) = X(e i, ~. ~) 
3232z = M(e i,~. ~) 
-
(6) 
where ( 5) has been used. The A( e i, ~. ~), its conjugate and its gradients 
are to be very important variables for us. 
·The idea is to code into A(S i,~. ~) and its conjugate, information about 
1. a conformal metric and 2. a conformal metric satisfying the conformal 
Einstein equations. 
b. Extracting the Conformal Metric and the "Auxiliary 
Conditions". 
From the scalars 9 i, a gradient basis 9 i,a and the dual vectors e ia 
can be formed; one can also express the gradient of A by 
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A, a = A,i 0 i,a = Ao Z,a + A~ 3Z,a + A+3Z,a + A-3Z,a . (7) 
Since cM, has a metric, gab( xa), we can transform it to the intrinsic 
coordinates e i by 
gii(e i, ~. ~) = gab(xa)e i,ae i,b (8) 
so that, for example, 
goo= gab(xa) Z,a Z,b, gO+ = gab(xa) Z,a3Z,b, gOl = gab(xa) Z,a~ 3Z,b. 
One has immediately, from the assumption that Z is a characteristic 
surface, that 
goo = o (9) 
and by differentiation (with the fact that gab depends only on xa) that 
gO+ = 0, gO- = 0. 
It is now possible, by repeated eth and eth-bar operations on goo to 
express all the components of giJ (except gOl) in terms of the A,1 , i.e., one 
obtains a conformal metric with go1 (e i,~. ~)as the conformal factor: 
gij = gOl hij(A,i). 
In addition, e.g., by applying eth three times to the goo, one obtains 
differential relations, relations independent of the gij, between the A,i, that 
are referred to as "auxiliary conditions"; they are conditions to be imposed 
on the A,i so that the gij do come from a metric gab(xa) via (8). Though the 
gOl is not determined, a condition on its eth (and eth-bar) derivative, of the 
form 3 gOl = W(A,i) go1, can easily be obtained. 
c. How are the Einstein Equations Imposed on the A,11 
The task of imposing the conformal (or full Einstein equations) on the 
A,i has been a non-trivial task. It has involved fairly lengthy technical 
calculations -- we however will simply summarize the essential ideas and 
give the relevant equations only in symbolic form. 
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We assume a certain familiarity [G, NT] with the ideas of an 
asymptotically flat space-time and just review a few notational points. An 
asymptotically flat space-time comes "endowed" with a (future) conformal 
boundary ~+ which has the structure of a light-cone, S2xR. We coordinatize 
the s2 part with the complex stereographic coordinates of the sphere, (~, ~) 
-
with the R factor given by u. The characteristic surfaces u = Z(xa, ~.~)used 
here, are chosen as the past light-cones with apex on ~+with coordinates 
(u, ~. ~). 
Consider an asymptotically-flatvacuum space-time JllL(gab) on which 
is put a test 0(3,1) Yang-Mills field. We then, one-by-one, put restrictive 
conditions on the test field so that its connection eventually agrees with 
the original background space-time connection. 
We begin with the 0(3,1) connection Ya = Y~ skew in the internal (i,j) 
indices. The Ya can be decomposed (on the internal indices) into its self and 
anti-self dual parts; 
Ya= rta + Y-a 
as well as the curvature 
Fab(Y) = F+ab(yt) + F-ab(y-). 
A big step (which we take) towards the imposition of the Einstein 
equations on the 0(3,1) field would be to impose self and anti-self duality 
(but now relative to the space-time indices) on respectively F+ and F-; 
i.e., impose 
-p+ = +p- = 0. ( 10) 
(Space-time duality conditions are indicated to the left of a symbol.) Note 
that ( 10), though not quite the Einstein equations (the cyclic identity is still 
be needed), does impose the self and anti-self duality condition on the 
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curvatures F+ and F- themselves, thus yielding immediately, via the Bianchi 
identities, the Yang-Mills field equations on yt and r separately. 
A small but needed step is to take a null space-time tetrad (say 
A.ai(xa)) and use it to "solder" the internal indices to the base space, i.e., Aa 
= AiA.ai , etc. 
The next (but complicated) stage is to consider a field point xa and 
-
its light-cone Cx. The null geodesics of Cx are denoted by ex(~.~) where the 
(~. ~) label the generators of~+ intersected by the geodesic. [See Fig. 1.] We 
construct two very long, narrow "null triangles", L\x and Ax , where 6x is 
defined by a pair of neighboring geodesics ex(~.~) and ex(~+ d~. ~) closed 
(or connected by a connecting vector) at ~+, while Ax is analogously defined 
but with the geodesics ex(~.~) and exe~. ~+ d~). (Note that the 2 two-blades 
-
at ~+ defined by the connecting vector and the tangent vector to ex(~. ~) are 
respectively self and anti-self dual.) Associated with these structures we 
have the following definitions: 
a. G(xa, ~. ~) is the parallel propagator, with the connection Ya, from 
xa to ~ + along ex(~. ~)' i.e., 
G(xa, ~. ~) = g>expir Yadxa 
with g> indicating the path ordered integral. 
b. The closed loop parallel propagator (i.e., the holonomy operator) 
around, respectively, 6x and ~x is given by (I+ Hd~)ij and (I +Rd~ )ij . 
c. The asymptotic connection coefficients at ~+ in the directions of the 
two connecting vectors are given by Aij and :ftJj. A and A constitute the 
characteristic data for the Y-M field. 
The G, H and A are, by definition, related by [KLN] 
~G = (H - A)G, ~G = (H- A)G . ( 11) 
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By using the soldering forms, A.ai(xa), Eqs.(11) can be recast into the form 
~eia = (H -A)ij ~a, ~eia = (B - A:)ij ~a (12) 
. - -
where eia(xa, ~. ~) are the parallel transport (via y) along ix(~, ~) of a null 
tetrad set defined at ~ + to xa. Eqs.( 12) are fun dam en tal to us for the 
following reasons: 
1. By requiring (as we do) that the A' s (which are free data) 
coincide with the spin-coefficients of the background space-time, and are 
thus explicit known functions of the asymptotically flat space characteristic 
data, namely of the Bondi shear, crB(u, ~. ~), we have forced (with the 
addition of Eq. (10)), the test 0(3,1) Y-M field to become identical with the 
background asymptotically flat space-time. 
2. By evaluating the integrability conditions for ( 12) we obtain 
equations for Hin terms of the data A. These equations which we refer to 
as the "Bianchi Identities" can indeed be derived [KLN] from the usual 
Bianchi Identities. They are 
~A - ~H ~A - r5A = [H-A, R - A]. (13) 
Since the H and A are skew in the pair of internal indices, Eq.( 13) can be 
decomposed into a pair of self and anti-self dual equations, namely 
(written symbolically) 
~Ii - - ~H- +~i\- - r5 A- = [ ••••• , •••• ] 
~B+ - ~h+ ~A:+ - ~A+= [ .... , .... ] 
where the H and B have been decomposed as 
H = H- + h+, H = B+ +Ii-. 
(14) 
As there are three each of the H's they can be labeled as H-a, R+a, h+a ,ii -a 
-- a. = 1, 2' 3 . 
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3. By choosing a conventional "Bondi" tetrad at ~+, obtaining the 
associated parallel propagated set eia(xa, ~. ~) at xa so that one of the "legs", 
-
say eOa(xa, ~. ~), is equal to the gradient of the characteristic surface, i.e., 
- -
eOa(xa, ~. ~) = Z, a(xa,~. ~) , ( 15) 
we can, by repeated applications of eth and eth-bar, using ( 12), obtain (see 
( 6)) 
( 16) 
with now the Ai as explicitly known functions of the H and H and the free 
data, aa(u,~. ~). 
There is one last technical relationship we must discuss and display 
before turning to the main problem of finding the form of A to encode the 
Einstein equations. The H- and the h- are the infinitesimal holonomy 
operators associated with the curvature F- and are therefore closely 
related to each other: With a fair amount of effort one can show (from 
( 10)) [KLN] that their relationship is of the form 
( 17) 
where D* 2 and D# 2 are two second-order linear differential operators, 
both of the form 
( 18) 
with -a, b and c known function of Ai. We refer to ( 17) as the "Einstein 
equations" since they are derived from ( 10) which are "almost" the 
Einstein equations. 
Before proceeding further we wish to summarize what has so-far 
been accomplished. We do have at this point the vacuum Einstein 
equations in rather unusual variables with strange angular equations. Our 
variables are the set of H's as well as the characteristic surface function, u 
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= Z(xa, ~.~).The Ai are known functions of the H's and hence the metric gij 
[including the conformal factor, gOl= H1R1+(1+h1)(l+fi1)] are given functions 
of the H's. The "auxiliary conditions" are identically satisfied via the 
"Bianchi Identites". There are three basic equations relating these 
quantities 
1. The characteristic surface equation;~2z,a = A, i(H, crB)e i,a and its c.c. 
2. The three "Bianchi Identities"~fi -- ~H- +~!\--~A-= [ .. , .. ] and their c.c. 
3. The three "Einstein Equations" ; D*2 H- = D#2 h- and their c.c. 
Though it is far from obvious, there is a simple well defined 
perturbative procedure for solving this set equations - where the free data 
which is coded into the A(OB). We return to this issue later. 
The question we wish to address now is: Can the H's be eliminated 
from the above set, leaving only an equation for the Z? The answer is yes 
-- though it is not quite clear as to the exact meaning of the final equation. 
It does, however, have a straightforward perturbative interpretation. 
The elimination of the H's is accomplished in the following fashion: 
As was mentioned earlier the four Ai are known functions of the H 's; in 
particular we have that Ai = Ai(H-i, h+i, A+1 fi-1). This, with the complex 
conjugate, allows us to solve for the hi and Ii1 in the form (dropping the 
superscripts +,-) 
(19) 
When these are substituted into the first two of the three Bianchi 
Identities, they can be solved algebraically for the h2 and h3 in the form 
h2 = f(A1)H2 - G2(H1) 
(20) 
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In other words we can express the three hex in terms of the Ha and Ai· 
When ( 19) and (20) are substituted into ( 17), the "Einstein" Eqs., we obtain 
three new second order linear equations, 
f> 2 Hi= 0 
f> 2 H2 = Ki (Hi,A1) 
f> 2 H3 = K2(Hi,H2,A1) 
with 




The a.,~ and y are explicit functions of Ai. Eqs. (21) are linear second 
order equations for the determination of the Ha in terms of Ai with known 
(from the asymptotic flatness) boundary conditions. If the first one, (21a), 
can be integrated, so that Hi = Hi(Ai) then the other two can be integrated 
by simple quadratures. We would then have all the H's expressed as 
functions of A1. These H's, when substituted into the remaining (3rd) 
Bianchi Identity, yields the vacuum conformal Einstein equations for the A. 
They have the form (dot meaning the u derivative) 
~3 At= - '6 ~B +higher order terms. (22) 
They can however be put into a much nicer symmetric form. Remembering 
that all the Ai are functions of the H's and hence functions of At, we find 
that 
Ao= 60 +!At - ~~~At+ higher order terms. (23) 
By applying eth to (22), eth-bar square to (23) and commuting derivatives, 
one obtains 
~2A0 = ~2 cj0 + ~2 60 +higher order terms 
or from the definition: ~2z, o =Ao 
'62'62z = '62 cr0 + '62aa + higher order terms (24) 
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our sought for equation for the characteristic surfaces of an asymptotically 
flat vacuum space-time. 
Two questions immediately arise: 1. Can we, with any ease, calculate 
the higher order terms and 2. How do we solve (24)? If we knew how to 
solve the linear equation (21a) then there would be no problem with the 
higher order terms -- however if we are content with a perturbative 
approach, then ( 2 la) can be solved to any order and the higher order 
terms are calculable. Likewise (24) can be solved perturbatively in the 
following fashion: 
The zeroth order equation 
'62'62z = o 
is easily integrated - yielding Minkowski space at zero order. This zeroth 
order Z can then be substituted into the right-side of (24) and the first-
order Z then found -- there being a well defined Greens function for '62 '62. 
This procedure can be continued to give the perturbative solution to (24). 
One sees immediately that as a special case we can obtain the self-
dual equation, (2), by setting CJB = 0. 
N. Conclusion 
There is something rather striking about Eq.(24); it is an equation 
for the determination of a function Z = Z(~. C), on a line bundle over S2. At 
least perturbatively, the solution space is a four dimensional manifold 
with local coordinates xa (which are the constants of integration) that 
automatically comes with (from the solutions Z(xa, ~. ~)) a conformal metric. 
This conformal metric can be easily converted to a metric which again 
automatically satisfies the vacuum Einstein equations. The different 
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asymptotically flat vacuum solutions are coded into the different choices of 
characteristic data, cra(u,~. ~), used in (24). 
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Connecting Vector 
Fig. 1; Light-cone at x with neighboring geodesics 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this contribution is to provide a. pedagogical i11t.roduction to a formu-
l<1.tion of (complex) general relativity that uses a trio of 2-forms a.s basic gravitational 
va.riables. 
This formalism can be 11nderstood as a close relative of the first order tetra.cl 
formalism for gcncrnl relativit.y. A trio of 2-forrns is used as metric variable, replacing 
the tetra.cl. Moreover, ra.t.her t.han using the full spin co1u1t-~ction, one uses only its 
self-dua.I pa.rt. 
The 2-forms forma.lism has the advantage of being entirely 'chiral'. The meaning 
of chiral is in the sense that the local Lorentz representations involve only SL(2, C), 
and not its conjugate S L(2, C). Therefore, it involves only 'one half' of the Lorentz 
group, reducing all red11nda.11t information. It has the disadvantage of being valid only 
in four dimensions, sinn· t.lw 2-forms a.re self'-d11al, and this is possible only in four 
dimensions. Self-duality also implies that, for a. space-time of lorentzian signature we 
are using complex variables . 
In this introduction, I begin with the fa.mi liar first order tetrad, or moving frame, 
formalism. To establish my notation, and in order to start from well known material, 
I review briefly the Cartan structme equations. Next, l disc11ss the first order tetra.die 
variational principle for vacuum general relativity. 
Exploiting the isomorphism between the Lorentz group and the direct product 
8 L(2, C) x S L(2, C), I reformulak first order tetra.cl gravity in terms of two-component 
spinors. I also describe a. first order variational principle t.hat involves only the self-
d11a.l pa.rt of the spin connection 1 ·2 • I call this forma.lism 's<~rni-chiral', since the tetra.cl 
is kept as metric varia.ble. ft is worth noting t.liat. it. was introduced as a. covariant 
version of Asbteka.r's canonical formula.t.ion of genera.I relativit,i3. 
From this semi-chiral variational principle I show how one can arrive to an en-
tirely chiral formulation. The self-dual pa.rt of the spin connection remains as a field 
variable, but in the role of primary metric va.ria.ble the tetra.cl is replaced by a trio of 
self-dual 2-forms. 
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The usefulness of 2-forms a.s variables for general relativity was recognized already 
in the early sixties, perhaps as a by-product of the Petrov algebraic classification of the 
Wey] tensor. The Einstein equations were writt.en in terms of 2-forms by Debever4• 
Since then, this language has been used extensively, see e.g. Refs. [5]. In the seventies, 
Jerzy Plebanski added an important new contribution, a variational principle for 
(complex) general relativity6 • This was rediscovered in Ref. [7] (and in Refs. [8]). 
The formalism was further developed in Ref. [9], where, among other things, it is 
shown how to couple matter matter fields (including N = 1 super-gravity!), and how 
its canonical analysis produces the Ashtekar formulation in a very straigh~forward 
way. Furthermore, it was used in the derivation of a formulation of gravity purely in 
terms of a connection10•11 (see also Ref. (12]). 
The 2-form formalism displa.ys the Einstein- Hilbert action in a new form. Simple 
modifications lea.cl to a class of 4-dimensiona.l topological field theories13 , that have 
come to be know11 as BF-theories. A different modification leads to a dynamical 
theory proposed by Husain and Kuchar in the context of the loop quantization of 
gra.vity14 • 
These observations indicate what may be the most interesting application of this 
formalism: the possibility of considering theories intermediate between topological 
field theories and general relativity, of which tl1e Husain-Kuchar model is a prime 
example. One would be considering theories with local degrees of freedom, but, 
hopefully, simpler than genera.I relativity. This would be the logirnl next step in an 
avenue towards quantum gravity that takes topological field theories as its starting 
point. 
II.BACKGROUND 
In this section, I review briefly Riemannia11 geometry in the tetra.cl formalism, 
and the first order variational principle for vacuum general relativity. Next, I present 
a translation into the two-component spinor formalism, and the Samuel-Jacobson-
Smolin semi-chiral va.ria.tiona.l principle. No attempt is ma.de at completeness in the 
discussion of these subjects, only the strictly necessary 'nuts and bolts' a.re introduced. 
All considerations a.re local. 
Let M be an oriented 4-dimensional Riema.nnia.n manifold. An ortho-normal 
ha.sis for the space of 1-forms at one point of !11, o,,a can be ta.ken a.s the primary 
gra.vita.tiona.I variable 1 
(1) 
I nreek indices run from 1 to 4 and denote space-time indices. The SO( 3, 1) indices a, b, ... take the 
value 0, J, 2, 3. They a.re lowered and raised using the Minkowski met.ric 1]ab = dia.g(-1, +1, +1, + J) 
and its inverse 17ab. The S0(3,1) valued Levi-Civita tensor density is denoted by €abed, with € 0123 = 
+l. 
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The first Cartan structure equation introduces the spin connection, Wab, 
(2) 
where Ta is the torsion 2-form, and D the S0(3,l) covariant derivative. In the 
following, I specia.lize to the ca.se of Riemannian geometry, i.e. the torsion is assumed 
to vanish, Ta = 0, and the spin connection to be compatible with the 'group metric' 
17,.b, i.e. d1]ub + WncT/cb + Wbc11ac = Wab + Wba = 0. Under these assumptions, equation 
(2) can be solved uniquely for the spin connection in terms of the tetrad, and its first 
derivative. 
The curvatme 2-form, nab, of the connection wab is defined by the second Cartan 
structure equation 
nab = dwab +Wac/\ Web· 
In addition, the following consistency conditions hold (Bianchi identities) 
dTa +wab /\Tb= nab/\ Ob, 




The equations (2) through (5) provide an elega.nt reforrnula.tion of the basic equa-
tions of Riernannian geometry. They rnn be easily translated to space-time ten-
sor language using the tetrad and its inverse, e.g. nab = ( J /2)n"bcd()C /\ Od' and 
R 1'vpa = 01'a0,}0/0crbnabcd, where R 1'vpcr is the Riemann tensor of M. 
Consider now the first order action for vacuum genera.I relativity 
(6) 
where the dna.lity opera.tor* acts on S0(3,1) hived.ors as *\l"b = (l/2)t:"bcdvcd and 
satisfies *2 = -1. The action (6) agrees witli the second order vacuum Einstein-
Hilbert action J d4xFfj R for the metric lhiv := 0/0}11ab· The equation of motion 
for the connection is D * ( oa /\ Ob) = O This equation can be shown to be equivalent 
to DO" = 0. When it is solved for the spin connection with respect to the tetra.cl 0" 
and its derivatives, and the solution is substitut<-~d ha.ck into the action, one recovers 
the vacuum Einstein-Hilbert action. 
I turn now to the two-component spinor formalism. This formalism exploits the 
1-2 isomorphism between the Lorentz group S0(3,1) and the direct product SL(2,C) 
® SL(2, C) 15 • 
A limited description consists in the replacement of the ortho-normal basis 0µ", 
with an equivalent basis of 1-forms at a point x of the manifold M, 01/A' 2 • In 
2 Upper case lat.in letters represent two component. spinor indices. They are raised and lowered 
with the antisymmetric spinor fAR. wit.h <oi = +l, t.oget.her with it.s inverse and their conjugates 
according to the conventions AA := fAB AB, JIB := JtA <,HJ, et.c. 
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this fixed basis o,,AA' is rela.ted to Oµa by the constant matrices O"aAA'' i.e. OµAA' = 
uaAA'oµa· These may be given explicitly by 
where r 0 AA' is the identity matrix and TiAA', with i = 1, 2, 3 denote the usual Pauli 
matrices. 
The matrices O"a AA' satisfy the identities 
O"aAA'O"bAA' - 7Jab, (8) 
7]abO'aAA'O'bBB' _ t:ABt:A'B', (9) 
cabcdO'aAA'O'bBB'ucCC'O"clDD' _ i(t:ABlCDtA'C'f.B'D' -t:ACtBDt:A'B'tC'D'). (10) 
The usefulness of the spinorial formalism, for our purposes, is given by the simplifica-
tions it introduces in the decomposition of a.n arbitrary S0(3,l) bi vector yab = y(ab] 
in its self-dual and anti self-dual parts. yab can be uniquely decomposed it in its 
self-dual and anti self-dual pa.rt as 
where 
yab = ~( vob - i * yab) + ~(V"b + i * yab) =: (+) vob + (-)yab I (11) 
* (+}yab 
*(-)yob 
.- = i (+)yab (12) 
(13) 
In turn, the spinoria.l components of yab, yAA'BB' = O"aAA'IJ'fB'yab, can be uniquely 
decomposed a.s 
1;AA'BB' _ yAB A'B' VA'B' AB 
I - f. + l , (14) 
AB (AB) A BA I -A' B' -(A' B') A'AB' where V = V = (1/2)V A' and V = V = (1/2)VA . In the 
general complex case yAB and VA'B' are independent and not related by complex con-
jugation. This is the spinoria.I version of the decomposition (11) above, i.e. yABt:A'B' 
represents the anti self-dual part of yab, and VA'B'i::A'B' its self-dual part, as one can 
verify directly using the identities (10). 
These considerations can now be applied to the decomposition in self-dual and anti 
self-dual pa.rt of the space-time quantities of interest: the basis of 2-forms ea/\ ()b, the 
spin connection 1-form wab, and its curvature fl"b, all considered as S0(3,1) bivectors. 
The anti self-dual and the self-dual parts of oa /\Ob a.re represented spinorially by 
EABtA'B' and EA'B't:AB respectively, where 
'\'AB 
·-
1 ()A 9BA' ( 15) <..J 
- A'/\ 2 I 
EA'B' 
. -
} 0 A' 0AB' 2 A /\ . ( 16) 
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L;AB is also anti-self-dual as a spacetime 2-forrn with respect to the duality operator 
*constructed from the space-time metric g1w = OµAA'OvAA', 
'X' A B . _ 1 pu 'X' A B _ · 'X' A B 
* Li1111 ·- -T1111 Lipu - -ZLi1111 2 
( 17) 
The spin connection wab can be decomposed in a.n a.nti self-dua.l part wABEA'B' and a 
self-dual part wA'B' (AB. Similarly, the curvature 2-form nab decomposes in RAB(A'B' 
and RA'B'(AB. An important fact is that there a.re no cross terms, i.e. one can verify 
that the second Cartan 's structure equation (3) gives 
RAB = dwAB + wAc /\ wcB, 
RA'B' - dwA'B' + wA'C' /\ wc,B'. 
The Bianchi identities (4), (5), become 
RA c /\ ()CA' + RA' C' /\ 0 AC' 
DRAB:= dwAB + 2w(Ac /\ wa)c 
D'R d 2 C' 









Using this language, the decomposition of the Riemann curvature in its irreducible 
parts is also simplified. Expanding the curva.tmes RAB and RA' B' with respect to the 
basis for the space of 2-forms {EA 8 , EA'8 '}, one finds 
(23) 
(24) 
The totally symmetric spin or IJt ABCD = IJt (ABCD) corresponds to the self-dual part of 
the Weyl tensor, and IJt A'B'C'D' = W(A'B'C'D') to its anti self-dual part. The spinor 
<I> ABA'B' = <l>(AB)A'B' = <I> AB(A'B') corresponds to the trace free part of the Ricci 
tensor, and X to its trace part. Note that RAB and RA'B' have the same Ricci part 
because of the Bianchi identities (20). 
'The condition of Ricci flatness, i.e. X = 0, <I> ABA'B' = 0, can be written as an 
expression involving only the anti self-dual pa.rt of the curvature in one of the two 
equivalent ways 
RAa /\ oAA' = o, 
R ,y, '\'CD AB - 'i' ABCDt.....1 , 
as can be verified from (23). 
(25) 
(26) 
Consider now the following "semi-chiral" first order action for complex vacuum 
general relativity1•2 
5 ,WAB = -2z 0 A'/\ 0 /\ RAa(w) [O AA' j ·/ A BA' (27) 
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·. 
this fixed basis o,,AA' is rela.ted to Oµa by the constant matrices O'aAA'' i.e. OµAA' = 
aaAA'oµa· These may be given explicitly by 
AA',_ i AA' 
O'a ·- J2Ta (7) 
where r0 AA' is the identity matrix and TjAA', with i = 
matrices. 
1, 2, 3 denote the usual Pauli 
The matrices O'a AA' satisfy the identities 
O'aAA'O'bAA1 - T/ab1 (8) 
T/abO'aAA'O'bBB' _ fABfA'B', (9) 
C:abcdO'aAA'abBB'O'cCC'O'clDD' _ i(fABfCDfA'C'f.B'D' _ fACfBDfA'B'fC'D'). (10) 
The usefulness of the spinorial formalism, for om purposes, is given by the simplifica-
tions it introduces in the decomposition of an arbitrary S0(3,1) bivector yab = y(abJ 
in its self-dual and anti self-dual parts. yab can be uniquely decomposed it in its 
self-dual a.nd anti self-dual pa.rt as 
where 
V"b=~(Vob_i*Vab)+~(Vab+i*V"b)=: (+lvab+ (-)yab, (ll) 
* <+>vab 
*(-)yob 




In turn, the spinorial components of yab, VAA' BB' = O'a AA' af B'yab, ca.n be uniquely 
decomposed as 
l/AA'BB' _ yAB A'B' vA'B' AB - f + f , ( 14) 
where yAB = y(AB) = (l/2)VA A'BA' and vA'B' = v<A'B') = (1/2)VAA'AB'. In the 
general complex case VAB and VA'B' are independent and not related by complex con-
jugation. This is the spinoria.1 version of the decomposition (11) a.hove, i.e. VABtA'B' 
represents the anti self-dual part of vab, and VA' B' fA' B' its self-dual pa.rt, as one can 
verify directly using the identities (10). 
These considerations can now be applied to the decomposition in self-dual a.nd anti 
self-dual pa.rt of the space-time quantities of interest: the basis of 2-forms ()" /\ (Jb, the 
spin connection 1-form wab, and its curvature nab, a.II considered as S0(3,1) bivectors. 
The anti self-dual and the self-dual parts of oa /\Ob are represented spinorially by 
L;AB tA' B' and EA' 81 tAB respectively, where 
"AB !oA , " oBA' ( 15) 1....1 .- 2 A ' 
EA'B' 
. -
Io A' oAa' 
- A /\ . 2 
(16) 
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EAB is also anti-self-dual as a spacetime 2-forrn with respect to the duality operator 
* constructed from the space-time metric 9iw = OµAA' Ov AA•, 
E AB ·- 1 PO'E AB - 'E AB 
* /lV .- 2Tµv pa - -z /W (17) 
The spin connection wab can be decomposed in a.n anti self-<lua.I part wAB t:A' B' and a 
self-dual part wA'B' €AB. Similarly, the curvature 2-form nab decomposes in RABt:A'B' 
and RA' B' cAB. An important fact is that there a.re no cross terms, i.e. one can verify 
that the second Cartan 's structure equation (3) gives 
dwAB +WAC /\ WcB' 
dwA' B' + wA'C' /\ Wc•B'. 
The Bianchi identities (4), (5), become 
C C' RA /\ OcA' +RA' /\ OAc' = 0, 







Using this language, the decomposition of the Riemann curvature in its irreducible 
parts is also simplified. Expanding tl1e curvatnres RAB and RA'B' with respect to the 
basis for the space of 2-forms {EAR, I:;A'B'}, one rinds 
1T1 }'_CD ) V\--, <f >';\' R' 
"'ARCD.:..J + 3''\ "-'AB+ > ABA'B''--' , (23) 
1T1 "C'D' 1 V\-, n.. '\'AB 
"'A'B 1C 1D 1 LJ + 3''\ .._,A'B 1 + '!' ABA 1B 1 LJ • (24) 
The totally symmetric spinor \JI ABCD = \JJ(ABCD) corresponds to the self-dual part of 
the Wey] tensor, and \JI A'B'C'D' = \Jl(A'B'C'D') to its anti self-dual part. The spinor 
<I> ABA'B' = <I>(AB)A'B' = <I> AB(A'B') corresponds to the trace free part of the Ricci 
tensor, a.ncl X to its trace part. Note that RAB and RA'B' have the same Ricci pa.rt 
because of the Bianchi identities (20). 
'The condition of Ricci flatness, i.e. X = 0, 4> ABA'B' = 0, can be written as an 
expression involving only the anti self-dual pa.rt of the curvature in one of the two 
equivalent ways 
RAa A oAA' = o, 
R ,y, ,.,cD AB '!' ABCD,_, , 
as can be verified from (23). 
(25) 
(26) 
Consider now the following "semi-chiral" first order action for complex vacuum 
general relativity1•2 
[ AA' . I A . BA' S 0 ,WAB] = -2i 0 A'/\ 0 /\ RAa(w) (27) 
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In order to see that this action reproduces the Einstein field equations, consider the 
WAB equation of motion 
This equation can be solved uniquely for WA 8 with respect to the tetrad, and de-
termines WABEA'B' as the self-dual pa.rt of the spin connection compatible with OAA'. 
Thus, RABlA'B' is identified with the self-dua.I pa.rt of the curvature 2-form nab of the 
spin co11ned.ion compatible with the tetrad. Thr OAA' field equation, OBA'/\ RAB = 0, 
then states tlrnt the spacetirne metric 9iw = 01, AA' OvAA' is Ricci fla.t. 
The action (27) is complex. When (28) is satisfied and the tetra.cl is real, i.e. OAA' = 
7JAA', one can check tha.t the imaginary part of (27) vanishes identically. This follows 
from the Bianchi identities. 
III. 2-FORMALISM FOR GRAVITY 
In order to obtain a.n entirely chiral formulation, one would like to replace the 
tetra.d with an SL(2,C) valued field variable. 
The key observation is tha.t the tetra.cl appears in (27) only in the combination 
1 oA /\ oBA' -· "AB 2 A' -. LJ ' (29) 
where the 2-fonn L;AB is symmetric, i.e. L;AB = I;(AB). One can therefore think of 
adopting this symmetric SL(2,C) valued 2-form as tl1e primary metric variable. 
An obvio11s candida.tc a.ct.ion is 
S[E, w] = -4 i J ::;AB /\ RAB· (30) 
However, the L;AB equation of motion would then imply tha.t. the whole RAB vanishes, 
not only its Ricci part. (This would be a. sort of 4-dirnensiona.I a.1rn.log of 3-climensiona.l 
gravity, see Sect. VI below.) What is needed is a. constraint wl1ich enforces the fact 
that L;AB must 'have come from some tetra.cl', i.e. take tlie form (29) for some tetrad 
OAA'. Since a. chiral formulation is sought, the constraint should be invariant under 
SL(2,C) transformations. A constraint which satisfies thesf~ requirements is given by 
L;(AB /\ ~CD) = 0. (31) 
Th. (A .B OC) is constraint is a necessary condition. The expression 0 A' /\ 0 B' /\ ' C' = 0 is 
totally antisymmetric in (A'B'C'J, and hence vanishes since spin space is 2-dimensional. 
A dimension counting argument shows that it. is a.Isa sufficient. (See e.g. Ref [9] for 
an explicit proof.) 
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Hence, in order to have a.n action equivalent to (27), in which the primary metric 
variable is a trio of 2-forms I:;AB, one can append the constraint (31) to the action 
(30) via. an arbitrary Lagrange multiplier. As shown by Pleba11ski6 , a chiral action 
for (complex) vacuum general relativity is then given by 
where \II ABCD is a totally symmetric spinor field, \II ABCD = \ll(ABCD)· 
The variation of this action gives the following equations of motion. 









The first eqnation (33) is just the constraint (31) above. The preceeding discussion 
shows that it implies that r.,AB has the form (29) for some OAA'. If the solution of the 
constraint is substituted back in the action, one recovers the action (27), which was 
already shown to be equivalent to (complex) vacuum general relativity. 
From (2G), it follows that the equations of motion identify the Lagrange multiplier 
\II ARCD wit.Ii t.lw Weyl spinor, so (35) states that t.he curvature is pure Wey I. 
Ju tlw presc·11ce of a. cosmological constant A, the action (32) is modified to 
The only modifica.tion in the field equations is in the EA 8 field equation, which 
becomes 
(37) 
When the constraint (31) is satisfied, r.,AB is determined by the tetra.cl only up 
to SL(2, C) transformations on the primed indices. However, the metric is uniquely 
determined 9 •16, (see also Ref. [17]). The metric density can be expressed directly in 
terms of L;AB with 
;;; _ I 0tf3-yo" AB~ c" 
VY9µv-3f LJµ.a "-'fi-yB LJSvCA, (38) 
where the 2-forms r.,AB appear as a 'cubic root' of the metric density. 
IV. REALITY CONDITIONS 
The signatme of the metric g can be fixed by imposing certain conditions on r.,AB. 
Signature ( + + - - ) corresponds simply to real L;AB. Euclidean signature is selected 
by imposing the condition that L;AB be hermitian with respect to some hermitian 
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inner product on the 2-dirnensional spin space. This can be achieved by expanding 
EAB as EAR = EiriAB with real coefficients Ei in a fixed basis of hermitian symmetric 
spinors TiAB. Note that these conditions do not fix the overall sign of the metric, since 
under EAB -t -EAB one has 9iw -t -g1,,,. For these signatures, the factor of i should 
be dropped from the action (32), if it is to be real. 
Conditions for lorentzian signature a.re not linear reality conditions on the 2-form 
EA 8 . One option is to impose the condition, cubic in the E's, that the expression (38) 
be i times a lorentzian signature metric. Alternatively, one can impose the following 
quadratic conditions 
EAB /\ EA'B' 





For all signatures, these conditions in turn imply reality conditions on the con-
nection WAB, via the compatibility equation DEAB = 0. 
Now, is it possible to avoid the use of self-dual variables, and thus the need for 
reality conditions, while retaining the essential features of 2-form formalism? The 
answer is yes. A real formalism which mimics the chiral formalism presented here 
which uses a collection of six 2-forms as primary metric variables is introduced in 
Ref. [9]. 
V. SELF-DUAL GRAVITY 
In a Syrnposium in honor of Jerzy Pleba/1ski, 01w should not miss the chance to 
talk about self-dual gravity. 
In the special case of self-dual solutions, the field equations (33), (34), (35) for 
vacuum genera.I relativity simplify considerably. For vanishing cosmological constant, 
the equations reduce to 






This formulation of the self-dual vacuum equations was employed by Plebanski to 
reduce the self-d11al case to the 'heavenly equations'1 8 . Gindikin used this formulation 
to generate self-dual solutions19 • It is also directly related to the canonical version of 
Ashteka.r, Jacobson and Smolin 20 , 
In the case of non-vanishing cosmological constant, when the Weyl spinor '11 ABCD 
vanishes, (37) reduces to RAB = ~A:EAB· Given this, (34) is satisfied by virtue 
of the Bianchi identity DRAB = 021 , so all that remains of the field equations is 
the quadratic constraint ( 41 ). Thus self-dual solutions with cosmological constant 
ca.n be cha.ra.ct<~rized by the condition that the spin connection satifies the metric-
independen t equation 22 •23 , 
R(AB /\ Rco) = 0. ( 43) 
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The 2-form defined by EAB := f RAB determines via (29) a metric which is a self-dual 
solution with cosmological constant, and all such solutions arise in this manner, at 
least locally. 
VI. MODIFICATIONS OF THE CHIRAL ACTION 
From the vantage point of the chiral formalism for gravity, formal similarities 
between general relativity and other field theories appear. Here I consider some field 
theories which result from natural modifications of the actions (32) and (36). 
First, some 'truncated' versions of (32) and (36) correspond to some of the 4-
dimensional topological field theories considered by Horowitz13• 
A topological field theory is obtained hy simply dropping the W term in (32). The 
action takes a form analogous to the one for :3-dimensiona.1 gravity 
S[E, w] = j .EAR /\RAB· ( 44) 
The equation of motion for EAB implies that the connection is (locally) flat. The 
analogy with :3-dimensiona.l gravity goes a. step further. Because of the Bianchi iden-
tities, the action possesses a.n extra. symmetry 8EAB = DrAB, bWAB = 0, for some 
I-form TAB. If then=~ are no topological obstructions, this symmetry can be used to 
set the 2-form EAR equal to a.11yt.hing, in particular it can be set equal to zero. 
A sc~cond type of topological field tlic'ory is obtained by dropping the W term in 
(32) hut a.ddi11g a cosmological constant t.erm, i.e. 
L'[\,_, J J ,,_,AB /\ /:J 1 A'5~AB /\ " 
,J .:..J' W = ...., 1AB - 2 ~ L.JAB· ( 45) 
The equations of motion a.re then D"£,AB = 0 a.nd EAB = A- 1 RAB, which a.re satisfied 
by any connection. The action ha.s now a.n 'extra' symmetry under 8EAB = D7rAB, 
8wAB = A7rAB. If this is treated as a. ga.11ge symmetry, all connections can be gauged 
to zero, so although a.11 connections a.re solutions, they a.re all gauge-equivalent. 
An interesting type of field theory, introduced by Husain and Kucha.f14 in the con-
text of the loop representation for quantum gravity, is derived from a. rather innocent 
looking modification of the a.ction (32): If the cosmological constant is promoted to a. 
Lagrange multiplier, then we have the action (32) without the condition that W ABCD 
be totally symmetric (tracefree). Its variational equation thus imposes a stronger al-
gebraic constraint, EAB /\ ECD = 0. This constraint implies that there exists a trio of 
I-forms OAB = O(AB) such that EAB = OAc/\080 .(or equivalently that EAB = a/\OAB, 
for some I-form a). When this is substituted ha.ck in the action one obtains the action 
considered in Rd. [14], 
( 46) 
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This theory is itself a 'truncated' version of vacuum genera.I relativity. As shown by 
Husain and Kuchar, in its canonical form it can be obtained from vacuum general 
relativity in the form proposed by Ashtekar by dropping the scalar constraint. 
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ABSTRACT 
The coincidence of quantum cosmology solutions generated by solv-
ing a Euclidean version of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for gravity and 
by using the complex canonical transformation of the Ashtekar variables 
is discussed. An examination of similar solutions for the free electromag-
netic field shows that this coincidence is an artifact of the homogeneity 
of the cosmological space. 
1. Introduction 
Jerzy Plebanski is one of the pioneers in complex methods applied to general 
relativity, especially in the field of self-dual solutions. It is one of the ironies that 
seem to abound in physics that the germ of what are now called the Ashtekar 
variables is contained in a 1977 paper of Jerzy's1 . If the Hamiltonian form of the 
self dual action presented there had been constructed, we might today be using the 
name "Plebanski variables" instead of Ashtekar variables. In any case, everyone 
who works, no matter how briefly or superficially, in complex relativity will find 
himself acknowledging Jerzy's work. 
It is particularly fitting that those of us who work in relativity in Mexico 
acknowledge Jerzy's contribution in reviving the study of gravitation in this country 
(One must say "revive" because almost fifty years ago Marcos Moshinsky, Alberto 
Barajas and Carlos Graef were making original contributions to the field2 .) and 
creating a climate in which the study of gravitation was considered an interesting 
and valuable endeavor. 
The present article considers the application of the Ashtekar variables3 to find-
ing exact solutions in quantum gravity, especially minisuperspace or quantum cos-
mology solutions. The study of quantum minisuperspa.ces has a relatively long 
history since they were introduced by Charles Misner in the late sixties, and they 
have often been used as models for the quantization of gravity as well as being inter-
preted; especially by Stephen Hawking and his collaborators, as giving information 
about early epochs of the Universe. Here I will focus on quantum cosmologies as 
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models for the use of Ashtekar variables in quantum gravity. 
A number of people have used the Ashtekar variables to find solutions to quan-
tum cosmologies, including Ashtekar himself, Pullin4 , Obregon5 , and myself and 
Moncrief 6 . As will be mentioned below, one usually splits the cosmological minisu-
perspaces into a non-dynamical, time-independent part and a finite or infinite set 
of time-dependent variables that define the state space of the niinisuperspace. The 
constraints of gravity (ADM or Ashtekar) can then be expressed in terms of these 
variables and a quantum cosmology can be constructed by turning the variables 
and their conjugate momenta into operators and applying them to a state function 
that is a function of some of them. In the ADM formalism the operator corre-
sponding to the Hamiltonian constraint leads to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and 
in the Ashtekar formalism the equivalent constraints lead to what has been called 
the Ashtekar-Wheeler-DeWitt equation6 • The Ashtekar-Wheeler-DeWitt equation 
is closer in spirit to the Bargmann7 formalism in ordinary quantum mechanics, so 
the state function that is obtained as a solution must be interpreted in a different 
way from the usual ADM wave function in that a norm over these functions must 
be constructed or they must be mapped (perhaps by means of a kernel such as that 
constructed by Bargmann for the harmonic oscillator7 ) into an ordinary ADM wave 
function. 
The existence of such mappings allows one to find solutions to the Ashtekar-
Wheeler-DeWitt equation and then map them to solutions of the usual Wheeler-
DeWitt equation. For a simple-minded mapping this was done in Ref. [6], where a 
constant solution to the Ashtekar-Wheeler-DeWitt equation for a diagonal Bianchi 
Type IX cosmological model was mapped to a "ground state" solution of the 
Wheeler-DeWitt equation for a certain factor ordering that had the form k x e- 8 , 
k = const., where S was a solution of the Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equation8 . 
This technique was extended to a supersymmetric theory by Obregon, Pullin, and 
myself 5 . 
This procedure might seem to be a "magic bullet" that would allow one to 
find solutions of the e-s form for many metrics in quantum gravity, not only the 
quantum cosmologies. I plan to show here that while the solutions to the Wheeler-
De Witt equation obtained by mapping constant solutions of the Ashtekar-Wheeler-
De Witt equation always exist, they are not necessarily "ground state" solutions in 
the sense of Ref. [6]. I will give a few examples and study the Maxwell analogue of 
this procedure where the difference between the mapped "Ashtekar" solutions and 
the e-s solution is more obvious. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 I will give a sketch of the 
Bargmann representation for the harmonic oscillator, along with a modified rep-
resentation that is closer in spirit to the Ashtekar representation. In both cases I 
will give mappings between the Bargmann or "Ashtekar" state and states in the 
ordinary coordinate representation. In Sec. 3 I will give several quantum cosmology 
solutions obtained by the mapping procedure, some of which are more useful than 
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others. Section 4 is devoted to the electromagnetic analogue of the procedure and 
Sec. 5 contains conclusions. 
2. The Bargmann Representation for the Harmonic Oscillator 
In 1961 Bargmann7 studied in great detail a representation introduced orig-
inally by Fock9 in the quantum mechanics of the harmonic oscillator. The basic 
idea is the simple-minded one of taking the annihilation and creation operators 
a= (1/\1'2)(q - ip), a,t = (l/.J2)(q + ip) for the harmonic oscillator and achieving 
the commutation relation [at, a]= 1 by realizing a,t as 8/8a. While this concept is 
seductive, a and at are not unitary operators and the space of functions F( a) over 
the complex numbers a= (l/J2)(q-ip) upon which the operator 8/8a is supposed 
to act is not a Hilbert space. Bargmann's contribution was to make sense of this 
idea by means of a careful analysis of the problem. An important part of his contri-
bution was to construct a norm on the function space F( a) and to give a mapping 
from F( a) to the ordinary Hilbert space of the harmonic-oscillator coordinate wave 
functions. 
Bargmann defined the norm on F( a) for an n-dimensional phase space. It is 
sufficient to show his result for a two-dimensional phase space ( q, p) since the overall 
structure is the same. He defines the inner product of two functions ,,P1(a) and ¢ 2 (a) 
in F(a) by means of a kernel p(q,p) as 
CiP1,iP2) = J iPriP2p(q,p)dqdp. (2.1) 
He then determines p by demanding that a I 8a be the adjoint of a with respect to 
this inner product, which leads to a set of partial differential equations for p. He 
finds p = cexp(-a*a) = cexp(-[p2 + q2 ]). 
He next gives the mapping from the Hilbert space of the ordinary harmonic 
oscillator wave functions, also in terms of a kernel A(a, q). This mapping from a 
wave function ,,P(q) to a wave function w(a) in F(a) has the form 
w(a)= j A(a,q)'l/J(q)dq. (2.2) 
Demanding that a= (l/.J2)(q- 8/8q) and at= (l/.J2)(q + 8/8q) map into aw( a) 
and 8'11( a)/ 8a, respectively, again implies a set of partial differential equations for 
A. These equations have as a solution 
1 A(a, q) = 7r-l/4 exp[- 2(a
2 + q2) - haq], (2.3) 
If one now writes the time-independent harmonic-oscillator wave equation in 
terms of the operators a and 8 / 8a, one finds that, for the usual factor ordering, 
(a :a+~) w(a) = Ew(a). (2.4) 
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Here we see the advantages of "Bargmannization", since this equation is much 
easier to solve than the usual Schrodinger equation for the harmonic oscillator. 
The general solution is w(a) = caE-!, c = const. Bargmann gives the simplest 
orthonormal (with respect to the inner product [2.1]) set of eigenstates as Un = 
an /Vnf.. These states correspond to energy eigenstates with E = n + !· 
Bargmann also shows that the kernel (2.3) maps the eigenstates Un to the usual 
harmonic oscillator energy eigenstates </>n = [2nn!y17r)-112 Hn( q)e-q212 • Of particu-
lar interest is the ground state. The ground state in the Bargmann representation 
is u0 = 1. This constant wave function maps to ¢>0 (q) = (Vif)- 112e-q2 /2. 
The Ashtekar variables are not exact analogues of the Bargmann variables for 
the harmonic oscillator. They are closer in spirit to the following transformation 
Q=q, p = q + ip. (2.5) 
As before, we would like to achieve the commutation relations [fa, Q] = 1 by realizing 
fa as 8/8Q. Again we can follow Bargmann's procedure, finding a kernel p(Q) that 
gives an inner product on the function space :F( Q), and another kernel A( q, Q) that 
maps the ordinary harmonic-oscillator wave functions ,,P(q) to the "Ashtekar-like" 
functions w(Q). The kernel p can be found by requiring that j>t = q-ip = -P+2Q 




These relations imply -8p/8Q = 2Qp, or p = e-Q 2 • 
For the kernel A( q, Q) use Bargmann's condition that Q\J! be the transform of 
q'l/J and that ow /8Q be the transform of (q + ip),,P. These two conditions are 
Q\J!= j QA(q,Q),,P(q)dq= j A(q,Q)q,,P(q), 
:~ = J :~ ,,P dq = J A ( ~~ + q'l/J) dq = J ( -~~ + q A) ,,P dq. 
The first of these conditions can be satisfied if A(q, Q) = J(q)8(q - Q) [or 




If one now writes the Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator in terms of P 
and Q we find (for a convenient factor ordering) 
iiw = -~fa2 w + QPw + ~w. 2 2 (2.10) 
The time-independent Schrodinger equation becomes 
(2.11) 
which, for E = n+ ! is Hermite's equation with solutions \J! = Hn(Q), where the Hn 
are the Hermite polynomials. It is now obvious that p is just the usual convergence 
factor for the Hermite polynomials and A(q, Q) maps the harmonic oscillator wave 
functions to the Hermite polynomials. Notice that the (unnormalized) ground state 
"Ashtekar" wave function \J! 0 ( Q) is just one, and that it is the mapping of ?/Jo = 
-q2 /2 e . 
The "Bargmannization" given here is relatively trivial, and the mapping be-
tween 'ljJ and \J! can be achieved by treating the transformation Q = q, P = q + ip as 
a simple complex canonical transformation (similar to the real canonical transfor-
mations that Anderson10 has been using to good effect lately in quantum gravity). 
The action 
J . 1 I= [pq - 2{p2 + q2}] dt (2.12) 
becomes 
I= J[(P/i)Q + i(q2 /2) ' - ~{P2 + 2PQ}] dt (2.13) 
The (P/i)Q term allows one to realize -iP as -i8/8Q, which gives the previous 
form of P, and the generating function G(q) of this transformation is iq2 /2. The 
usual mapping from \J!(Q) to 1/J(q) is eiG\J!(Q) = 1/J(q) = e-q 2 / 2 \J!(Q), which was 
what was found before. Again notice that for the ground state \J!(Q) = 1, we 
recover the usual ground state ?j;(q) = e-q 2 / 2 . 
There is one last element that is needed in order to discuss the construction of 
ground state wave functions which is the use of the "Euclidean" Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation (i.e. with the sign of the potential term reversed). For the harmonic 
oscillator discussed above this equation is 
~ (as) 2 _ ~q2 =as_ 
2 oq 2 at (2.14) 
In order to find a ground state one begins by taking 8S/8t = 0 and solving (2.14) 
for S. Here the solution is 
S = ±q2 /2 + c', c' = const .. (2.15) 
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The ground state wave function is then t/J(q) = e-s for the plus sign in (2.15), 
or t/J = ce-q 2 12 , the same function that was found in the "Ashtekar" case. The 
main question is how general this coincidence of the ground states is, especially for 
gravity. One important feature of the Hamilton-Jacobi procedure that will be seen 
to be important below is that a partial differential equation such as (2.14) can have 
a fairly large number of solutions, even though in this simple case the only freedom 
one has is the choice of c'. 
In order to see what happens in quantum gravity I will give a fairly brief 
discussion of the application of the two procedures discussed above to quantum 
cosmologies. 
3. "Ground State" Wave Functions in Quantum Cosmology 
A reasonable template for quantum cosmology is the diagonal Bianchi IX 
model, 
(3.1) 
where /3ij(t) = diag{f3+(t) + ..f3f3- (t), f3+(t) - v'3.B-(t), -2,B+(t)} and the <J'i are 
invariant one-forms on the three-sphere that obey d<J'i = iciikui /\uk '. The Ashtekar 
formalism for this (and other Bianchi models) is discussed in Refs. [4][5][6]. I will 
give a quick precis of the discussion in Ref.[6) (which was based on an article by 
Friedman and Jack11 ). The ui have the form ui = e~(xb)dxa, where the e~ are 
known non-dynamical functions of the space coordinates. The orthonormal one-
forms for the metric (3.1) are wi = ecxef;e~dxa = e~dxa. The spin connections 
fi = !giikri where \1 e~ = ri. e~ are a 2 ka' a J JU i' 
The Ashtekar variables A~ are 
A i ri . T.~i a= a +i.1\a' 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where the I<! are eib Kba, Kab the second fundamental form of 9ab = 9ije~e{ It is 
easy to show that K! = Pin(t)e~, so 
(3.4) 
The densitized basis elements e'f are Vhe3cxe;/eA:, where h = dethab, hab = e~eib· 
Finally, the Hamiltonian constraint, 1i + i\1 a Ga = -eiaejb F;t, where 
(3.5) 
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becomes (after dropping the non-dynamical known functions e~ and v'h) 
(3.6) 
It is now possible to convert 1t + i'\l a Ga into an operator and apply it to a state 
function WA· It has become customary in Ashtekar variable studies to use the 
"momentum" representation where the A~ are taken to be coordinates, but I will 
use the"coordinate" representation of Friedman and Jack where A~ = ~6/6ef and 
the e~ = e 2a e -:-.f3 are the "coordinates" The e~ are I IJ ' I 
-3 - \ 
ea="'' (3.7) 
where µ = e2ae-f3+-./3f3_, v = e2ae-f3++./3/L, ,\ = e2ae2f3+. The Tij now become 
(1/2)8/8€{, so 
(3.8) 
The state function w A. will now be w A(µ, v, ..\), and the Hamiltonian constraint 
operator applied to WA gives the Ashtekar-Wheeler-De Witt equation: 
8WA 8WA 8WA 1 [ 82 WA 82 WA 82 WA] 
v..\ 8µ + µ..\7);;" +µ..\--a>:+ 2V/WX µv 8µ8v + v..\ 8v8..\ + µ..\ 8µ8..\ = O, 
(3.9) 
where the factors have been ordered so that the derivatives stand to the right. 
This equation is the equivalent of the Schrodinger equation (2.11 ), where the 
dreibein variables µ, v, ,\ play the role of the coordinate variable Q there. As for 
Eq. (2.11 ), there should be a "ground state" Ashtekar wave function equivalent to 
Ho(Q) = 1, that is, WA = const. There should also exist a mapping, constructed 
either by means of a Bargmann-like kernel or by the canonical transformation pro-
cedure. Notice that the variable A~= r~ +iK~ plays the role of P = q+ip in (2.5), 
since the r~ are combinations of the "coordinate" variables ef (and, of course, their 
spatial derivatives) and the extrinsic curvature, K!, is basically their conjugate mo-
menta. One would expect a mapping of the form ¢ADM = ei 0 w A, where ¢ADM 
is a solution to the ordinary Wheeler-DeWitt equation in ADM variables and WA 
is a solution to the Ashtekar-Wheeler-DeWitt equation (3.9). Such a mapping was 
found by Kodama12 and has the form 
(3.10) 
Notice that I have used ef as the coordinate variables and A~ as the q+ip momentum 
variables. This means that G is appropriate only for this choice, and that if one 
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were to take A~ as a coordinate variable, as is often done, the G given here would 
no longer be appropriate13 • In Ref. (6), G was calculated for the diagonal Bianchi 
Type IX model and found to be 
G = il67r2e2cw[e-4P+ + 2e2.8+ cosh(2v'3/L)]. (3.11) 
One would expect the ADM wave function 1fJADM = eiG\JI A, where the solution 
\JI A = 1 is taken, to be a "ground state" wave function for the diagonal Bianchi IX 
model. In fact, in Ref. [6] we showed that there is a close connection between this 
"Ashtekar" solution and one constructed from the "Euclidean" Einstein-Hamilton-
J acobi equation for the diagonal Bianchi IX models, 
( as)
2 (as ) 2 (as ) 2 aa - a/3+ - a13_ + e'cwV(/3±) = O, (3.12) 
where the "three-curvature" term efoV(/3±) has the opposite sign from the term 
in the usual Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equa.tion and the potential V(/3±) is the 
usual V(/3±) = ke- 8.8+ - !e-2.B+ cosh(2v'3/3-) + ie4.8+ [cosh( 4v'3.8- ) - 1]. One 
solution to (3.12) is S = te2cw[e-4.B++2e2 .8+ cosh(2v'3/3-)], so e- s isexp[(3/811'2 )iG]. 
Because (3.12) is nonlinear, the constant factor in the exponent by which these two 
expressions differ cannot be removed by a simple rescaling of S. However, Eq. (3.1) 
implies a choice of normalization constant in the definition of the three metric, that 
is, Eq. (3.1) should read ds 2 = -dt2 +R~exp(2a)exp(2,Bij)o.io-i, and R 0 was taken 
to be one. By choosing Ro properly, the two expressions for the "ground state" can 
be made to coincide. Note, however, that these two wave functions do differ, even 
if the difference is trivial and removable. 
It seems that we have discovered a "magic bullet" that can generate "ground 
state" wave functions, since the expression for G in Eq. (3.10) is constructive 
and can be calculated for any metric, so eiG can be generated easily, while the 
equivalent of Eq. (3.12) is a nonlinear functional differential equation that must 
be solved. Unfortunately, as I will show below, eiG does not always correspond to 
interesting "ground state" solutions. In the next section of the article I will look at 
the electromagnetic analogue of the gravitational problem. 
The eiG "ground state" for the Bianchi Type I models is easy to calculate since 
the spatial metric is 
(3.15) 
the dreibein vectors e~ are just e~ = 6!, and the orthonormal vectors are eQe?;6!. 
Since both the metric hab = e~eib = e2 cwe2~ and the e~ themselves are constant 
a . . 
on t = const. hypersurfaces, V' ae~ = 0 and r~ = 0. This means that ef r~ = 0 
and G = 0. The eiG solution is just equal to one. The Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation in this case is 
(as)2 _ (!§___)2 _ (!§___)2 = O, 8a 8,8+ a,a_ (3.16) 
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and S = 0 is, of course, a solution, so e-s = 1 gives the same state function as 
above, but whether or not this solution is a "ground state" is a moot point. There 
is, however, another system for which the eiG state probably has even less claim to 
be a "ground state" than in the Bianchi I case. This system is the polarized Gowdy 
metric14 
' (3.17) 
where (J = (J(O,t), ,.\ = ,.\(O,t)), 0 ~ O,u,8 < 27r. The Hamiltonian formulation and 
the quantization of this model were first discussed by Misner15 and Berger16 . A full 
discussion of the "ground state" problem will be given elsewhere17 , but I will give a 
quick sketch of the results to show where the problem is with taking eiG to be the 
"ground state". The Hamiltonian constraint for this metric is 
(3.18) 
where I is a/aB, Pf3 is the momentum conjugate to (J, and H = (1/27r) J:1r d8pt, 
where Pt is the momentum conjugate tot. It is obvious that a gauge has been chosen 
where the metric component tis an internal time, so His the ADM Hamiltonian of 
the problem. Since H plays the role of the Hamiltonian, the "Euclidean" Einstein-
Hamilton-J acobi equation is 
as + 2_ f 2 1r dB [~ (8S) 2 _ ~e4t(fJ')2] = o. 
at 21r lo 2 8 (J 2 (3.19) 
If one expands (J and Pf3 in real Fourier series , 
<X> 
(J = qo + h l)qn(t) cos nO + q_n(t) sin nO], 
n=I 
<X> 
Pf3 =Po+ hl)Pn(t)cosnB + P-n(t)sinnB], (3.20) 
n=l 
Misner and Berger have shown that the Wheeler-DeWitt equation is 
.a¢ _ ~ ~ (- a2¢ 2 4t 2.1.) 
z at - ~ 2 a 2 + n e q n 'f/ . 
n=-= qn 
(3.21) 
The "ground state" solution of Berger16 is 
1/Jas =exp(- L An(t)q~), (3.22) 
n 
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where the An(t) are given by Berger. The relation of this ground state to the e-s 
state will be considered in Ref. (17]. 
The Ashtekar "ground state" eiG is readily calculated. If one takes the or-
thonormal basis u 1 = et/3->./4 d8, u2 = et+/J/2du u3 = et-f3/2 d6 the basis vectors 
' ' e~ are diagonal (i.e. e~ = fa6!), while the only non-zero r~ are the non-diagonal 
terms r~ and r~, so e~ r~ = 0, and, as in the Bianchi I case the Ashtekar "ground 
state" is W = 1. The is obviously unrelated to the state given in Eq. (3.22). Of 
course, the fact that G is not gauge invariant means that one can rotate the ba-
sis used here and make G into anything desired, but this seems a bit artificial if 
the Ashtekar "ground state" is to be something that comes from a constructive 
procedure that is easy to implement. 
The fact that the Ashtekar variable procedure leads to "ground states" that are 
not what one would expect, and especially to states that seem to differ from those 
obtained from the Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi procedure, means that there must be 
a fundamental difference between the two procedures. In the next section I will 
consider the simpler system of a free electromagnetic field, where the differences 
between the analogues of the two procedures is more easily understood, and the 
coincidence between them in certain cases is more understandable. 
4. Electromagnetic "Ground State" Wave Functions 
If one considers the usual action for the free electromagnetic field in Hamilto-
nian form, 
( 4.1) 
i = 1, 2, 3 and expands Ao, the A; and their conjugate momenta 7ri in real Fourier 
series (using box normalization in a box of side L) as 
7ri = L;/2 L [pi(n)(t) cos (2; n · x) + Pi(n)(t) sin (2; n · x)] , 
n 
the action reduces to 
J = _1_ J "°'[pi(n) A ~n) + pi(n) A~n) _ 
327r L.J l i 
n 
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(n X A (n))2 } - A~")n · p(n) - A~")n · p(n)]dt. (4.3) 
If the sign of the potential term in the above action is changed, the "Euclidean" 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation that corresponds to the action is 
- 811'2 ( A(n) )2 - 811'2 ( A(n) )2] L2 n x L2 n x . ( 4.4) 
For 8S/8t = 0 we can find two distinct solutions to this equation. For simplicity I 
will take the Coulomb gauge, n · A (n) = n . A (n) = 0. The first of these solutions is 
s = - I: 8; lnl{IA(n)12 +1.A<n>12 }. (4.5) 
n 
The function e8 is the box equivalent of the Wheeler ground state functional for 
the free electromagnetic field18 , 
•1• _ .N {-j j B(x1) · B(x2)d3 d3 } 
'P - exp 3 h 2 X1 x2 • 1611" CT12 
( 4.6) 
However, there is another solution for 8S/8t = 0 that can be obtained by rewriting 
the right-hand side of ( 4.4), that is, 
[ 8S 811"( A<">)] [~ _ 811'( A<">)] } = O + 8A~n) + L n X 8A~n) L n X . 
I I 
(4.7) 
This form of the equation shows that 
S = ± 4; L [(n X .A_(n)) · A(n) -A(n) · (n X A(n))] (4.8) 
n 
is also a solution. This solution is 
S = =t=4 f A· Bd3 x = =t=4 f A· (Y' x A)d3 x, (4.9) 
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which is the Chern-Simons term for a U(l) gauge theory. 
If one takes e-s for ( 4.6) and ( 4.9) one can generate two "ground state" quan-
tum solutions. Which of these two corresponds to the eiG Ashtekar solution of the 
previous section? It is possible to set up the analogue of the Ashtekar variables 
for the free electromagnetic field by taking the new variables 7r 1i = 7ri + 4Bi and 
A~ = Ai. The mode parameters of 7r 1i are 
(4.10) 
The Hamiltonian in terms of these variables (with all momenta standing to the 
right) is 
H = L [- ~p1i(n)p1i(n) + 2; (n X A_(n))ip1i(n)_ 
n 
(4.11) 
If the pii(n) and pii(n) are realized as 8/8A ~n) and 8/8A~n) H'l!(A ~n) A~n) t) = 
I I l I l J l 
i81l! / 8t has as a time-independent solution 1l! = const. The generating function of 
the transformation between pi(n) A (n) fai(n) Ji(n) and pii(n) A ~n) pii(n) A~n) is 
l I l l I l I l l I 
calculated in exactly the same way as for the harmonic oscillator example in Sec. 
2, and we have 
G(A~">,A~n)) = 4;i L (Cn x A_(n)). A(n) + A_(n). (n x ACn>)] 
n 
= 4i J A · ( \7 x A) d3 x . (4.12) 
So, eiG is e-s for the Chern-Simons S given by ( 4.9). 
The two solutions ( 4.6) and ( 4.9) are both valid solutions for S, but only ( 4.6) is 
the true ground state, while e-s for the proper sign of ( 4.9) and the "Ashtekar" eiG 
cannot reasonably be called a "ground state" of the free electromagnetic field. The 
electromagnetic "Ashtekar" analysis leads one to suspect that the Ashtekar "ground 
state" for the diagonal Bianchi IX model given in the last section is somehow the 
equivalent of ( 4.9), but, if so, the striking coincidence between it and the solu-
tion from the Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equation should be explained. Of course, 
it might be that the gravitational Ashtekar state and the "ground state" solution 
from the Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equation are simply the same, but a study of 
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the "cosmological" equivalents of the free electromagnetic field shows that the co-
incidence is most likely an artifact of homogeneity of the cosmological gravitational 
field. 
By "cosmological" electromagnetic field I mean a vector potential defined as a 
spatially homogeneous vector field over a Bianchi-type three-space. That is, A = 
A;(t)ui, where the ui = e~dx 0 a.re homogeneous one-forms on one of the nine Bianchi 
three-spaces. Here du; = (1/2)Cj1cui /\ uk [or (e~,b - et,0 )e'ek = c;k], Cjk = const. 
The three-space metric is no longer Euclidean, so indices must be raised and lowered 
correctly and, in principle, covariant derivatives must be used, but the curl of Aa is 
unchanged, and g0 cgbd(Ac,d - Ad,c)(Aa,b - Ab,a) for example is CjmCfmA;A1c. The 
action for the electromagnetic field is (7ri(t) = 7r0 e~, 1r:; = e~1r:a = 0) 
( 4.14) 
For all class A Bianchi models Cjk = et;1cmli, mii = const., so Clm Cfm = 2mismsk, 
and 
(4.15) 
where V = J u 1 I\ u 2 I\ u 3 (and the space is artificially closed when necessary). 
From the Hamiltonian (1/8)7ri7ri + 2mism 8 k AiAk, the Euclidean Hamilton-
J acobi equation is 
(4.16) 
For as/at= 0 the "ground state" solution is S = ±2miiAiA;. Also for as/at= 0 
it is possible to factor Eq. ( 4.16) as was done in Eq. ( 4. 7) as 
( as ill ) ( as ikA ) aAi + 4m As aAi - 4m k = 0. ( 4.17) 
This equation has two solutions which are exactly the same S = ±2mii AiAj as the 
"ground state" solution given above. One can also make the Ashtekar transforma-
tion rr'i = irri + 4mis As, A~ =Ai, and the Hamiltonian reduces to 
( 4.18) 
If in the quantum theory one realizes *'i as a I aAi' Hill = 0 has as a solution 
ill = const. It is easy to show that the generating function of the transformation is 
G = i(V/16rr)(2mis AiAs)· 
In this cosmological case the three methods of generating a "ground state" 
wave function, e-s for the "Wheeler" S, the Chern-Simons S, and the "Ashtekar" 




which is a distinguishing feature noted in Ref. [6]. Of course, the three space can be 
rescaled in such a way that V = 1611", as was done there, so the coincidence between 
the three functions becomes exact. Notice also that for the Bianchi I space all three 
wave functions are constant. 
It is easy to see that the reason the three different methods lead to the same 
wave function is that the curl of A is a constant matrix times A in this "cosmolog-
ical" case. In general, \7 x A can be quite different from A itself. For a constant B 
field in flat space, A= Bx r, which is perpendicular to B, so A· B = 0. However, 
for a homogeneous field over a Class A Bianchi space (with the exception of the 
Bianchi I space), the linear relation between \7 x A and A means that the Chern-
Simons (and "Ashtekar") wave functions are equal to the "Wheeler" ground state. 
Unfortunately, this is fortuitous and the Chern-Simons state cannot, in general, be 
the ground state of the free quantum electromagnetic field. 
5. Conclusions 
In Ref. [6] the Ashtekar variable approach was used to generate a wave function 
of the Bianchi-type IX universe that was the same as one constructed from a solution 
to the "Euclidean" Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In the present article it was 
shown that the coincidence of these two solutions in that case was something of an 
accident, since the Ashtekar ~olution is closer in spirit to one constructed from the 
Chern-Simons term in the Maxwell field. In general on cannot expect these two 
solutions to coincide, and the polarized Gowdy model is an example where they do 
not. 
Notice, however, that for the free electromagnetic field the Chern-Simons term 
generates an acceptable quantum solution for the field, whether or not it can be 
called a true "ground state". In the gravitational case it should be possible to gen-
erate these solutions in a number of cases which will give a set of perhaps useful 
solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. From the analysis of the "cosmological" 
electromagnetic fields, one might expect that the Ashtekar procedure will lead to 
correct "ground state" solutions. at least in the case of Bianchi quantum cosmolo-
gies, and perhaps in other cases as well. 
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to 
Systems of Linear Wave Equations 
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ABSTRACT 
The Laplace transformation for linear second-order wave equations is gen-
eralized to coupled systems of such equations, and we describe a struc-
ture preserving bijection between the set of equivalence classes of wave 
equations generated by the transformation, and the set of motions of the 
non-singnlar non-Abelian Toda lattices. Two applications of this bijection 
~re given, with illustrative examples. 
1. Introduction 
The basic resnlt. to be described is the construction of a useful pair of bijections 
Tu:U--+M 
(1) 
Tv: V--+ M 
from sets, U and V, of equivalence classes of coupled systems of linear wave equa-
tions, to be defined, to sets, M, of motions of non-Abelian Toda lattices whose 
values are non-singular ma.trices. The equivalence relations defining U and V are a 
generalization to systems of equations of the classical Laplace transformation 1 , and 
the bijection is useful in the sense that it carries important structure in its domain 
to natural structure in its range, and vice versa. The maps in question were dis-
cussed in detail by Torrence 2 in the case of single wave equations and the Abelian 
Toda lattice 3 , and generalized by Bombelli, Couch, and Torrence to the systemic 
and non-Abelian context ·1 . Its nsefulness will be illustrated by two applications: 
(1) It produces a construction of essentially all systems of second-order linear wave 
equations in 1 + 1 dimensions with general solutions expressible as a sum of two 
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progressing waves 5 , and, in principle, of a substantial family of coupled systems of 
such equations with general solutions expressible as a sum of the systemic general-
izations of progressing waves, and (2) It leads to the identification of both a family 
of wave equations, and a family of systems of wave equations, that are similar to, 
but different from, the equa.tions, and systems of equations, classified as self-adjoint, 
and that may deserve a detailed study in their own right, and also to a natural and 
apparently new refinement of the notion of self-adjointness for systems of equations. 
In the next section W(~ <fofine the generalize<l La.place transformation and use it 
to construct the domains, U and V, of the basic bijections, and in the third section we 
briefly review the non-Abelia.n Toda lattice. In the fourth section we explain the two 
applications described above. We conclude with a few remarks concerning current 
efforts to extend thf~ formalism to include non-Abelian Toda lattice motions whose 
values include singular matrices, with a. consc~quent generalization in the domains, 
U and V, of the bijections Eq. l. 
2. The Laplace transformation for systems of wave equations 
We restrict our attention to systems of the form 
(D?, 1, +AD"+ Bou+ C)~ = O ( 2) 
where A, B and C a.re N x N matrices and L: is an N vector. Equation 2 severely 
restricts the second derivative terms when N > 1, but if we want all the components 
of the vector field to propagate with the same (fundamental) velocity, then, modulo 
the multiplication of the system on the left by a non-singular matrix, Eq.2 represents 
the most general system of coupled homogeneous linear wave equations of second-
order in 1 + 1 dimensions, given tha.t we want the system to have N independent 
second derivatives. 
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It is clear that by multiplying E on the left by the appropriate matrix of 
functions of u and v we can put Eq.2 into either the v-ga.uge form 
(3) 
or the u -gange form 
(4) 
where the subscripts have been introduced in anticipation of the next steps. We 
consider fin.;t. t.he v-ga.nge equation Eq.3 and inductively define h, <I>k, and the 
differential opera.tors .. 1k, where k is any integer, by 
J;- 1 h+1 = lk"~ 1 h - Du(.lk" 1DvJk), 
h+1 <I>k+1 = Jk ou <I>k, 
JI.,= ({)v,hDu - h+d· 
(5) 
Beginning with t.he u.-ga.11gc• c•q11a.tion Eq.4 we similarly define Lk, Wk and the op-
<~rat.ors Lk, for a.rhitary iut.f•gn /,:, by 
Lk = l"k' , 
Lk-1 W k-1 = Lk 81, \J! k. 
Ck = ( DuLkov - Lk-1 ). 
The significanc(~ of these~ clefiuit.ions lies in two theorems: 
Theorem 1. Given 
it follows that 




(8 ) . 
(9) 
we can conclnde that 
(10) 
and, ana.logously, from 
(11) 
we can derive tlrn.t 
Lk-1 w k-1 = 0. (12) 
The existence of some theorem like Theorem 1 is obvious since it merely states how 
an equation in one nornrnl form looks if it is transformed into the other normal form, 
and its proof is simple. That then~ should exist implications like those comprising 
Thecm~m 2 is not pa.rticnla.rly obvious, however the proof is not difficult. One begins 
by snhst.itnting the definition of <I>k+J into Eq.9, then operates on the result from 
the left with -h+ 1011 , nncl, after rearranging this result and applying D~v = a~u, one 
identifies .h+2 and obtains Eq.10, and similarly for Theorem 2. This theorem leads 
to a systemic generalization of the La.place transformation, as desribed below. The 
definitions of Eq.5 and Eq.6 can be succinctly summarized in the diagram 
· · · J -1 J 0 J I h_ .. · 
-------'--v--"''----v----' 
.1o .11 (13) 
... L _2 Lo Li ... , 
where the horizontal braces bracket the two coefficient functions of the indicated 
normal form differential operator, while the vertically aligned differential opera.tors 
are the alternative normal forms of the same equation. The elements of the do-
mains of the bijections Ec1. l, U and V, an~ the equivalence classes of wave equations 
{ •. 7dkEZ and {£dkEZ, respectively. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is 
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Theorem 3: A solution of any one equation in one of the equivalence classes in V 
generates by differentiation a solution of every other equation in that equivalence 
class, and of every equation in the element of U containing the other normal forms 
of the first class of equations, and similarly starting with a solution of any one 
equation in the u-normal form. 
The justification for this statement is most easily indicc;i,tecl with the aid of a second 
diagram, 
.. ·J-2 J-1 Jo ___,.. :11 ___,.. J2 ... 
.. . i i l l l ... (14) 
... C-2 f- C-1 f- Co C1 C2 ... , 
where if we start with a solution of, for example, the equation :10 <1? 0 = 0 and follow 
the arrows using the second equations of Eq.5 and Eq.6, as needed, we obtain a 
solution, by differentiation, of every other equation in the diagram, and thus of 
every equation in the two associated equivalence classes. In the case of single wave 
equations the generation of solutions to a given wave equation from solutions to 
wave equations related to it by this scheme is precisely the Laplace transformation, 
and thus what we have described here is its systemic generalization. 
3. The non-Abelian Toda lattice 
To state our basic result we need the matrix generalization of the standard Toda 
lattice, usually referred to as the non-Abelia.n Toda lattice. Toda 3 initiated the 
study of the system of equations 
-oo < k < +oo, (15) 
usually referred to a.s the one dimensional scalar (Abelian) Toda lattice. Toda 
interpreted Eq.15 mechanically, as a one dimensional array of molecules experiencing 
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nearest neighbor exponential interactions. This is reasonably satisfying for the 
infinite lattice Eq.15 and for its periodic version, which is that specialization of 
Eq.15 characterized by assuming that Yk = Yn+k for all k, where n is some positive 
integer. The finite Toda lattice with free ends, which has a particular role in this 
paper, is defined by considering in Eq.15 only those equations with ko ~ k :=:; ki, 
for some integers ko and J.~1, with Yko-1 -+ -oo a.nd Yki+1 -+ +oo, and in this case 
a mechanical interpretation is less satisfactory, since the molecules with minimal 
and maximal indices experience negative and positive accelerations, respectively, 
regardless of tlwir displacements relative to their (single) nearest neighbors, so that 
the lattice ca.n be expected to "explode" in the infinite past and future. 
We shall gen(')ra.lize Eq.15 step-by-step. A major and much studied generaliza-
tion is obtained by 
d2 
--+ a2 dt2 UV (16) 
to obtain the two rlimen,qional Toda lattice 6 . The change of variable 
(17) 
is a further generalization since we shall allow .ik < 0. The non-Abelian Toda lattice 
is obtained by the change 
(18) 
where the upper case J k is an N x N matrix, where a. choice of factor ordering must 
be made for the non-commntative matrix products. With the appropriate choice, 
the application to Eq.15 of the steps described above yields 
(19) 
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which is consistent with tlw (rather limited) literature on the non-Abelian Toda 
lattice 6 •7 •8 , (J.nd, most significantly for us, is identical to the equation in Eq.5 that 
defines the sequence, Jk, of coefficient functions in t.he systemic generalization of 
the Laplace trausforma.tion. It. is important to note that in the form Eq .19 the 
non-Abelian Toda lattice is restricted to non-singular matrices as the J'j; 1 appear 
explicitly in the dynainical equations and cannot be "cleared" by multiplication by 
powers of J k. However, if we define 
(20) 
Eq.19 takes the form 
(21) 
8vQk :;:: (JkPk+1 - PkQk, 
which would generalize Eq.19 if we allowed the field ma.trices Qk, Pk to be singular, 
a possibility briefly discussed in section 5. An alternative form for Eq.21 is obtained 
if we dc~fine 
in which case the second equa.t.ion in Eq.6 is eq11iva.lent to 
81,Nk = Mk+1 - lvh, 
k E Z, 
~~ E Z. 
(22) 
(23) 
The periodic and finite specializations of Eq.23 a.re, naturally, Nk = Nk+n, Mk = 
Mk+n for all k E Z, n a positive integer, and ko :::; k :::; k1, with Mko = Mk 1 +1 = 0, 
so that in particular 8vNk 0 = l\lh 0 +1 and 811 Nk 1 = -Mk 1 , respectively, and similarly 
for Eq.21. 
If M represents the set of motions of the non-singular non-Abelian Toda lattice 
the basic bijections Eq.1 are defined by 
Tu : {£k} ~ {Lk}, 
(24) 
Tv: {.Jk} ~ {Jk}. 
Useful applications of Eq.24 will be our concern in the next section. 
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4. Two Applications 
We shall first apply Eq.24 to the construction of systems of wave equations that are 
exactly solvable in a sense that is both physically and mathematically simple. This 
is based on the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. If the coefficients of the equation 
3ocl>o = 0 (25) 
generate a sequenr.e of h's that is do11.bly termina.ting, i.e. such that Jk 1 +1 = 0, 
Lko-l = 0, for some integers /..: 1 ~ 0, /..~ 0 '.S 0, it follows that Eq.25 is 8atisfied by 
<I>o =(.J1- 1 Dwl1 )(.J2- 1 8vh) ... (li:i 18v.lk 1 )A(v)+ 
(26) 
Lo(L=JuuL-1 )(L=~ouL-2) ... (L"k01ouLk0 )B(u), 
where A(v) and B(u) are N vecton; of arhitrary functions of one variable, and the 
partial differentiations operate on everything to their right. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is simple. If li.: 1 +1 = 0 then Jk 1 <Pk = Dvh 1 8ucl>k 1 
0, which is satisfied by <I> k, = A( v ). The iterated differentiations indicated m 
Eq.14 lea.cl immediately to the first (advanced) half of the solution Eq.26; the other 
(retarded) half follows similarly from Lko = 0. It is obvious that all the equations 
in the equivalence classe8 repre8ented by 3 0 cl> 0 = 0 and £ 0 \JJ 0 = 0 have solutions of 
a similar form. 
In the case N = 1 th<-~ two halves of the solutiom Eq.26 are examples of 
progressing wa11es 5 . These waves a.re ma.thematically simple in as much as they are 
expressible in terms of a finite number of differentiations, of the coefficient functions 
of the equation to be solved and of the data fnnrtions, a.( v) or b( u) a.s the case may 
be. The waves are physically simple in that their support can be bounded by 
characteristics <~ven though their definition involves the :-;pecification of an arbitrary 
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function, so that these are equations whose solutions can propagate without the 
scattering off of characteristics that is generic for linear wave equations. In the 
matrix case these same remarks concerning the simplicity of the waves solving the 
classes of systems of wave equations are still applicable, although we are dealing 
with an obvious systemic generalization of progressing waves. 
It is obvious that under the (inverse of) the bijection Tv double termination 
of the sequence { h hez correRponds to the motion of a finite non-Abelian Toda 
lattice with free ends, so the efficacy of Theorem 4 in providing concrete examples 
of systems of wave equations that are exactly solvable in our sense depends on the 
existence of solutions to tha..t dynamical system. Fortunately the non-Abelian Toda 
lattice is known to be an example of a completely integrable dynamical system 6 , 
so a general solution is, in principle, known. In the N ::::: 1 case an explicit closed 
form genera.I solution is available 6 , so an essentia.lly complete constuction of such 
exactly solvable single wave equations results 2 . If the lattice is I< elements long 
that general solution contaius 2I< arbitrary functions of one variable, so as the 
set of all exactly solvable wave equations correspond to the union over J{ of such 
solutions, they comprise a set of measure zero among all such wave equations, as 
the latter are indexed by an arbitrary pair of fundions of two variables. 
For concreteness we give here some examples of single linear wave equations 
with progressing wave genera.I solutions whose normal form coefficients generate 
doubly terminating Jk sequences and thus motions of finite Abelian Toda lattices 
with free ends. Some of these were found by Kundt and Newman 9 , and others by 
Couch and Torrence 10 , independently of Toda lattice considerations. Consider the 
scalar wave equation in Minkowski spacetime 
(a; - ~)if>= o, (27) 
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where D. is the Laplacian. If we express the La.placian in spherical coordinates and 
put </>(r, t, B, <p) = r</>(r, t)Yim.(B, <p ), where the Yim are tP,e usual spherical harmonics, 
Eq.27 is equivalent to the set. of equations 
[a; -a;+ l(l~ l)] ef>(r,t) = o, z e z. (28) 
These equations are known to have general solutions comprising two progressing 
waves for arbitrary integer l 11 , which can be written in the form 
so the pair 
' ( ?)1-n(z + )' )..( ' ) - ~ -~ n . a1-n [ ( ) b( )] v11,t-~ n!(l-n)!rn r a.t-r+ t+r, 
Jo= 1, l( 1 + 1) J1=(v-u)2 
(29) 
(30) 
generate a donbly terminating sequence that is 21 + 1 terms long. It is worth noting 
that the conespon<ling Toclli. lattice motion is a very special one 12 where in the 
infinite fnture as the lattice <lisplacement.s, Yk, become infinite, as is to be expected, 
the velocities, dyk/dt, appro~.ch 0. Other more complicated examples are given by 
.io = 1, . l( l + 1) 71 = - ' 
· cosh 2 ( v - u) (31) 
and 
.io = 1, . l(l + 1) l'(l' + 1) 
.71 = - 2( ) + . 2( ) ' COS V - U Sln V - U (32) 
where both land l' are positive integers, which generate sequences of lengths 21+1, 
and 2( l + l') + 1, respectively. The constuction of explicit sets of interesting motions 
seems not to be well developed in the non-Abelian case, although a few examples 
are given in reference 4. 
The second application of the bijections Eq.1 involves two provocative new defi-
nitions related to the self-adjoint.ness of single, and systems of, linear wave equations. 
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If we consider an element of M with J0 = I it immediately follows from the dynam-
ical equations that J_1 = J 1-
1
. Restricting ourselves for the moment to the case 
N = 1 it in fact follows that .i-k = j;-1 , and that the corresponding displacements 
satisfy Yo = 0 and Yk = -v-k, so that we are looking at an Abelian Toda lattice mo-
tion that is anti-symmetrical with a fixed center. But the linear wave equation with 
which we began is obviously self-adjoint so we have found a satisfying correspon-
dence between two familiar things, anti-symmetrical Abelian Toda lattice motions 
with fixed centers, and self-adjoint wave equations (exemplified by the examples 
Eq.30, Eq.31, a.nd Eq.32). However Abelia.n Toda lattice motions can equally well 
be anti-symnwtrical withov.t a fixed center, i.e. we could have Yk = -Yk+i, implying 
Jk = )i:~ 1 , for a.11 k. The inverse image of such a motion under Tv is certainly not 
(centered on) a. self-adjoint equation in general, but the connection between these 
equivaence classes of wave equations and anti-symmetrical Toda lattice motions 
suggests that they should h<' closely alli<·<l with self-adjoint equations. In reference 
2 such wave equations were ca.Ued alm.o,qt cqelf-arljoint equations, and this definition 
was extended in reference 4 to systems of equations. It is natural to expect these 
equations to have usefnl properties, but they seem not to have been isolated for 
study before. An interesting class of examples of such single equations, closely al-
lied with Eq.30, which generate a. doubly terminating sequence of j k's of length 2/, 
is given by 
Jo= x/l, J1=l/x. (33) 
These equations actually arise if one expresses the free particle Dirac equation in 
Minkowski space in spherical coordinates and applies separation of variables to 
eliminate the angles from the equation. This occurence of fields of spin 1/2 is 
rather uncanny given how natural it is to reindex the anti-symmetrical Toda lattice 
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motions without fixed centers ::-;o that J-k - 1 / j k, where k takes on half-intger 
values . 
Another new definition related to a refinement of self-adjointness of systems of 
equations occurs in a natural way as well. Without loss of generality the system 




These two conditions are trivially satisfied for all k in the N = 1 case, and it is 
natural to ask under what circumstances the two independent conditions Eq.34 and 
Eq.35 hold fork > 1 when N > 1. The answers to these two questions are contained 
in two related theorems. If we~ define 
(36) 
then it can be shown by induction 4 that 
Theorem 5. Given J0 =I and J_ 1 - J 1- 1 , 
-1 J_k = Jk , 2:::; k:::; J( Uk Vi= ViUk, 1 :::; k:::; J{ - 1, (37) 
and that 
Theorem 6. Given Jo= I and 11·= Jfr, 
Jk = Jtr, 2:::; k:::; J( {:::=:} Uk%: = vkuk, 1:::;k:::;K-l. (38) 
Thus although the two ingredients of the definition of self-adjointness of Jo '11 o = 0 
are independent, their preservation for k :::; J( is equivalent to the same set of 
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K - 1 differential conditions on the coefficient matrix 11. The system of equations 
..104>0 = 0 was defined in reference 4 to be differentiably self-adjoint of order K 
when Uk Vk = VkUk for 1 $ k $ K - 1. One would expect these conditions to have 
some nice consequences for the system of equations, but nothing seems to be known 
along these lines. 
5. The singular case 
In the Abelian case the iterated application of the Laplace transformation to pro-
duce coefficient functions Jk with increasing indices k stops precisely if one encoun-
ters a vanishing Jk, i.e. if the sequence "terminates to the right". But in this 
case one immediately obtains a progressing wave solution to every wave equation 
in the equivalence class of wave equations, and it seems appropriate that no further 
applications of the Laplace transformation in this direction are possible. In the 
non-Abelian case the situation is richer. If one generates a singular Jk, no further 
(generalized) Laplace transformation can be clone as the inverse of that matrix does 
not exist, however it is not immediately obvious that one has necessarily learned 
anything, let alone everything, about a solution of the relevant systems of wave 
equations. We are currently investigating the possibility that there is some sense in 
which the Laplace transformations for the systemic case can be further generalized 
so they can be continued past the singularity, possibly after first extacting some 
useful information about the solution space of the associated equivalence class of 
systems of equations. In terms of the correspondence with non-Abelian Toda lattice 
motions this would entail making sense out of such motions with singular matrices 
included among their values, which would lead one to consider precisely the gener-
alized lattice motions mentioned in connection with Eq.21 and Eq.23. The kinds of 
complications that then arise can be seen from considering the case where Jo = I 
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and J 1 is singular. It immediately follows that Q1 is singular and P1 = 0, which 
implies that 8vQ1 = Q1P2 , which means that 011 Q1 is constrained to be singular 
too and that P2 is not uniquely determined. The existence of a further constraint 
on Q1 , and thus on J 1 , is both unexpected and, at first glance, unwelcome, and 
may foreshadow interesting developments in this program. 
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MYSTERY OF THE DUALITY ROTATION* 
Maciej Przanowski 
Institute of Physics, Technical University of l,6dz 
W6lczanska 219, 93-005 .t6dz, Poland 
Duality rotation group in the linear or nonlinear electrodynamics is con-
sidered. Conservation law generated by the symmetry under the duality 
rotation is found from the N oet.her theorem. 
Then, using the Noether theorem, we get the infinite number of conser-
vation laws in the Maxwell electrodynamics. They involve the mysterious 
conservation laws of Lipkin. 
*This modest work is dedicated to Professor 
Jerzy F. Plebanski, my Teacher and Friend, 




Heaviside (1893) was perhaps the first who observed that the source-free 
Maxwell equations were invariant under the transformation: E ~ .ii, .ii ~ 
-E, where E and H stand for the vectors of electric and magnetic fields, 
respectively. Then, Larmor (1928) and Rainich (1925) extended this trans-
formation to the one-parameter duality rotation group 
-+/ _,, -+ -+/ -+ _,, ( ) E = E cos <p + H sin<p, H :=: -Esin<p + H cos<p, cpdR. 1.1 
In terms of the e]ectromagnetic tensor fij, i, j = 1, ... , 4, the duality rotation 
group is defined by 
J:i = fii cos <p + i * fij sin c.p, c.pdR, (1.2) 
where *fii = -h/=9 tiikdk1, and it has been shown (Rainich (1925), Mis-
ner and Wheeler (1957), lbragimov (1967), Plebanski and Przanowski (to 
appear)) that the group (1.2) appears to be the maximal group of transfor-
mations of the form 
I 
9;j = 9ij, (1.3) 
leaving the Einstein-Maxwell equations invariant. 
Mutatis mutandis, this holds true for some models of nonlinear electrodynam-
ics (Salazar, Garcia and Plebanski (1987,1989), Plebanski and Przanowski (to 
appear)). But, as it has been shown by Deser and Teitelboim (1976), the 
duality rotation is not well defined in non-abelian field theories. Ferrara et al 
(1977) have found some generalized duality transformations in the extended 
0(2) and 0(3) supergravity theories. 
The present work is devoted to the various aspects of the duality rota-
tion in linear or nonlinear electrodynamics. We consider conservation laws 
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generated by the symmetry under the duality rotation group and by its gen-
eralization (Secs. 3 and 4). Of course the fundamental problem is whether 
or not the symmetry under the duality rotation is broken when the sources 
are present. If not, as we expect, then it seems that the Dirac quantization 
condition for the electric and magnetic charges should be revised (Schwinger 
(1975)) . 
II. DUALITLY ROTATION IN ELECTRODYNAMICS 
We consider a vacuum electromagnetic field in a space-time ( M4 , 9ii), i, j, = 
1, 2, 3, 4. The electromagnetic field is described by the potential Ai and the 
antisymetric tensor Pii = -Pii· Lagrangian for the electromagnetic field is 
taken to be 
(2.1) 
1 .. 
p ·- -p· ·p'' 
.- 4 '3 , 
. 1 . . i kl Q ·- -p .. * p'3 *P' · ·- -- J:::::;:g € · 'klP • , 4 IJ l lJ . 2 y-y IJ ) 
K(P, Q) is called the structural function. 
For the action of the gravitational and electromagnetic field one has 
(2.2) 
where R stands for the curvature scalar and A is the cosmological constant. 
Then the variation of S with respect to 9ij, Ai and Pii yields the. following 
set of equations · 
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1 . 
Ri; - 2 Rgi; - -87rT;; + Agi; (Einstein equations) (2.3) 
df = O, d * p = 0 (Maxwell equations) (2.4) 
8K 8K f;; = ap Pii + oQ * p;; (Material equations) (2.5) 
with T;; = p~ /;k + Lg;;, f := lf;;dxi /\ dxi, *P := l * p;;dxi /\ dxi 
(Born and lnfeld (1934), Pleb!Uiski (1970), BiaTynicki-Birula and ~iafynicka-
Birula (1975), 'sala~ar et al (1987)) ... ' '! ' , ; ' ·, 
It is convenient:t~.deal with a (3+1).:. decomposition of M4, M4 = M3 x Mi, 
dim M3 = 3, dim Mi = 1. 
We define the following 3-objects (Landau and Lifschitz (1973), M</>ller (1972), 
Deser and Teitelboim (1976)) " · 
(2.6a) 
1 . 
Bµ, - - f.µ,IJU Ii . 
- 2 IJU) (2.6b) 
Greek indices run through 1, 2, 3. 
Then the. Maxwell equations (2.4) take the form 
{) D µ, µ,IJU !l H -..· 0 . 4 - f UIJ u - , (2.7) 
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The material equations read 
' 8K, '· 
Eµ = - 8Dµ' 
where K. : = ~ K. 
(2.8) 
Now from the second set of equations (2.8) we find Hµ - Hµ(9ih D11 , Bu); 
and then we define M = 1\1 (gij, .0~, Bu) to be 
M.:= Bµ Hµ - K., (2.9) 
8M 
Eµ = 8Dµ' 
(the Legendre ttansformatibn); 
' 'i '. ' ,. 
8M 
Hµ = 8Bµ 
: .1·,j 
Finally, for . the Maxwe11 equations we get 
!l4Bµ + Eµ 11u8 BM = 0 8 Bµ. 0 U. II{) nu l µ = l 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
It is natural to assume that the electrodynamics considered corresponds to 
the linear Maxwell electrodynamics for weak fields i.e. 
(2:12) 
Moreover, as K ( P, Q) is a scalar function 
K(P, Q) = K(P, -Q). (2.13) 
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Th~n one shows that the dominant energy condition is satisfied iff 
88KP > 0 and poK +Qol( -K > 0 {)P 8Q - (2.14) 
(Plebanski (1970)). 
Now we state the following problem: 
Find the maximal (connected) local group of transformations G of' the form 
Ii i I -+I ... , i _. -+ 
x =x,g1;=9iJiD =D(x,D,B;ri, ... ,rr), 
(2.15) 
leaving the Einstein-Maxwell equations, (2.3) and (2.11), invariant for every 
decomposition M4 = M 3 x M 1 and every coordinate system. 
Under the assumption (2.12) one finds the solution of the problem to be 
Theorem 2.1 
G is of the form 
I 
9ij = 9ij, 
... , .... , ... ...., .... ... 
D = D cos'{> + B sin'{>, B = -D sin'{> + B cos'{>,'{> t: ~ (2.16) 
It is admitted iff 
(2.17) 
or equivalently, iff 
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f /\ f = p /\ p. (2.18) 
, I 
[Plebanski and Przanowski (to appear). See also Salazar et al (1987), 
Ibragimov (1967), Ovsiannikov (1982), Bia!ynicki-Birula (1983)]. 
. . 
The group a' is called 'the d~~lity r~tatio~ group (DR-group). 
Using the trick given by Salazar, Garcia and Pleb~ski (1987) we ca~ find 
the general solution of (2.18) (-{::::::::> (2.17)). 
I :. 
This trick consist in choosing .the Lorentzian coordinate system at some 
point qtM4 so that 
·•. 





P = 2 (H2 - D2), Q = iDH. (2.21) 
Equation (2.18) reads 
,; , ··. oM·· 8M 
BE= DH~ B- - D- = 0 {)D oB 
and the latter equation has the general sol~tion 
M = M (~ · (D2 + B2)),' 
where M(t·(D2+B2)) is an arbitrary function of the variable t·(D2 +B2). 
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From the relation H = ~~ we get B:;:: B(D, H); and t}\en using the relation 
K = H · B(D,H)-M(~. (D2 + (B(D,H)) 2) (2.24) 
and (2.21) one fiuds the general solution J( = K (P, Q) of (2.17) 
To ensure (2.12) we assume that 
M(O) = 0 and 
1 
y := - (D2 + B2). 
2 
Moreover, the domjnant energy condition holds iff 





]{ = b2 - J(b2 + n2).(b2 - fl2) = b2 -Vb"- 2b2 P + Q2 • (2.28) 
This K generates the Born-Infield nonlinear electrodynamics. 
Finally one can easily show that in terms of the 2-forms f and p the 
duality rotation takes the form 
J' :::;:: f cos <p + i * p sin c.p, 
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• 
p' = p cos cp + i * f sin cp. (2.29) 
III. CONSERVATION LAW 
From the preceding section one infers that an electrodynamics admits the 
duality rotation grup iff the condition (2.18) holds. 
Now as 
P /\ P - *P /\ *P, (3.1) 
(2.18) is equivalent to 
f /\ f = *P /\ *P· (3.2) 
From the second set of the Maxwell equations (2.4) it follows that (at least 
locally) 
*P = -i da, (3.3) 
where a is some I-form. Them the Chern-Simons formula gives 
f /\ f = d(A /\ dA) and * p /\ ~p = -d(a /\ da). (3.4) 
Substituting (3.4) into (3.2) one gets 
d( A /\ dA + a /\ da) = 0 (3.5) 
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or the following conservation law 
(3.6) 
[In the present work we define the Hodge star *·to be (Plebanski (1974), 
Plebanski and Przanowski (1989)) 
u /\ *W - -i exp [!f r.(4- r)].(ulw).fJ 
1 . . 
,.. - - ,.., · dx'1 /\ /\ dx'r 1 . . W ::::; - W' ' dX 11 /\ ' ' ' /\ dx'r v - I vl] ... lr •'' l 
r. I 11 ·"tr ' r. 
(ulw) :==. l.u· · w•i ... ir fJ is the volume 4-form. r! tJ ... lr ' 
** = 1, 
u A *W - "°' /\ *u = (-1r<4-r> * u /\ w, 
*1 = -ifJ, *f) = i). 
Integrating (3.5) or (3.6) over a 4-dimensional domain n 






.i.--.------.._ ________ .' 








In the Minkowski space-time, neglecting some 3-divergences, we can write 
= - d3x[B · ('\7-2'\7 x B) + D · ('V7-2'\7 x D)] 11 .... .... .... ... 
2 R3 
(3.10) 
[For the Maxwell electrodynamics the constant C has been found by Deser 
and Teitelhoim (1976). In nonlinear electrodynamics it has been given by 
Bia1'ynicki-Birula (1983)]. 
We intend to show that the conservation law (3.6) is generated by DR-group 
according to the famous Noether construction. 
To this end we write down the general duality rotation in terms of the La-
grange variables Ai and Pii 
A~ = Ai cos <.p + ai sin <.p, 
P~j = Pij cos <.p + i * fij sin <.p, <.pE~ (3.11) 
(Notice that the first formula of (3.11) should be considered mod 8ih; his an 
arbitrary function). 
The infinitesimal operador X of (3.11) reads 
X 8 . + 8 
- ai 8 Ai + z * J ii 8p1j . (3.12) 
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As ai a.re nonlocaJ "function" of Pi; our infinitesimal operator X is not the 
standard one. [The standard infinitesimal operator appears to be the field 
on a relevant jet bundle (Trautman (1972), Kuperschmidt (1980), Ibragimov 
(1985)]. Nevertheless, in our case one can also find the Noether - lbraginov 
identity and consequently the Noether constuction can be applied (Noether 
(1918), Trautman (1972), Kuperschmidt (1980), lbragimov (1985), Olver 
(1986)). 
First, we present X in a concise form 
X m {) = TJ -[)um 
wherc(u\···,u16) = (A1,···,p43),(rJ\···,rJ16 ) 
Then the Noether-Ibragimov identity reads 




where di stands for the total derivative with respect to the variable xi and 
prX = T/m [j~m + L di1 ···di. (TJm) · 
s~l 
{) (3.15a) 
(the Lie-Backlund operator); 
+ L: (-l)"dh ···d;. [) {) J u~k k · · s;?:l 'l"'rJl'"J• (3.15b) 
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(the Noether-Ibragirnov operator); 
(3.15c) 
(the Euler-Lagrange opemt01'); 
u~ · - 8·8· ···8· um·· ·etc ljt "'j• ' - I Jl J& I ' (3.15d) 
From (3.14) one gets 
(3.16) 
£:= r-9L 
Assuming that um satisfy the field equations (2.4) and (2.5), i.e., 
8£ 
- 0 (3.17) 
we have 
(3.18) 
Then performing simple calculations, using also Theorem 2.1 one arrives at 
the formula 
-i~ * d(A /\ dA +a/\ da) = 0 (3.19) 
Concluding, we have shown that the conservation law (3.6) is in fact gener-
ated by the DR-group according to the Noether theorem. 
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IV. NEW CONSERVATION LAWS IN THE'MAXWELL ELEC-
TRODYNAMICS 
In this section we deal with the Maxwell electrodynamics in the Min-
skowski space-time. 
Here one has 
n = E, .B = ff. (4.1) 
To s1mplyfy the considerations we use the gauge 
A4 = 0, v . A = O;. (4.2) 
and we choose E and A to be the field variables (the first-order formalism). 
Then the Maxwell equations read 
( 4.3a) 
v . E = o, v . A' = o (4.3b) 
Equations (4.3 a) can be obtained from the Euler-Lagrange equations for the 
Lagrangian 
' (4.4) 
As it has been shown by Fushchich and Nikitin (1983) (see also Przanowski 
and MacioTek-Niedzwiecki (1992)) it is very convenient to employ here the 
Fourier representation. 
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Let E and A denote the Fourier transforms or ft and X, respectively, i.e. 
A(k, t) = (2?r )-~ j <PxA(x, t). e-ik·x (4.5) 
As if a.nd A are real vectors 
e·("k, t) = E(-k, t), A*(k, t) = A(-k, t); (4.6) 
(the star "*" stands for the complex conjugation) 
Tl1c Maxwell equations in the Fourier representation takes the form 
.... 2 .... Dt£- k ·A = 0, ( 4.7a) 
k ...... ~ - 0 v - ' f . .A= o (4.7b) 
It is an easy matter to show that Eqs. ( 4. 7 a) and their complex conjugate 
can be obtained from the following Lagrangian 
Notice that by the Pa.rseval-Plancheler formula, 
(4.9) 
Now as in terms of E and A the general duality rotation reads (Deser 
and Teitelboim (1976), Przanowski and Macio'l'ek-Nied:lwiecki (1992)). 
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J~' R · cos c.p + V x A· sin c.p, 
A' = v-2v x f'; . sin c.p + A . cos c.p, c.pdR, ( 4.10) 
(compare also with (3.11)), in terms of£ and A one has 
£1 = £. cos c.p + ik x A· sin c.p, 
( 4.11) 
an<l we arrive at the conclusion that in terms of the Fourier transform £and 
Au)(~ DR-group appears to be the grmtp of point transforrnations. 
Then the Noether - lbragin~ov identity leads to the conservation law 
l ..... ..... -+ ..... ..... _, 
dt{ 2' · [ik: ·(Ax A*)+ ik- 2 k · (£ x £*)]} = o ( 4.12) 
(Fushchich and Nikitin (1983), Przanowski and MacioTek-NiedZ'wiecki (1992)) . 
By the Parseval-Plancheler formula one has 
~ j d3 k. [ik. (Ax A*)+ ik- 2k. (l x l*)J 
1 J ... ... ... .... 
= 2 d3 x [-A. (V x A)+ E. (v-2v x E)] = c (4.13) 
Note that. if we use the second order formalism, i.e. we deal with Ai a.s the 
field variables, then in the Fourier representation the infinitesimal operator 
of the DR-group reads (see (4.11) and (4.7 a)) 
(4.14) 
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To find the DR-group as expressed in terms of A one should solve the Lie 
equations 
a as A' 
---8<.p {)t• ( 4. 15) 
s = 0, 1,· ... 
The solutions of the set ( 4.15) constitutes a general Lie-Backlund one-parameter 
transformation group as a formal one-parameter group (Ibragimov (1985), 
Przanowski and MacioTek-NiedZ'wiecki (1992)). 
Now we intend to consider some simple generalization of ( 4.11). 
To this end we assume the infinitesimal operator to be of the form 
y 
(4.16) 
where aµ. 11 , bµ. 11 , Cµ. 11 and dµ. 11 are functions of k. Then one shows that the 
Maxwell equations ( 4. 7 a, b) are invariant under the one-parameter group of 
transformations generated by Y iff 
and 
where wµ., -Xµ, a and {3 are functions of k. 




It is evident that by the 
aµ11 (4.19) 
Denoting the matrices ( aµ 11 ) and ( cµ 11 ) by a and c, respectively, we denote 
also the relevant infinitesimal operator ( 4.16) by Yac· Then one finds the 
commutators [Ya.:, Ya'c'] to be [Ya.:, Ya1 61] = Ya.uc11 
A I/ - [A f A] k2 [A/ A] Al/ _ [A/ A] + [A/ A] a - a,a - · c,c, c - a,c c,a. ( 4.20) 
Therefore the operators Yaa constitute an infinite - dimensional Lie al-
gebra of some symmetry group of the point transfomations for the Maxwell 
equations ( 4. 7 a, b) 
Then the straightforward calculations show that the Noether-Ibragimov iden-
tity taken for Yaa + (Yaa)* and for £ 1 given by ( 4.8) leads to the following 
conservation laws 
(4.21) 
0 ( 4.22) 
(Przanowski, Rajca and Tosiek (to appear)). 
One can easily check that the conservation lews ( 4.21) and ( 4.22) hold for 
arbitrary cµ 11 and aµ 11 and not only for ones satisfying the conditions ( 4.18). It 
means that (4.21) and (4.22) are, in fact, the consequences of the symmetry 
of the set of equations ( 4. 7 a ) only. 
It may seem that (4.21) and (4.22) are defined for our specific gauge k·A = 0 
and they are not the gauge invariant relations. 
However, it is not so. Using the formula 
(4.23) 
where 1-lu stands for the Fourier transformation of Hu, one can write (4.21) 
and ( 4.22) in the gauge invariant form 
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Examples: 
(i) aµv = . .... . -2 0, Cµv = ih(k)k k~fKµV 
Then by ( 4.24) we get 
for h(k) = .l the cGnstant (4.26) is exactly C given by (3.10), For h(k) = k2 
ones has 
1 J 3 .... .... .... .... 2 . d x · [H · (V x H) + E · (V x E)]:;::: 
(compare with Deser and Teitelbohn (1976)). 
(ii). aµv = +k2t')'µv, Cµv = 0 
Here, ( 4.25) yields 
(iii). aµv = 0, Cµv = -ik'i't.~µv 
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const. ( 4.27) 
Then from ( 4.24) one gets 
1 J 3 .... .... .... .... 
-2 d x. (H x o'YH +Ex o'YE)K = const. ( 4.29) 
Now we can write the constant ( 4.27), ( 4.28) and ( 4.29) in a compact form 
( 4.30) 
and this, mutatis mutandis, corresponds to the "zilch" of Lipkin (1964). (see 
also Morgan (1964), Kibble (1965), Fradkin (1965), O'Connell and Tompkins 
(1965), Deser and Nicolai (1981)). 
It is supposed that the conservation laws (4.24) and (4.25) (eventually com-
bined with the conservation law for the energy-momentum tensor) involve 
all conservation laws given by Morgan (1964). Of course our formulas (4.24) 
and ( 4.25) yield the infinite number of nonlocal conserved quantities. 
It is of some interest to write down the infinitesimal operator Ya.c in the " 
coor<linat.e representation". Denoting this operator by Ya.c we get 
Ya.a= [aµ.v(-iV)Ev + cµ.v{-iV')\7 2 Av] 0~ µ. 
+[cµ.v(-i\7) Ev+ aµ.v(-iV)AvJ 0~ µ. ( 4.31) 
Observe that if Ya.a is a local operator (for example, it is the case for the 
Lipkin conservation law) then it gives rise to a (general) Lie-Backlund trans-
formation group. 
Consider now the zilch in a nonlinear electrodynamics. By analogy to the 
Maxwell case (see ( 4. 30)) we put 
'zi ·e ( 1i1a + i1 8 ) i'k = 2 * kJ Ii - P k * Pli ( 4.32) 
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(compare with Lipkin (1964), Morgan (1964), Kibble (1965)). Note that 'ZJk 
is i11variant under the duality rotation group given by (2.29). 
Then using the Maxwell equations (2.4) one gets 
~1,zi z ( fi1 ~ ~ 1 ii~ ~ ) vi jk = ~4 *. VjUk ii - P VjUk * Pil ( 4.33) 
Thus, in contrary to the Maxwell electrodynamics, we don't have the con-
servation low for 1 ZJk within a nonlinear electrodynamics, even when this 
electrodynamics admits the duality rotation. 
[In the latter case, by (2.18), we can write' Z)k in the following form 
1zi i ( jil ~ -r + [) Ii jk = 2 . * UkJ/j Pil kP ( 4.34) 
where AokB :=~·[A· okB - (okA) · B] 
(compare with Kibble (1965), Deser and Nicolai (1981)). 
We end this section with some remarks on the duality rotation and the 
zilch in non-abelian field theories. It has been shown by Deser and Teitelboim 
(1976) that the duality rotation is not well defined for the non-abelian field. 
Then from the work by Deser and Nicolai (1981) we acknowledge that the 
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Lifting of Trajectories to Complete 
Motions in Classical Dynamics 
Stanislaw L. Bazanski • 
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Warsaw, 
Hoza 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland 
1 Introduction 
The subject of this lecture belongs to rational mechanics, and thus it is a 
part of mathematical physics. The special reason, however, for which I have 
I 
chosen to present it at this meeting is due to the ~act that its motivation 
stemmed from relativistic dynamics and that some of the results derived 
show features that are somewhat analogous to those discussed a long time 
ago in a paper by Jerzy Pleba.D.ski in collaboration with the present author 
(1). 
The motivation presented in Section 2 was p.rompted by an attempt to un-
derstand the relation between the two various types of variational principles 
that lead to the equations of motion of test particles in General Relativity 
and that enjoy very different dynamic properties. 
An understanding of these properties resulted from a study carried out 
by me jointly with P. Jaranowski [3]. A link which permits one to bring the 
second of the two classes of the variational principles considered in Section 2 
to the first one is given by the known Jac.obi theorem from classical dynamics. 
In Section 3, this theorem is presented in a way that indicates on its similarity 
to a procedure of deriving Fokkerian action principles from field theoretical 
va.i:iational principles, i.e. the procedure that has been studied in (1). 
•supported by the Polish Committee for Scientific Research KBN, contract 
PB 564/2/91, registration No 2 0430 91 01. 
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An inverse link between the two types of variational principles reviewed 
in Section 2 is based on a procedure formulated in [3) and called there the 
solution of the inverse Jacobi problem. A review of this problem is given in 
Section 4 of the paper. 
2 Motivation 
There are two action principles that lead to the equations of geodesics on 
manifolds. They essentially differ from each other by some of their properties. 
If in a coordinate system {xi} a line in the manifold (M,g) is described by 
equations of the form xi = e(r), and ti denotes the derivatives of ei with 
respect to T, then the first action is 
1'"2 
s = J /9ij eib dr, 
1'"1 
while the second is 
t2 
W=! f Yii~i~idt, 
t1 
where now the parameter is denoted by t. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The two actions, as it was already stated, have essentially different prop-
erties. 
In the first case, the Lagrangian of the action (2.1) is homogeneous of 
order one in ei, and it is therefore invariant under arbitrary changes of the 
parameter: TH r' = J(r), where f is an arbitrary monotonic and differen-
tiable function. Thus, due to the second Nother theorem, only n -1 from the 
n corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are independent. As a result, the 
variational principle based on the action (2.1) determines a world line in M, 
understood as a locus of points, leaving the parametrization undetermined. 
In the second case, the Lagrangian is ·nonsingular, and the action (2.2) 
leads to n independent Euler-Lagrange equations. It defines thus .. a parame-
trized line, i.e. a world line in the space M x R, where R is the space of 
the parameter. Additionally, the Euler-Lagrange equations admit a first 
integral of the energy type, which assures that the fixed parametrization of 
the solutions is always affine. Of course, the Lagrangian in (2.2) could have 
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been replaced by any function of 9i; eie;, other than the square root. This 
would, however, only modify the form of the energy function and the fixed 
parametrization, leaving the general properties of the dynamics unchanged. 
The existence of the first integral in the second case enables one to apply 
the Jacobi theorem from rational mechanics to the action (2.2), and to obtain 
action (2.1) as the Jacobi action determining trajectories of motions given 
by (2.2). . 
3 Jacobi Action versus Fokkerian Action 
In the text-book (2) by W.I. Arnold it is recollected that already Jacobi com-
plained that his action principle had been presented in an incomprehensible 
way in nearly all the text-books published at that time. Quoting this state-
ment, Arnold expresses also the opinion, with which I do sympathize, that 
such a state of affairs has not been changed till nowadays. For that reason, 
and also because of a certain analogy of the Jacobi theorem and the theorem 
on Fokkerian action principles discussed in nJ, I quote in this section the 
contents of a slightly modified version of the Jacobi theoreIIJ.. 
Let us consider a dynamic system with an action of the 'form 
t2 
w [qi(t)] =Jc (qi(t), qi(t)) dt, (3.1) 
t1 
where qi are local coordinates in a configuration space Qn, and the La-
grangian C is nonsingular. 






which are parametrized lines in Qn, be described by equations of the form 
(3.3) 
These solutions represent world lines in Qn x R, where R is the parameter 
space. 
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As is well known, the Euler-Lagrange equations of (3.1) satisfy the princi-
ple of conservation of energy. In other words, there exist a function 
E (qi(t), qi(t)), easily expressible in terms of qi's, £, and its derivatives, such 
that 
E (qi(t), qi(t)) = C, (3.4) 
where c is a constant, for all solutions (3.3) of equations (3.2). 
For a dynamic system governed by an action of the form (3.1), the fol-
lowing theorem, due to Jacobi, is valid. 
Theorem. Let x' = xi(r) be a world line in Qn, parametrized by an 
arbitrary parameter ·r, being a projection of the motion (3.3) from the 
space Qn x. R to . Qn, and let yi = :i. Then there exists a Lagrangian 
LJ = LJ (x'(r),y1(r)), the Jacobi Lagrangian, whose construction will be 
described in the sequel, and a corresponding Jacobi action 
'T':r 
S [xi(r)] = j LJ (xi(r),yi(r)) dr, (3.5) 
'7'1 
, 
such that the trajectories x' = xi(r) will be solutions of t~e Euler-Lagrange 
equations 
oL~ = O. 
ox' 
(3.6) 
Moreover, the function LJ( xi, yi) is homogeneous of order one in the variables 
yi. 
The theorem is thus just a statement that if one reduces information 
about the dynamic system by performing a projection, the reduced dynamic 
system will still be governed by an action principle. In this respect it resem-
bles a theorem discussed in [1], although at the time of publishing that paper 
this similarity did not attract our attention. 
Since this conference is connected with a celebration of Jerzy Plebari.ski's 
birthday, I think that I may take the liberty of presenting here a sketchy 
overview of a corresponding theorem discussed in [l]. 
Let us consider a spacetime manifold whose points are labelled by x. Let 
us further assume that this manifold is carrying a system of physical fields 
collectively labelled by ¢, and a system of particles, sources of the fields, 
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whose world lines are symbolically represented by an equation of the form 
e = e( T ). The total system is governed by an action of the form 
(3.7) 
where the functionals Wit W,,, and W1 denote respectively the action func-
tionals describing fields, particles, and the interaction thereof. 
In general, if one solves the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations 
ow 
a.,p = o, 
ow 6[=0, 
with suitable boundary conditions, one obtains a solution of the form 
1/J = 1/J(x)[e], 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
that is, a solution which in general is a function of points on the manifold 
and a functional of the world lines of the sources. 
In [1) it was shown that if the solution (3.9) satisfies certain boundary con-
ditions, which amount to the absence of radiation, then there exist an action 
WF[e], called a Fokkerian action, such that the Euler-Lagrange equations 
will have as their solutions the same world lines as those determined by the 
second set of equations (3.8), 
(/iii~) '1(1)[1] = 0, 
in which the fields are replaced by the solution (3.9) evaluated along the 
world lines of the sources, disregarding the problem of infinities which must 
be handled for specific theories individually. 
Also in this case, the main point is that after a reduction of the field 
degrees of freedom, the reduced system is governed by an action.'principle. 
The analogy between the action principles based respectively on S[xi(r)] 
in (3.5) and on WF[e] is however not complete, for the constructions that 
lead respectively to the actions of the reduced problem differ in some details. 
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To obtain WF it is sufficient, as was shown in [1], to replace the dynamic 
field variables in the total action (3. 7) by the selected solution (3.9), 
(3.10) 
The x dependence on the right hand side disappears here due to the spacetime 
integration entering the definitions of W1 and Wi in (3.7). 
Let us now pass over to the construction of the Jacobi Lagrangian LJ, 
which enters the action (3.5). It is only the resulting procedure that will be 
presented here. Details of the proof can be found in (3). 
In the first step, one defines a functioa 
.tl =~(xi, yi) (3.11) 
as an implicit function determined by the algebraic equation 
( 
. yi) E x', .tl = C, (3.12) 
where E is the energy function {3.4), for a fixed value of C. 
Then, in the second step, according to Jacobi, 
. . . [ 8£ ( . yk)] LJ(x1 ,y3 ) = y' 8 i x', .tl . . , V A=~(x•,111) (3.13) 
where vi = .!Jf, and where one should substitute the function (3.11) for .tl 
first after all the differentiation in the square brackets is performed. 
There is also another expression for LJ, equivalent to (3.13), 
LJ(Xi,yi) = [.c (xi, ~(::,y')) + c] ~(xm,yn), (3.14) 
which resembles equation (3.10) better, although the construction of the 
present Lagrangian is slightly more involved than that in (3.10). The function 
(3.11) plays now a role similar to that of the solution (3.9) in the Fokkerian 
action principle. 
The interpretation of the function (3.11) follows from the fact that for a 
given solution xi = xi( r) of the Jacobi Euler· Lagrange equations (3.6) the 
relation 
T 
t= J ~(xi(r),yi(r)) dr=8(r) (3.15) 
To 
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defines a parameter transformation: T >-+ t = 0 ( T) 1 such that a solution 
qi = qi(t) of the Euler-Lagrange equations (3.2) can be determined from a 
corresponding solution x• = x'( T) of the Jacobi Euler-Lagrange equations 
(3.6) as 
(3.16) 
4 The Inverse Jacobi Problem 
In the foregoing section the solution of two classical problems has been re-
viewed. First, it was shown how to construct the Jacobi action (3.5) if the 
basic, dynamic action (3.1) is known, and second, how to lift a solution of 
equations (3.6), which determine the trajectories, to a solution of equations 
(3.2) determining a complete motion, provided the energy function (3.4) cor-
responding to equations (3.2) is given. 
The Jacobi problem makes it however possible to pose yet another ques-
tion, which has been solved in [3]. 
Let us assume that we have a Lagrangian L(xi, y;), ~here yi = ~~i, which 
is a homogeneous function of order one in the variables y3, suFh that its Hesse 
matrix is of rank n - 1. In other words, let us assume that a homogeneous 
Lagrangian L( xi, yi) of the kind that defines a Finslerian geometry is given. 
Two questions may be asked. 
i) What type of data should one add to the knowledge of .!1- homoge-
neous Lagrangian L(xi, yi) in order to be able to raise any of its trajectories 
xi= xi(r) to a complete motion qi= qi(t) determined by the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of a nonsingular Lagrangian .C(qi,vi) such that the Jacobi proce-
dure applied to .C would give the starting homogeneous Lagrangian L(xi, yi) 
as the Jacobi Lagrangian corresponding to .C(qi, vi). 
ii) What is the algorithm that determines .C in terms of an arbitrarily 
given homogeneous L and the necessary additional data. 
The problem posed by conditions i) and ii) was called in [3) the inverse 
Jacobi problem. 




determine their solution x' = x1( T) up to arbitrary transformations of the pa-
rameter: TH t = 8(r). In order to chose a solution q1 = q1(t) =xi (8-1 (t)) 
with a fixed parametrization t, one must add to (4.1) a constraint conditiop. 
(4.2) 
where Eis an in principle arbitrary function for which the determinant 
does not vanish. 
fi'L 
8y()( 8y' 
det fO, a=l, ... ,n-l, 
8E 
8y' 
Solving the inverse Jacobi problem is performed in two steps. In step one 
a family of Lagrangians .C( qi, v;) is found for which a given, arbitrary function 
E( qi, vi) is their energy function. Thus, the Lagrangians £ are found as a 
general integral of the linear partial differential equation 
v1 8.C + ... + vn 8.C - .C = E, 
8v1 avn 
..... (4.3) 
where vi a.re independent variables, and qi are treated as parameters. Ap-
plying the general procedure of solving nonhomogeneous linear partial dif-
ferential equations, one obtains the general integral of ( 4.3) in the form 
where A is an arbitrary homogeneous function of order one in vi, 
The remarkable formula ( 4.4) determines a Lagrangian in terms of an 
a priori imposed energy function, and it could, for instance, be used when 
solving the celebrated inverse Lagrange problem for a conservative system 
of dynamic equations. In [3] equation ( 4.4) has been applied to solving the 
inverse Jacobi problem. And this amounts to the second step of the procedure 
mentioned above. It consists in removing the arbitrariness of A by making 
use of the requirement that a given homogeneous Lagrangian L(x', yi) be the 
Jacobi Lagrangian corresponding to .C( q1, vi) which is of the form ( 4.4). 
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First one has to assume that ·the function 
(4.5) 
is determined as an implicit function by the equation 
( 
i y;) E x, t::,,. = C. (4.6) 
Substituting then the function .C given by (4.4) and the function~ defined as 
the solution of ( 4.6) .into the Jacobi formula (3.14) for LJ = L, .one obtains 
an equation from which A can be determined as 
After substituting the expression above into ( 4.4), one obtains finally the 
Lagrangian .C that solves the inverse Jacobi problem in the form 
or as 
~(q' ,vi) . 
.C(q',v;) = L(q',v;)-C~(qi,vi) + J E (qi,~) dK, 
1 
where the function E is now given by the left hand side of the added con-
straint condition ( 4.2). Thus, the expression on the right hand side here is 
determined in terms of the homogeneous Lagrangian L and the function E, 
which defines also the function t::,,. = ~(xi, yi) by means of equation ( 4.5). 
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A EUCLIDEAN NEWMAN-PENROSE FORMALISM 
E.GOLDBLATI 
Department of Physics, New York University 
4 Washington Place, NY, NY 10003 
ABSTRACT 
A Newman-Penrose formalism developed for the study of gravitational instantons is 
outlined. Two theorems are presented which give the Euclidean analogue of the usual 
Goldberg-Sachs theorem. 
1. Introduction 
Since the mid-seventies, workers in quantum gravity have been using gravitational 
instantons to investigate the thermodynamic properties of black holes and the possibility 
and consequences of metastable states of the quantum gravitational vacuum. 1 A 
gravitational instanton is defined to be a non-singular positive definite solution of the 
vacuum field equations and, as such, is a stationary point for the action appearing in the 
Euclidean path integral approach to quantum gravity. 
For the past thirty years, classical relativists have employed the spinor-based 
calculus of Newman and Penrose2 in a variety of applications, among them the 
calculation of exact solutions, the analysis of the asymptotic structure of space-times, and 
the separation of wave equations in fixed space-time backgrounds. The power of this 
formalism lies in the replacement of a highly non-linear set of second order partial 
differential equations for the metric with a set of first order quasi-linear equations for the 
connection coefficients. Further, this is achieved in such a way as to make transparent 
the Petrov type of the metric. 
In view of the physical importance of gravitational instantons, on the one hand, and 
the utility of the Newman-Penrose equations, on the other, it seems profitable to try to 
adapt the formalism to the Euclidean case. In the following, I briefly indicate the main 
ingredients of such an adaptation and apply it to derive the Euclidean analogue of an 
important classical theorem. 
2. Euclidean Spinors and Petrov Classification 
The usual rules of spinor analysis3A apply to four dimensional manifolds with 
Euclidean signature, with two notable exceptions. First, complex conjugation does not 
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map the space of unprimed spinors into that of primed spinors; the two spaces are 
unconnected by any natural isomorphism. Secondly, complex conjugation, by virtue of 
the underlying quatemionic nature of Spin(4,0), is of order four, that is, 
(1) 
These differences have several important consequences. First, a normalized spin frame 
takes the form {oA, LA, oA'• LA·} where 
oA =LA, oA' =LA' and oAiA = 1, oA,,,A' = 1. (2) 
This means that null tetrads for any metric can be chosen such that 
(3) 
where the metric is expressed as 
(4) 
Secondly, any real bivector Fab has the decomposition 
(5) 
where 'P+AB and 'P-A'B'• the self- and anti-self dual halves of Fab• are real and 
independent, instead of being complex conjugates as in the Lorentzian case. By an 
extension of the derivation that leads to Eq. 5, one finds for the spinorial image of the 
Weyl tensor 
where, again, the two halves -qr+ and -qr- are real and independent. 
The completely symmetric Weyl spinor -qr+ABco has a principal spinor decomposition 
determined by the solutions of 
,y,Aacn"'A....,B....,c....,o = 0, w1"th "' - ZL + o 
':I.' '-" ,.... ,.... ,.... ,....A = A A · (6) 
Then, with an obvious notation for the spin frame components of 'I' Aacn• Eq. 6 becomes 
or, with the aid of Eqs. 1 and 2, 
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This last polynomial has roots {-a, 1/u, -v, 1/v}, from which we see that the roots are 
either an distinct or degenerate in pairs. Hence, the Petrov type of i'+ ABCD is either l, 
Dor O (flat), a result previously discovered by Plebaiiski, 5 Hacyan, 6 and Karlhede. 7 For 
the full Weyl tensor (ie., both halves), we can display the Petrov classification according 
to the following Penrose diagram: 
1+1-
i/ ' n+n- - l+n-
i/ ' ' o+o- - n+o- - l+o- } 
algebraically special 
} half-flat (or self-dual) 
As in the Lorentzian case, the Petrov type is equivalently characterized by the number 
and type (simple or double) of Debever-Penrose vectors. For example, for a type l+r-
Weyl tensor, if aA and {JA' are principal spinors of i'+ and v-, respectively, then the 
vector defined by ka = aA{JA' is a Debever-Penrose vector satisfying the usual condition 
3. Spin Coefficients 
Given the null tetrad of Eqs. 3 and 4, spin coefficients can be defined as linear 
combinations of the Ricci rotation coefficients according to the following scheme: 
mbf'Vclb = K -Jflbf'Vc/b = K' rrvJb = 8 + 8 1 
-mbmcv l c b = (] -b -cv l -mm c b = u' mbf'Vclflb = e - e' 
mblft'V l c b =p lflbmcv l c b = p' /hmcvJb = a + ii' b-
-mb'fv l = r' mbmcv m = a - ii' (7) m f'Vclb = T c b c b 
Implicit in the above definitions is a priming operation - introduced for notational 
convenience - that takes {oA, LA} into {oA'• LA·} and vice versa. 
The same Greek letters employed in the ordinary Newman-Penrose formalism have 
been chosen to represent the Euclidean spin coefficients in order to suggest similar 
geometrical properties. Thus, for the vector la, the set {K,K'} controls its geodesy; {u,u'}, 
its shear; and {p,p'}, its complex expansion. (For ma the corresponding sets are {u,u'}, 
{K,K'}, and {r,r'}.) The doubling of these quantities is attributable to the fact that la and 
m,, necessarily live in the complexified tangent bundle of the manifold. We call u and u', 
respectively, the left and right shear of la, and similarly for the geodesy and expansion. 
Further, we will say that la is, for example, semi-geodesic and semi-shear-free, if either 
of the sets {K,u} or {K' ,u'} vanishes. These geometric concepts for complex congruences 
were first introduced by Robinson. 8 
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4. The NP Equations 
The spinorial forms of the vacuum Ricci and Bianchi identities are, for the self-dual 
half of the Weyl, tensor, 
with similar equations for the anti-self-dual half. In the standard way, 2•4 the spinor indices 
in Eq. 8 may be replaced by spin frame indices to yield the NP equations. Only one 
quarter of the equations are listed; the rest are obtainable through the priming operation 
and complex conjugation: The symbols A and o represent the directional derivatives of 
la and mu respectively. 
Ricci Identities 
-oK - Au = K(-3a-a' -r+r') + u(3e-e' +p+p') + '11+4 (9a) 
-oe - Aa = e(-a' +r') + a(-e' +p') + K(e+p) + u(a+r) + V+3 (b) 
AK - Ar = K(3e+e') + r(e-e' +p) + <J(r+r') + pr' + V+3 (c) 
-5u - op = u(3a-a') - p(a+o/ +r) + K(p-p') + rp' + y+3 (d) 
-5r + "ilp = r(a-a' +r') + p(e+e' -p') - KK - <JU + y+2 (e) 
-oa - 5& - a(a-a') + a(a-a') + e(p-p') + e(p-p') - O"U +PP + '11+2 (t) 
Ae + Ae = e(e+e') + e(e+s') + a(r+r') + a(r+r') - KK + TT + '11+2 (g) 
5K - Ap = K(-3a-a' +r) + p(s+e' +p) + uu' -rK' (h) 
-"flu - or = u(-3e+e' +p) + r(-a+a' -r) + KK 1 + pu' (i) 
Aa - 5e = a(e-8 1 -p) + e(a+a' -r) :- Tp - K<J -a<J' - BK 1 (j) 
Bianchi Identities 
Ai'+3 - 5'11+4 
-0'11+3 - "flv+4 
Ai'+2 - Sv+3 
-0'11+2 - "ilv+3 
= 3KV+2 - 2(e+2p)i'\ + (4a-r)i'+4 
= 3<JV+2 - 2(&-2r)v+3 + (-4e+p)i'+4 
- -3p'11+2 - 2Kit+3 + 2(a-r)v+3 - 0-'11+4 






- (-a-a' +r')A - K"il + (-e+e' -p')o + u5 
- (a+a' -r)A + K' "fl +u' o + (e-e' -p)5 
= -(e+e')A + (e+e')A + (r+r')o - (r+r')5 










5. Euclidean Goldberg~Sachs Theorems 
The Goldberg-Sachs theorem asserts a relation between Petrov type and the existence 
of congruences with certain geometric properties. Let (M, g) be a solution of the vacuum 
field equations with definite signature. Then we have 
Theorem 1 M is algebraically special iff there exist two Debever-Penrose vectors (not 
complex conjugates) that are semi-geodesic and semi-shear-free. 
Theorem 2 M is half-flat iff there exist two Debever-Penrose vectors (not complex 
conjugates) that are semi-geodesic, semi-shear-free, and semi-expansion-free. 
The "only if" implication in Theorem 1 is obvious from Eqs. lOa-b, and the "if" 
implication of Theorem 2 can be read off from Eqs. 9a,c-e. Proofs of the remaining 
implications will appear elsewhere. 9 It should be noted that similar and related results are 
to be found in the work of Plebaiiski and Hacyan,5•10 and Przanowski and Broda. 11 
Future work will detail a relation between Petrov type and complex structures on M, 
and Euclidean analogues of the Ehlers-Sachs and Mariot-Robinson theorems. 
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ABSTRACT 
Starting from the expression for the superdeterminant of (xi - M), where M 
is an arbitrary supermatrix, we propose a definition for the corresponding charac-
teristic polynomial and we prove that each supermatrix satisfies its characteristic 
equation. Depending upon the factorization properties of the basic polynomials 
whose ratio defines the above mentioned superdeterminant we are able to con-
struct polynomials of lower degree which are also shown to be annihilated by the 
supermatrix. Two examples are presented. 
1. Introduction 
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem is a powerful theorem in the sense that produces 
n2 null identities among the matrix elements. This theorem, in its usual form, 
has recently found interesting applications in 2 + 1 dimensional Chern-Simons (CS) 
theories 1• Pure CS theories are of topological nature and the fundamental degrees 
of freedom are the traces of the group elements constructed as the holonomies (or 
Wilson lines, or integrated connections) of the gauge connection around oriented 
closed curves on the manifold. The observables are the expectation values of the 
Wilson lines which turned out to be realized as the various knot polynomials known 
to mathematicians 2 • Since CS theories are also exactly soluble and possess a finite 
number of degrees of freedom 3 , another aspect of interest is the reducction of 
the initially infinite-dimensional phase space to the subespace of the true degrees 
of freedom. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem has played and important role in the 
construction of the so called skein relations 4 , which are relevant to the calculation 
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of expectation values, and also in the process of reduction of the phase space. To 
illustrate the basic ideas related to the last point let us consider the simple case of 
two matrices Mi and M2 which belong to SL(2, R). In this case the characteristic 
polynomial is P(x) = x2 - Tr(M1 )x + 1 and we have the Cayley-Hamilton matrix 
identity 
(M1) 2 - Tr(Mi)M1 +I= 0. ( 1.1) 
By multiplying Eq.(1.1) by M2 M-i and tracing we obtain the following relation 
among the traces 
(1.2) 
We recall also that for any SL(2, R) matrix we have Tr(M) = Tr(M- 1 ). The expression 
(1.2) finds a very useful application in the discussion of the reduced phase space of 
the de Sitter gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions, which is equivalent to the CS theory of the 
group S0(2, 2) 3 . This theory can be more easily described in terms of two copies 
of the group SL(2, R), which is the spinorial group of S0(2, 2). The gauge invariant 
degrees of freedom associated to one genus of an arbitrary genus g two-dimensional 
surface turn out to be traces of any product of powers of two SL(2, R) matrices Mi 
and M2, which correspond to the holonomies (or integrated connections) of the two 
homotopically distinct trajectories on one genus. Nevertheless, because CS theories 
have a finite number of degrees of freedom, one should be able to reduce this infinite 
set of traces to a finite one. This task can in fact be accomplished by virtue of the 
relation (1.2). In other words, the trace Tr(Mf' M:j' M{' M:j2 ... Mfn Min ... ), for any 
p;, qi in Z, can be shown to be reducible and can be expressed as a function of three 
traces only: Tr(M1 ), Tr(M2 ) and Tr(M1 M2 ) 5 • In general, the non-linear constraints 
among the traces that need to be solved in order to reduce the phase space in 
CS theories are ussually obtained from the so called Mandelstam identities 6 • The 
discussion of the relation among these identities and the Cayley-Hamilton identities, 
together with the construction of the former identities in the case of supermatrices 
is reported in Ref. 7. 
In this work we review the general construction of Cayley-Hamilton type identi-
ties for supermatrices. This is an interesting problem in its own, besides the possible 
application in the study of the reduced phase space in CS theories defined over a 
supergroup 8 . 
2. The Characteristic and Null Polynomials for Supermatrices 
A (p + q) x (p + q) supermatrix is a block matrix of the form 
(2.1) 
where A, B, C and Dare pxp, pxq, qxp, qxq matrices respectively. The distinguishing 
feature with respect to an ordinary matrix is that the matrix elements MRs , R = 
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(i, a), S = (j, {3) are elements of a Grassmann algebra with the property that A;J (i, j = 
1 ... p) and Dap (a, f3 = 1 .. . q) are even elements, while Bia and Cpj are odd elements 
of such algebra. 
Let us recall that the ordinary matrix addition and the ordinary matrix product 
of two supermatrices is again a supermatrix. Nevertheless, such concepts as the 
trace and the determinant need to be redefined, because of the odd component 
piece of the supermatrix. The basic invariant under similarity transformations for 
supermatrices is the supertrace, defined by 
Str(M) = Tr(A) - Tr(D). (2.3) 
The generalization of the determinant, called the superdeterminant, is obtained from 
(2.3) by defining 
c5ln(SdetM) = Str(M- 1c5M) (2.4) 
with appropiate boundary conditions, which produces the following equivalent two 
forms of calculating the superdeterminant 9 
Sdet(M) = det(A - BD- 1C) = detA . 
detD det(D - CA- 1B) (2.5) 
All the matrices involved now are even in the Grassmann algebra and det has its 
usual meaning. Let us consider now the characteristic function 
F(x) F(x) 
h(x) = Sdet(xl - M) = --- = -(-), G(x) G x (2.6) 
each form arising from the two alternatives (2.5) of calculating the superdeterminant. 
The explicit expressions for the numerators and denominators are 
F(x) = det(d(x)(xl - A) - Badj(xl - D)C), G(x) = (d(x))P+ 1 , (2.7a) 
F(x) = (a(x))q+I , G(x) = det(a(x)(xl - D) - Cadj(xl - A)B), (2 .7b) 
where a(x) = det(xl - A) and d(x) = det(xl - D). 
We are able to prove that a characteristic (i.e. null) polynomial P(x) for an 
arbitrary supermatrix is given by 10 
P(x) = F(x)G(x) = F(x)G(x) = a(x)q+ 1d(x)P+l. (2.8) 
Nevertheless, and motivated by the work of Ref.11, we have realized that there are 
some cases in which we can construct null polynomials of lower degree according to 
the factorization properties of the basic polynomials F, G, F, G. At this point it is 
important to observe that we do not have a unique factorization theorem for polyno-
mials defined over a Grassmann algebra. The construction of such null polynomials 
of lower degree starts from finding the divisors of maximum degree of the pairs fr, G, 
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and F , G which we denote by R and S respectively. This means that we are able to 
write 
ft= Rj, G = Rg, F =Sf, G = Sg, (2.9) 
where all the polynomials are monic, and J, g, f, g are of minimum degree by con-
struction. They must satisfy 
j 
- -. g 
I {2.10) 
g 
For each family of possible factorizations written in Eq.(2.9) we can prove that 10 
P(x) = f(x)g(x) = f(x)g(x) {2.11) 
is also a null polynomial, which is clearly of lower degree than P(x). The character-
istic polynomial P(x) is just a particular case of the latter null polynomials, when 
R=S=l. 
3. Characteristic Polynomials of {1+1) x {1+1) Supermatrices 
3.1. The Polynomials a(x) and d(x) are Coprime 
In this section we consider a particular example of null polynomials of minimum 
degree for supermatrices, according to the definitions given in the previous section. 
Our general procedure for constructing such null polynomials is based on the fac-
torization properties of the polynomials ft, G, F, G introduced in Section 2. At this 
point we emphasize that when dealing with polynomials over a Grassmann algebra, 
the existence of a maximun common divisor of two polynomials is not in one to one 
correspondence with fact that these polynomials are not coprime. In fact, we can 
find polynomials which are not coprime and nevertheless do not have a common 
factor, as shown in the next case 3.2. 
The simplest example of null polynomials of minimum degree corresponds to 
the supermatrix given by 
M=(~ ~) . (3.1) 
with p # ij in such way that a= x - p and d = x - q are coprime polynomials according 
to the lemma (3.3) in Ref.11. The bar over a number denotes its body. Here we 
have 
F = (x - q)(x - p) - 0:(3, G = (x - q) 2 , 
F = (x - p) 2 , G = (x - q)(x - p) + 0:(3. 
(3.2) 
The modified Euclidean algorithm of Ref. 11 applied to each pair ft, G, F, G leads 
to the following factorizations 
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- a{3 a{3 F = (x - p + --)(x - q - -), q-p q-p 
- a{3 a{3 G = (x - q + -)(x - q - -), q-p q-p 
a{3 a{3 
F = (x-p+-)(x-p- -), q-p q-p 
(3.3) 
a{J a{J G = (x - q + -)(x - p- -). 
q-p q-p 
Thus we can identify R = (x-q- ~), S = (x-p- ~)together with f = f = x-p+ ~ 
and g = g = x - q + ~ in the notation of Section 2. The null polynomial of minimum 
degree is then 10 
2 a{J q + p P(x) =Jg= x - x(p+ q- --) +pg - --a{J, q-p q-p (3.4) 
which can be verified by direct substitution. 
3.2. The Polynomials a(x) and d(x) are not Coprime 
An example of this kind is provided by the (1+1) x (1+1) supermatrix 
M=(~ ~), (3.5) 
where u is an even element of the Grassmann algebra such that u = 0 and u 2 = 0. In 
this case our procedure will produce a family of null polynomials. Here, a = x - u 
and d = x which are not coprime polynomials according to the definition of Ref.11. 
Again, we emphasize the unintuitive fact that even though a and dare not coprime, 
they do not have a common factor. The basic polynomials are 
F = x(x - u), F = (x - u) 2 = x2 - 2xu, 
G = x 2 , G = x(x - u) (3.6) 
and we need to consider the corresponding factorization properties. It is obvious, 
for example, that F and G have x as a common factor. Surprinsigly, this result 
can not be obtained by applying the Euclidean algorithm to F and G. Besides, the 
non existence of a unique factorization theorem is clearly shown here in the identity 
x2 = (x + zu)(x - zu), with z being an arbitrary complex number. Choosing z = 1 leads 
to the conclusion that F and G have two common factors of maximum degree which 
are x and (x - u). The same happens with F and G. Thus, after each cancellation is 




11 = x - <J', !2 = x' Ii = x - <J', 12 = x - 2o-, 
91 = x' 92 = x + <J', 91 = x' 92 = x - (]'. 
(3.8) 
For each possibility we can verify that Eq. (3. 7) is indeed correct. According to Eq. 
(2.11) we obtain four null polynomials given by P;j(x) = f;9j· They are 
P11 = x 2 - <J'X, P12 = x 2 - 2<1'x 
P21 = x 2 , P22 = x 2 - <J'X. 
(3.9) 
Since any linear combination of the above polynomials will be also annihilated by 
the supermatrix, we finally obtain two basic null .polynomials which are 
(3.10) 
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Monte Carlo calculation of Cartan characters: 
using the maximal-slicing, Ricci-flat ideal as an example 
Hugo D. Wahlquist 
Jet PropuLqion Laboratory 
California Jn,qtitute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91109, USA 
The computation of Cartan characters used throughout this work follows very 
closely the exposition give11 in Estabrook and Wahlquist 1 • Here we describe the 
numerical method c-md display some typical results obtained for the maximal slicing 
ideal, Eq. (16). 
The 55 basis 1-forms of ISO(lO), {w'',w~}, (1t,1J = 1, ... ,10), are re-labeled 
into a 1-dimensional array, bi(i = 1, ... , 55), denoted Bi in the computer printout, 
Figure 3. The ordering of the basis forms is arbitrary, but can be (and here has 
been) chosen so as to optimize the computations. The set of forms for any of these 
immersion ideals can then be written uniformly as 
A Ai 1 - forms : C\' = Ji b A = 1, ... , N 1 
2 ~forms: /J 8 = .fSbi /\bi B = 1, ... , N2 
3 - forms : -/: = f5°kbi /\bi/\ bk C = 1, ... , N3 
etc. A(l) 
where the coefficients f of every form are small integers. The ideal in Eq.(16) 
translates to the set of forms in Figure 4. The set of vectors spanning an integral 
element of the solution manifold is expressed as Vi.: = vkbi where the subscript K, 
labels the vectors in the set and bi are the dual basis vectors satisfying bd bi = 8{. 
Many such sets can be found at a point, and in principle, each would lead to a 
locally analytic solution manifold by Cauchy-Kowaleski integrations. We are here 
interested only in generic solutions for which the basis forms w1' (µ = 1, 2, 3, 4) of 
an immersed 4-space remain linearly independent. Consequently we demand that 
the first four vectors of a set must span (be non-degenerate on) this sub-space. If 
the ideal of forms allows such a set, the ideal is said by Cartan to be "involutary" 
with respect to these wµ. 
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B1 = wS 
B2 = w6 
83 = w7 
B4 = w8 
BS= w9 
B6 = w10 
87 = W(1 ,5) 
B8 = W(1 ,6) 
89 = W(1,7) 
810 = W(1,8) 
811=W(1,9) 
B12=W(1,10) 
813 = W(2,5) 
B14 = W(2,6) 
B15 = W(2,7) 
B16 = W(2,8) 
B17 = W(2,9) 
B18 = W(2,10) 
B19 = W(3,S) 
820 = W(3,6) 
B21 = W(3,7) 
B22 = W(3,8) 
B23 = W(3,9) 
B24 = W(3, 10) 
B25 = W(4,S) 
B26 = W(4,6) 
B27 = W(4,7) 
B28 = W(4,8) 
B29 = W(4,9) 
B30 = W(4,10) 
B31 = W(1 ,4) 
B32 = W(2,4) 
B33 = W(3,4) 
834 = W(1,2) 
B35 = W(1,3) 
B36 = W(2,3) 
B37 = W(S,6) 
B38 = W(5,7) 
839 = W(5,8) 
840 = W(S,9) 
'MAXIMAL' BASIS 1 -FORMS 
841 =W(5,10) 
B42 = W(6,7) 
B43 = W(6,8) 
B44 :s W(6,9) 
B45 = W(6, 10) 
B46 = W(7,8) 
B47 = W(7,9) 
B48 = W(7,10) 
B49 = W(8,9) 
BSO = W(8, 1 O) 
BS1 = W(9,10) 
B52 = w4 
B53 = w3 
854 • w2 
855 = w1 
Figure 3. Labels of basis forms for the ideal Maximal. 
The 1-forms aA are iuitially ranked to determine the first Cartan character s 0 , 
giving the number of independent 1-forms. If the aA as given are independent, then 
s0 = Nl. All ranking is accomplished by straightforward Gaussian elimination, so 
after ranking, the coefficient matrix JiA acquires upper triangular form; i.e., JiA = 0 
for i < A. The actual calculations proceed using integer arithmetic to avoid any 
possible problems with numerical precision. The price paid for this is the rapid 
growth in the magnitudes of vector components, especially in large idea.ls including 
higher degree forms. The growth is minimized as far as possible by continually 
reducing over common factors, but this does not eliminate the problem for ideals 
as large as the maximal slicing ·ideal, even with 32-bit integers. The calculations 
often exceed this limit before a complete solution is reached. Having to repeat the 
calculation anew when this happens is not serious, however. Since each solution 
requires only a few seconds on a desktop computer, hundreds of complete solutions 
actually can be obtained in a couple of hours. 
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THIS IS THE IDEAL: 'MAXIMAL' 
THE DIMENSION IS SS . 
THERE ARE 6 1-FORMS IN THE IDEAL: 
# 1 = + B1 
# 2 = + B2 
# 3 = + B3 
# 4 = +B4 
# 5 = +BS 
# 6 "'+B6 
THERE ARE 6 2-FORMS IN THE IDEAL: 
# 1 = + B?ABSS + B13AB54 + B19AB53 + B25AB52 
# 2 = + BBABSS + B14ABS4 + B20AB53 + B26AB52 
# 3 = + B9AB55 + B1 SABS4 + B21AB53 + B27A852 
# 4 = + B10AB55 + B16AB54 + B22AB53 + B28AB52 
# 5 = + B11 ABSS + B17AB54 + B23AB53 + B29AB52 
# 6 = + B12ABSS + B18AB54 + B24ABS3 + B30AB52 
THERE ARE 5 3-FORMS IN THE IDEAL: 
# 1 = + B?AB13AB53 +Bl 3AB19ABSS + B19AB?AB54 + B8AB14ABS3 + B14AB20ABSS + BZOAB8AB54 
+ B9AB15ABS3 +Bl SAB21ABSS + B21AB9A854 + B10A816ABS3 + 816AB22ABSS + B22AB10AB54 
+Bl 1AB17AB53 +Bl ?AB23AB55+B23AB11AB54 + B12AB18AB53 + B18AB24AB55 + B24AB12ABS4 
# 2 = + 87AB13A852 + B13A825A855 + 82SAB7A854 + 88A814AB52 + 814A826AB55 + B26AB8AB54 
+ 89AB15A852 +Bl SAB27AB55 + B27AB9ABS4 + 810A816A852 +Bl 6AB28ABSS + B28A810AB54 
+ 811A817A852 +Bl 7AB29ABSS + B29AB11 A854 +Bl 2AB18AB52 + Bl 8AB30A855 + B3QA812AB54 
# 3 = + B? AB19ABS2 + Bl 9AB25ABSS + B25AB7 ABS3 + B8AB20AB52 + B20AB26A855 + B26A88A853 
+ 89AB21AB52 + B21AB27AB55 + B27AB9ABS3 + B1QAB22AB52 + B22AB28AB55 + B28AB10A853 
+ 811 AB23AB52 + B23AB29ABSS + B29AB11 A853 +Bl 2AB24AB52 + B24AB30AB55 + B30AB12AB53 
# 4 = +Bl 3AB19AB52 +Bl 9AB25AB54 + B25AB13AB53 +Bl 4AB20AB52 + B20AB26ABS4 + B26AB14ABS3 
+Bl SAB21 A852 + 821 AB27AB54 + B27AB15AB53 + B16AB22AB52 + B22AB28AB54 + B28AB16AB53 
+Bl 7AB23AB52 + B23AB29AB54 + B29AB17AB53 +Bl 8AB24AB52 + B24AB30ABS4 + B30AB18AB53 
# 5 = + 831 A855A852 + 832AB54AB52 + B33AB53A852 
THERE ARE 2 4-FORMS IN THE IDEAL: 
# 1 = + 831AB54A853ABS2 - B32ABSSAB53AB52 + 833ABSSA854AB52 
# 2 = + B31 AB32ABSSAB54 + B31 AB33ABSSAB53 + B32AB33AB54ABS3 
THERE ARE 0 5-FORMS IN THE IDEAL: 
Figure 4. The ideal Maximal entered in the Monte Carlo program. 
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A first auxiliary vector Vi = v; bi is initially introduced with v1 being a set of 
randomly chosen (small!) integers. To be an integral element, some components of 
Vi must then be adjusted to annul the 1-forms aA 
(A= 1, ... , so), A(2) 
a set of equations which is easily solved in reverse order taking advantage of the 
triangular structure of JiA. Any components of Vi which are not solved for retain 
their randomly assigned values. A new set of 1-forms af is now generated by 
contracting Vi on the 2-forms (3 8 
B - V j(3B i +B bi C\'.1 = 1 = Vi J(ij) · A(3) 
Here brackets around indices denote complete antisymmetrization, but without the 
usual 1/n! factor. The full set of 1-forms {aA,ar} is now ranked to determine the 
second Cartan character (rank = s 0 + s1 ). 
A second auxiliary vector Vi, again taken with initially random integer com-
ponents (except only for requiring linear independence from Vi), must annul the 
augmented set of 1-forms 
A(4) 
which ensures that Vi is a !-dimensional integral element and Vi and Vi together 
span a 2-dimensional integral element. Again, after solving these equations any 
components of Vi unconstrained by the equations retain their random integer values. 
Now Vi is used to generate new 1-forms from the 2-forms 
A(5) 
and Vi and Vi are jointly applied to the 3-forms to generate 
A(6) 
This entire set of 1-forms, aA,af,af,af; is ranked to determine s2(rank =so+ 
St + S2). 
Proceeding in this way, each new initially random (but independent) auxiliary 
vector is required to annul all prior 1-forms and then contracted, together with all 
possible combinations of prior vectors, on the higher degree forms to generate new 
1-forms which are then ranked. Finally, at some point no additional independent 
1-forms will be obtained with, say, the kth auxiliary vector Vk, so s1c = 0 and 
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furthermore, all s1 = 0 (l > k). If k ~ g = n - L:~:~ Sj, the ideal is well-set and 
there are at least (g - k) Cauchy characteristics. 
Clearly, the random values of unconstrained components of the auxiliary vec-
tors may lead to accidental degeneracy of the 1-forms generated from them at any 
step, so that the rank of the 1-forms is not maximal. Such accidents, however, are 
relatively rare and are easily detected by repeating the solution several times; the 
maximal characters generally become readily apparent after a few repetitions. As 
mentioned before, repetitive solutions can be quickly accomplished. 
The results of a short series of 8 solutions for the Cartan characters of the 
maximal slicing ideal are presented in Figure 5., and Figure 6. shows some of 
the corresponding sets of auxiliary vectors, which were carried through V6 . Here 
k = 4; i.e., s4 = 0, and g = 55 - 33 = 22. Accordingly, the vector Vi is completely 
determined by the first three auxiliary vectors, and the vectors Vs and Vi are Cauchy 
characteristics, of which there are 18 in all (note that the basis forms, B34 - B51, 
do not appear in the ideal). 
'MAXIMAL' RESULTS 
QM is approximately the largest integer encountered during a solution attempt. 
IV is the number of involutory vectors ( if a desired number was specified at the start ) . 
1 QM= 5123392 
S={6,6,11 
' 
10 0 • 0 ' 0 ,} IV= 6 
2 QM = 1 50427200 
S={6,6,11 I 10 0 
' 0 ' 0 ,} IV= 6 
3 QM= 4822910 
S={6,6,11 • 10 0 0 0 
'l IV= 6 
4 QM= 78791376 
S={6,6,11 
' 10 ' 0 ' 0 • 0 ,} IV= 6 
5 QM= 628955225 
S={6,6,11 ' 10 ' 0 ' 0 • 0 .} IV= 6 
6 QM= 45630 
S={6,6,11 • 10 ,0 
' 0 • 0 ,} IV: 6 
7 QM= 274468500 
S={6,6,11 ' 10 0 0 .o ,} IV= 6 
8 QM= 674857656 
S={6,6,11 
' 10 ' 0 • 0 ' 0 ,} IV= 6 
THIS IS ALL! TOTAL ATTEMPTS= 37 
Figure 5. Eight solutions found by the Monte Carlo program. 
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NON-ZERO COMPONENTS OF VECTORS IN 'MAXIMAL' SOLUTION #1 
Vl:v7--1 ,v9• 1 ,vlO· 1 ,vll• 1 ,v13•-1 ,v15· 1 ,v16• 1 ,v17--1 
v19• 1 ,v20· 1 ,v21• 1 ,v22·-1 ,v23•-1 ,v24• 1 ,v25· 1 .~6-
v27•-1 ,v29· 1 ,v32•-2 ,v33·-1 ,v52• 1 ,vSS• 1 
V2: v7--2 ,vs- 2 ,v9--1 ,vll •-1 ,v12--1 ,v13• 1 ,vl~- 1 ,vlS--1 
v16· 1 ,v17- 1 ,vlS·-1 ,v19· 1 ,v22• 1 ,v23• 1 ,v25· 2 ,v26--1 
v27 • 1 , v2S - 1 , v29 • 1 , v30 • 1 , v31 - 1 , v32 • -1 , v52 • 1 , v54 • 1 
V3: v7 • -9 , vs - 9 , v9 - 3 , vl 0 • -3 , vl 1 - -3 , vl 3 - -6 , vl 5 • 6 , vl 6 - 6 
v17• 3 ,v19- 17 ,v20• 30 ,v21 • 33 ,v22•-3 ,v23·-3 ,v25· 15 
v26 • -3 , v27 • -3 , v29 • 3 , v30 • 3 , v31 - 9 , v32 - 3 , v33 - -3 , v52 • 3 
v53 • 3 
V4: v7 - -1506 , vs • 1311 , v9 - -S62 , vl 0 - 1902 , vl 1 - -1428 , vl 2 • 626 
v13··792 ,v14-·117 ,vlS- 566 ,v16· 2616 ,v17•·142S ,vlS• 1340 
v19• 13SO ,v20•-117 ,v21 ··S62 ,v22• 1902 ,v23•·142S ,v2~- 1340 
v2S• 2220 ,v26·-S97 ,v27• 14S ,v2S•-1902 ,v29• 2142 , v30··626 
v31 • 1190 , v32 • -9S2 , v33 • -1666 , v52 • 714 
VS: v51 • 
VS: vSO • 
NON-ZERO COMPONENTS OF VECTORS IN 'MAXIMAL' SOLUTION #3 
Vl : v7--1 ,vs- 1 ,vl0--1 ,vll ·-1 ,v12--1 ,vlS· 1 ,v17• 2 ,vlS• 
vl~- 1 ,v20· 1 ,v21 •·1 ,v22·-2 ,v23· 1 ,v2~·-1 ,v2s--1 ,v27• 1 
.v21· 3 ,v29·-2 ,v30• 1 ,v31 • 1 ,v32·-1 ,v33• 1 ,vS2· 1 , vSS· 1 
V2: v7 - -2 , vs • 1 , v9 • 1 , vl O - 2 , vl 1 .; -1 , vl 2 - 3 , vl 3 • 1 , vl 5 • 1 
v17·-1 ,vlS· 1 ,v19•·1 ,v20· 1 ,v21·-1 ,v22• 1 ,v23· 1 ,v24• 
v25• 1 ,v26·-1 ,v27• 1 ,v28· 1 ,v29· 1 ,v30•-1 ,v31--1 ,v32·-1 
v33 - 2 , v52 - 1 , v54 - 1 
V3: v7- 1 ,v8•-4 ,v9- 2 ,v13• 1 ,v14--2 ,vlS· 2 ,v16•-2 ,v17·-6 
v19•·36 ,v20-~3S ,v21 • S ,v22•-2 ,v23·-2 ,v24• 2 ,v2S--1 ,v26• 2 
v27 • -2 , v28 • -2 , v29 • 2 , v32 - -2 , v33 • -2 , v52 • -2 , v53 • -2 
V4:v7- 2942 ,vS--3500 ,v9--4436 ,vlO- 31S4 ,vll •·2920 ,v12• ~5 
v13· 1694 ,v14·-2876 ,vlS·-4436 ,v16• 4402 ,v17•-4792 ,vlS· 1293 
vl 9 • 2006 , v20 • -2S76 , v21 • -4436 , v22 - 4<402 , v23 - -3544 , v24 • 669 
v25 • -231S , v26 • 3500 , v27 • 3812 , v28 • -5026 , v29 - 4168 , v30 • -669 
v33 • -624 , vS2 - -624 
VS: v51 • -1 
V6: vSO • -1 
Figure 6. Explicit vector components of four solutions . 
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NON-ZERO COMPONENTS OF VECTORS IN 'MAXIMAL' SOLUTION #S 
vi:v7--i ,va--i ,v9·-i ,vio--i ,vii- i ,vi2--i ,vi3- i ,vis--1 
vi6--2 ,vi7--i ,via--i ,vi9--i ,v20• i ,v23·-i ,v24• i ,v2s--i 
v26 • -i , v27 • -i , v28 • -i , v29 • i , v30 • i 1 v32 • i , vS2 • i , vSS • i 
V2:v7--i ,v8--2 ,v9·-i ,vio--2 ,vi2- i ,vi3--i ,vi4- i ,vis--1 
vi6--1 ,vis--1 ,vi9--1 ,v20· i ,v21· 1 ,v22•-l ,v24•-l ,v2S· 
v26• 1 ,v27•-l ,v28•-l ,v30·-1 ,v31·-1 ,v32• 1 ,v33· 1 ,vS2· 
vS4• i 
V3:v7--i ,vs- 4 . ,vl0·-8 ,vll ·-8 ,v12· 12 ,vi3- 7 ,v14· 12 ,vis- 4 
vl6--i2 ,v17·-8 ,vis--4 ,vi9--4 ,v20· 20 ,v2i--i9 ,v22·-4 ,v23•-4 
v2S•-7 ,v26·-4 ,v27•-4 ,v28- 4 ,v29· 8 ,v30•-4 ,v31•-i6 ,v32·-4 
v33 - -4 , vS2 - 4 , vS3 • 4 
V4:v7• 276i ,va. 2073 ,v9·-i7 ,vio--i47 ,vi1- 4262 ,vl2• 2220 
vi3- 22i7 ,vl4• 1S29 ,v1S·-i7 ,v16·-147 ,vl7• 4S34 ,via. 2764 
v19· 296S ,v20• 2073 ,v21 ·-17 ,v22•-691 ,v23· 3990 ,v24· 2764 
v2S • -2489 , v26 • -1801 , v27 • 289 , v28 • 419 , v29 • -4S34 , v30 • -2492 
v31 • S44 , v33 • -S44 , vS2 • -272 
VS: vSl • 
V6: vSO • 
NON-ZERO COMPONENTS OF VECTORS IN 'MAXIMAL' SOLUTION #7 
vi:v8· 1 ,vio--i ,vil - i ,vi2--i ,vi3--i ,vi4--i ,vis- i ,vi6-
v17--i ,via- i ,vi9- i ,v24• 1 ,v26· i ,v27--i ,v28·-i ,v29·-2 
v3o--i ,v32· i ,v33--i ,vS2· i ,vSS- i 
V2:v7--2 ,va--i ,vio--i ,vll ·-3 ,vi2- 1 ,vi3- i ,vi4- i ,vis- i 
vis--i ,vi7--1 ,v20· i ,v2i- 1 ,v22--i ,v23--i ,v24--1 ,v2S• i 
v26· i ,v28· i ,v3o--i ,v3i --2 ,v32· i ,v33·-i ,vs2- i ,vS4· i 
V3:v7• is ,v9• 24 ,vii- i0 ,vi2- 6 ,vi3- is ,vi4·-6 ,vis- i2 
vi 6 • -6 , vi 7 • i 2 , vi 8 • i 0 , vl 9 • 23 , v20 • -24 , v2i • is , v22 • 6 
v23·-6 ,v24· 6 ,v2s--2i ,v26--6 ,v27--ia ,v28· 6 ,v29•-6 ,v30·-6 
v3 i • i a , v33 • -6 , vS2 • -6 , vS3 • -6 
V4:v7·-2778 ,v8· 6682 ,v9--33684 ,vio- 2ai0a ,vii--37is ,vi2--961S 
vi3--942 ,vi4- 6682 ,vis--3i848 ,vi6- 3i860 ,vi7--43 ,via--96is 
vi 9 • 3648 , v20 • 6682 , v2i • -26340 , v22 • 2ai a0 , v23 • 1793 , v24 • -S943 
v2S • 2778 , v26 • -4846 , v27 • 3 i 848 , v28 - -30024 , v29 • 43 , v30 • 7779 
v31·-1836,v32• 3672,v33• i836,v52· ia36 
VS: vSi • -i 
VS: vSO • -i 
Figure 6. (Continued) 
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Chiral Equations in Gravitational Theories 
TONATIUH MATOS 
Centro de lmJestigaci6n y de E8imlios A vanzados del I. P. N. 
Apdo. Post. 14-740 Mexico 07000 D.F. 
Chiral equations appear often in theories of gravitation. One reason is that the 
field eq11a.tions of a.n n-dimensiona.l Riemannian Ricci flat manifold possessing n - 2 
Killing vectors reduce to tlie rhira.I equations plus a first order linear differential 
equa.tiou. More explicitly, lei M be an n-dimensional Rima.nnian manifold with n - 2 
Killing vectors. We can then write the metric on M as 
i, ,j = 3, · · ·, n 
The fidd eq11ations R11 H = 0, A, B = 1, · · · , n reduce to 1 
a) (nfJ,zfJ- 1 ).z + (ag,zg- 1 ),z = 0 
b) (l ) (lna) zz l ( 1)2 nf ,z = ' + tr g z9-( lna ),z 4(lna),z ' 
( 1) 
where the ( n - 2) x ( n - 2) rna.trix g is defined in terms of the metric components 
(g )ij = f/ij and z = p + i( and z = p - i( are null coordinates. The determinant of g 
is given by det g = -a2 . If we take the trace of equation (I.a) this implies that 
CY,zz = 0. 
The genera.I sol11tion if this equation is a= Z1 (z) + Z2(z). The choice a= p defines 
the canonical Weyl coordinates. Equation (1.a) is invariant under the transformation 
g ____,, a.Pg for any real number p. lf M is a manifold without torsion, then g is 
symmetric. 
In any case, the set of a.II matrices g build a group. Because of the invariance 
g ____,, aPg we can write det g = ± 1. Without loss of generality ·we can suppose 
gESL(n - 2, R), if M is a real manifold. On the otber band, the chiral equations 
imply the integrability of ln.f in equations (Lb). We say that ln.f is a superpotential 
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defined by the chiral equation. Then the fields of M are the chiral fields and the 
intregration of their superpotential. 
One example of this construction are the axisymmetric stationary vacuum Ein-
stein's equations (ASVE) which reduce to the system (1) for the matrix gtSL(2, R). 
In four dimensions there is another equivalent formalism for obtaining exact solutions 
by means of the Ernst potential £. It is well known that the ASVE are equivalent to 
the Ernst equations 2 
It is sorprising that the Ernst equations can be cast into a chiral form for a 2 x 2-
matrix gtSU(l, 1 ), where g can be parametrized in terms of the Ernst potential as 
3 
1 ( ££ 
g = ReE -Im£ 
However, the fact that SU(l, 1) is isomorphic to SL(2, R.) tells us that it is also 
possible to write down the Ernst equation in a SL(2, R.) representation, i.e. the 
Ernst equation are equivalent to the chira.l equa.tion for the 2 x 2 matrix gtSL(2, R) 
given by 2 
( = ~ (I2+(:2 -E) 
g f -t 1 (2) 
where £ = f +it, so we have the ASVE written in two different formalisms as chiral 
equations for the group S L(2, R). 
The extension of tlw Ernst equation to tlw Einstein-Maxwell theory gives rise 
also to another example of chiral equatons in ge1wra.I rela.tivity. In the axisymmetric 
stationary case, the Einstein-Maxwell field equations in the potential formalism are 
given by 2 
f 6. £ 
f 6. <I> 
f 
(9£ + 24> \7 <I>) \7 £ 
(9<I> + 24> \7 <I>) \7 <I> 
ReE + cl><I> 
(3) 
(3) can be also ca.st into chiral form for the group gtSU(2, 1 ). A sutible parametriza-
tion of g in terms of tlw Ernst and the electromagnetic potentials is 3 
g = - -1+££+£-£ 
l ( l + £~ + 2<I><I> -
E + E + 2<I><I> 2i<T>(l - E) 
1 - Et+ E - t 
-1 - Et+ 2<I><l> 
2i<l>(l + E) 
2i<I>(l - £) ) 
-2i~(l + t) 
E + E - 2<I><I> 
Higher dimensional potential formalisms an~ also known. The five-dimensional 
Jorda.n's extent.ion of the Kal11za.-Klein theory admits also a potential formalism. In 
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the stationary ca.se the five-dimensional space possesses two Killing vectors X and 
Y. The first is due to the action of the grup U(l) on the manifold. The second is 
associated with stationarity. In terms of these Killing-vectors we can define the five 
potentials 4 
12 - x1tx 
- µ, 
x - c \TOI yf3x"'(;O 
,µ - '-C'<{3"'(6µ./\ X ayf3)/"Y;6 E,µ = Eaf3"Y6µ 
If we write (1) in terms of these five potentials, equation (I.a) reduce to five 
independent second order non-linear differential equations for the five potential 1/JA = 
(!, E, 1p, x, I) 4 . These five differential equations ca.n be cast into chiral form with the 





Matrix (4) belongs to the group SL(3, R). Then the situation in four-dimensional 
gravity repeats in five dimensions, i.e. the Ricci flat field equations can be cast into 
chiral form in spacetime and in the potential space formalisms for the same group. 
Note that if we make 1/J = x = 0, I= 1 in ( 4) this matrix reduces just to matrix (2) 
which is in agreement with the fact that Ka.luza-l\lein theory reduces to the Einstein 
theory in vacuum for vanishing electromagnetic and scalar fields. In genera.I it 
is possible to write potentials in d-dimensional gravity if the d-dimensiona.l space 
posseses n = d - 3 Killing vectors. Let 9ab be the components of a d-dimensional 
space and ~a - ~~ EJ~c the n-Killing vectors, one can define the n x n projections 
matrix 
and for the Ricci flat case, the curl-free twists 
In terms of the matrix,\ and the column vector w = (wi) the field equations (1.a) 
can be cast into chiral form for the matrix 6 
g = ~ (-~ ,\r + :wT) (5) 
where T = det).. T_his matrix is symmetric and belongs to the group SL(d - 2, R). It 
is easy to check that matrix (5) is matrix (4) and matrix (2) for d = 5 and d = 4 
respectively after an apropriate rotation. So we have the general situation that the 
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Ricci field equations in a d-dimensional Riemannian space can be cast into a chiral 
form in the spacctime formalism (equation (1)) and in the potential space formalism 
(with matrix (.5)) for the same group SL(d - 2, R). 
Another interesting example are the field equations derived from the action 
(6) 
This action reduces to the low energy string action for a 2 = l 7, to the Kaluza-Klein 
four dimensional action for a 2 = 3, and to the Einstein-Maxwell action for a = 0. 
The field equations of action (6) can be also cast into a chiral form for a matrix 
gtSL(3, R) x R for a 2 > 3, gtSL(3, R) for a 2 = 3 and gtSL(3, R) x U(I) for 
a 2 < 3. To end this part we want to mention that Chern Simons equations reduce 
to a. chiral form as well (see Ref. [8]). 
Now we outline briefly a method for solving the chiral equations for any n-
dimensional Lie group G. Let gtD a matrix which depends on z and z, i.e. g = g(z, z) 
and fulfills the chiral equations (I .a.). Let VP be a p-dimensional Riemannian space 
with p :Sn. We will suppose that the manifold pis well-known. Let { ,Xi}i=I, .. ·,p be a 
set of Harmonic maps on Vp,, i.e. 
We make use of the following ansa.tz 3 . Suppose that g can be parametrized by 
_xi, i.e. g = g(Ai) = g(.Xi(z, z)). Then the chiral equations transform into a Killing 
equation on VP for the elements of the matrix A; = ( 0>.;9 )g-1 . The matrices A; 
belongs to the corresponding Lie algebra g of G because they are the Maurer-Cartan 
forms of 9 on G. So we can write Ai in terms of a basis { aj} of the Lie algebra of 
Q and a basis {~i} of the Killing vector space of VP, i.e. A;= ~f aj. We know VP so, 
we know its Killing vectors. We known G so we know g and therefore a basis for it. 
Then we can obtain A; from the linear combination of a; and ~j· We map Aii:Q into 
the group G by exponentiation or by direct integration of the relation A; = ( 0>.•9 )g-1 . 
(For details see Ref. [9]). 
This method has been used for obtaining exact solutions of the chiral equations 
for the group S L(N, R). Explicit results for S L(2, R) and S L(3, R) are given in Ref. 
[10], and for SL(4, R) in Ref. [11). The application of the method for SU(l, 1) and 
SU(2, 1) is found in Ref. [3]. 
The results of the S L(2, R) chiral fields can be used for the vacuum Einstein equa-
tions when spacetime possesses two Killing vectors. The method separates naturally 
the exact solutions in classes 12 . There exist three solutions of the chiral equations 
for a Vi space and one for a V2 . In the spacetime the Vi classes are the Weyl's 
class (with the Von Stockum class as limit), the Lewis and the degenerated classes 
respectivelly. In the potential space only one class ha.s det g = + 1, and corresponds 
to the Papapetrmi cla.ss. The Vi class in spacetime is, as far as we know, not studied 
and in the potential space corresponds to the Tomimatsu-Sato class. 
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The results of the S L(3, n) chiral fields has been used for obtaining exact solutions 
of the five-dimensional Einstein equations when the spacetime possessess three Killing 
vectors, one for the U(l) symmetry, one for stationarity and one for axisymmetry 13 • 
In this case we obtain six different classes for a Vi space and two for a Vi space. These 
results have been applied to the potential space and to the spacetime formalism 14 . 
To conclude, I want to say that the presence of Dr. Plebanski in our Department 
of Physics has been very stimulating to carry out our work. 
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NEW EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR VISCOUS, 
HEAT CONDUCTING, SHEAR-FREE FLUIDS 
Roberto A. Sussman, 
lnstituto de Ciencias N ucleares, UN AM 
Apartado Postal 70-543, Mexico D.F.04510, MEXICO 
ABSTRACT 
A large class of new Petrov types D and 0 solutions is found 
for a non-rotating, non-static, shear-free fluid source with bulk 
viscosity and heat conduction. In general, the solutions admit no 
isoroetry group. Type D solutions lack a non-static perfect fluid 
limit, while type 0 solutions reduce to the "Stephani Universe"as 
heat conduction vanishes. All previously known solutions with a 
heat conducting, shear-free fluid source are particular cases of the 
solutions derived here. 
1. Introduction 
It is a well known fact that kinematical restrictions associated with a shear-
free 4-velocity greatly simplify the integration of Einstein's field equations. Exact 
solutions with this type of fluid motion and a perfect fluid matter tensor have, 
thus, been thoroughly examined in the literature1•2•3•4 •5 • However, these solutions 
are (in general) incompatible with a barotropic equation of state4 •6 •7 , and so, are 
usually considered physically limited and uninteresting. It is then stimulating to 
find out that (contrary to what one may think) integrating Einstein's equations is 
not a more complicated process in shear-free dissipative fluids than in the shear-
free perfect fluid cases. The constraints of Einstein's equations are non-linear in 
the perfect fluid case, while for non-vanishing heat conduction they lead to a 3X3 
system of linear equations on the derivatives of the metric functions. The exact 
solutions presented here correspond to rank two and zero solutions of this linear 
systems. 
Another point worth mentioning is the fact that exact solutions for viscous, 
heat conducting fluids are less restrictive than the perfect fluid ones, as there are 
more free parameters allowing one to adjust the geometric constraints with the 
constraints due to physical requirements, such as a barotropic equation of state 
or and/or a consistent fluid thermodynamics. Yet another argwnent justifying 
the search for solutions allowing for heat conduction and viscosity is the fact that 
dissipative phenomena should play an important (and perhaps dominant) role in 
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early times (near the initial singularity) in reasonable cosmological models. It is 
expected that such models will allow one to set the free para.meters in order to 
have an asymptotic behavior consistent with present day conditions in the physical 
um verse. 
2. Generic metric and field equations 
Local comoving coordinates: t = x0 ,xi = (x, y, z) exist, so that a spacetime 
with a shear-free and non-rotating fluid source is described by the generic metric 
element: 
2 -N2(t, xi)dt2 + dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 
ds = L2(t, xi) (1) 
where: ua = (L/N)Sf and L 1¥1d Na.re arbitrary functions. The expansion scalar 
and 4-acceleration take the form: 0/3 = - L,t/N, itt = 0 and Ui = (logN/L),;, 
where subindices it and ,i indicate derivative with respect to t and xi. Let the 
momentum-energy tensor of a viscous, heat conducting shear-free fluid be: 
(2) 
where: p = p + Pv and qaua = 0, with p andµ being the thermodynamic pressure 
and matter-energy density, qa is the heat flux vector and Pv is the bulk viscous 
pressure. In the comoving frame (1), the following Einstein field equations define 
the state variables µ, p and q;: 
(3a) 
Gi = P = -µ +; [ (2~') ·' -L,,.N,.6'"" + (2L,;;N + LN,;; +LN,••)] (3b) 
Gt (L't) Ut i =qi= 2 N . 
,1 
(3c) 
where, in the three equations in (3b ), repeated indices do not sum (unless con-
tracted with smn) and (i,j, k) is an even permutation of (x,y,z). Together with 
(3), Einstein's field equations comprise the following six "constraint equations": 
G .. - 2L,;; - N,;; - 0 (i ...J. j) 
IJ - L N - .,.. (4a) 
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G·· _ G .. _ 2(L,ii-L,;;) _ N,ii-N,;; _ O ("-'- . 
" " - L N - z r J, no sum) (4b) 
which must be solved in order to use (3), after substituting the resulting forms of 
N and L, as definitions of µ, p and qi. 
3. Exact solutions 
A solution of the field equations for (1) and (2) must satisfy the constraint 
equations (4). After a simple algebraic manipulation, it is straightforward to show 
that these constraint equations a.re equivalent to the following linear system: 
(N,1c1c -N,;; )(log L/N),i +N,i; (logL/N),; +N,ik (logL/N),1c = 0 (5) 
where (i,j, k) is an even permutation of (x, y, z). Let 1B be the associated matrix 
to the system (5), as shown in reference 8, the assumption det(JB) :f 0 leads to a 
trivial case in which the metric ( 1) becomes a FLRW metric. One must consider 
then the case when this determinant vanishes. An important particular solution 
to the equation det(lB) = 0 is given by8 : 
N = N(W) (6a) 
where: 
w,i; = o w,ii -W,;; = o i :f j no sum (6b) 
leading to exact solutions of the constraint equations ( 4). The resulting cases a.re 
presented below. 
For W = W(t, xi), equations (6b) have the general solution: 
(7) 
where: "(, O:i and K- are arbitrary functions. Inserting (6a) and (7) into (4a) and 
( 4b) transforms these equations into the coupled linear system: 
N" - J(W)N = 0 
2L" - J(W)L = 0 
(Sa) 
(Sb) 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to Wand J(W) :f 0 is an arbi-
trary characteristic function. Therefore, for each arbitrary J(W) :f 0, one has an 
exact solution whose metric is 
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ds 2 = - [a1N1(W) + a2N2(W)]2 dt2 + dx: + dy2 + dz2 (g) 
[b1L1 (W) + b2L2(W)] 
where Ni, N2, L1 , L2 are four linearly independent functions of W satisfying (8) 
and ( ai, a2, b1, b2 ) are arbitrary integration constants. These new solutions are 
Petrov type D (see section 5) and do not admit, in general, isometry groups8 • This 
result is significative, since type D, shear-free, perfect fluid solutions necessarily 
admit a 3-dimensional isometry group acting in 2-dimensional orbits1•5 . As far as 
I am aware, solutions of the class (9) have not been discussed previously. 
Consider now the case W = V(x 8), the general solution (6b) is then: 
(10) 
where: ['o, a1 and ko are arbitrary constants. Inserting N == N(V) and (10) into 
( 4a) and ( 4b) transforms these equations into the coupled linear system analogous 
to (8): 
N" - J(V)N = 0 
2L" - J(V)L = 0 
(lla) 
(llb) 
leading, for an arbitrary J(V) =J. 0, to another class of Petrov type D solutions 
characterized by the metric: 
ds2 = - [a1(t)N1(V) + a2(t)N2(V)] 2 dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 
[,B1(t)L1(V) + ,82(t)L2(V)]2 (12) 
where (N1, N2, Li, L2) are four linearly independent functions of V satisfying (11) 
and a1, a2, ,Bi, ,82 are arbitrary functions emerging as "integration constants" of 
(11). Notice that the spatial dependence of the metric is entirely contained in V, 
and all possible forms of this function, as given by (10), lead (via simple coordinate 
transformations) to either one of the two forms: 
V(r) = f'o + lkor2 spherical symmetry 
where r 2 = x2 + y2 + z2, and: 
V(z) = ['o + aoz plane symmetry 
(13a) 
(13b) 
Therefore, solutions described by (12) are necessarily plane or spherically sym-
metric. Spherically symmetric particular cases of (12) have been discussed in the 
literature9•10 . 
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In the solutions presented henceforth, J =f 0 has been assumed. The case 
J = 0 leads to: N" = 0, thus providing a trivial solution to (5) (all matrix 
elements in 18 vanish). The most general solution in this case is described by the 
metric ( 1) with: 
N = W = 'Y(t) + ai(t)xi + iK(t)oi;xixi 
L = S(t) + f3i(t)xi + tK(t)oi;xixj 
(14a) 
(14b) 
where: S and f3i are four new arbitrary functions. Solutions characterized by 
(1) and (14) turn to be Petrov type 0 (see section 5), and thus conformally flat, 
heat conducting generalizations of the Stephani Universe11 • Most solutions with a 
heat conducting, shear-free :fluid source examined in the literature are spherically 
symmetric particular cases of (1) (14) (see references 8-19 quoted in reference 8). 
4. Perfect fluid limit. 
The perfect fluid limit of the solutions of the previous section follows by 
setting qi= Pv = 0, so that the tensor (2) becomes the momentum-energy tensor 
of a perfect fluid. 
Bearing in mind that 0/3 = -L,t /N, one has (from (3c)): qi= -(2/3)0,i. 
Thus, the expansion scalar acts a sort of heat conduction potential, and the con-
dition qi = 0 is equivalent to 0 = 0( t). Considering N = N(W) and L = L(W) 
(the case N(t, V) and L(t, V) is analogous), this condition implies: 
L' 0(t)N 
-y;W,t= - 3L 
differentiating this equation with respect to xi and xi (with i =f j), bearing in 
mind that w,ij = 0 and using (9) leads to: 
which, for J =f 0, necessarily implies: ao,t = ai,t = K 1t = 0, thus Wis independent 
of time, N,t = L,t = 0 and so (from the definition of 0), 0 = 0. Therefore, all 
type D solutions derived henceforth have a static perfect :fluid limit. 
If J = 0, on the other hand, there is no inconsistency between qi = 0 and 
N, L being time dependent. Applied to the conformally :flat metric (14), the 
condition qi = 0 yields the following restrictions on the time dependent functions: 
0 t = --v 0(t) a. t =-a· 0(t) K,t = _ 0(t) 
l / 3 /Jll l 3 K 3 
so that, in the resulting metric L is given by (14b) and N by: 
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N = K,tl/ K ( 6,t +.Bi,t xi+ tK,t OijXixi) = e(~/3 
It can be readily verified that (1) with these forms of N and L coincides with the 
metric of the Stephani Universe6112 • 
5. Petrov classification. 
Associated to a complex null tetrad expansion of the Weyl tensor for the 
metric (1) with N and L having the forms discussed in the previous sections, one 
obtains the following invariant complex scalars: 




which also correspond to solutions (12) by replacing W with V. It is evident 
that the solutions (1) (14) (case J = 0) are are conformally fl.at, Petrov type 0 
solutions, as all W's vanish and so, Cabcd = 0. Regarding the cases J =f 0, a 
standard algoritlun6 was followed in order to verify to which one of the remaining 
Petrov types the solutions correspond. The resulting calculation yielded type D8 • 
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ABSTRACT 
The time dependence of the quadrupole moments of an arbitrary three-dimensional space-like volume 
of the rotational non symmetric dust spacetimes found by Stephani in 1982 is worked out. Dust is a good 
model for matter in free fall and the so called quadrupole formulae is in this wa.y evaluated in this regime. 
According to these formulae the Stephani spacetimes are non radiative. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of gravitational waves, as laid by Einstein1 soon after the publication of 
his general theory, and developed by himself! and others was not trusted, specially by 
Eddington3 , to be valid for self gravitating systems. Many at.tempts, starting with the 
work of Landau and Lifshitz4, have been made (for one of the most elaborate, see 5) to 
accomplish a rigorous foundation. Notwithstanding, it is not the general view that success 
has been achieved. The so called quadrupole formulae a.re often rendered uncertain for 
systems like the binary systems (for one of the most radical, see 6). In this paper the time 
dependence of the quaclrupole moments of an arbitrary three-dimensional space-like volume 
of any of a collection of dust spacetimes found by Stepha.ni7 •8 in 1982 is evaluated. Dust is 
a good model for matter in free fall and the predictions of my result can be compared with 
other criteria for radiation. In section 2 the Stephani spacetimes are described; section 3 
states the criteria for weak fields; in section 4 I look for appropiate coordinates to evaluate 
the quadrupole moments and in section 5 the time dependence of the quadrupole moments 
is found. The last section 6 is the conclusion of this work. 
2. STEPHANI'S SPACE-TIMES 
The field equation are 
(2.1) 
where Rlk is the Ricci tensor, 9ik the metric tensor, R = R: is the Riemann scalar, p is 
the density of the pressureless matter and Ui is the unit four velocity. The metric is of the 
form 
ds 2 = dx 2 + dy2 + N 2 dz 2 - dt 2 , (2.2) 
with N given by: 
N = a:r 2 + by2 - ct2 + 2d:cy + 2ext + 2fyt + g1x + 92Y + g3t + g4, (2.3) 
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where a, ... f, g1, ... , g4 being arbitrary functions of z satisfying 
e2 = -(a+ b)( c + b); f 2 =-(a+ b)(a + c); d2 =(a+ c)(b + c), (2.4) 
with 
a+ b + c =f. 0. (2.5) 
The mass density is given by 
(a+b+c) 
p(x, y, z, t) = -4 N . (2.6) 
The metric ha.s the following properties 
i) In the general case the metr~c admits no killing vectors. 
ii) The four velocity with components: 




') 2 (a+b) ~ut = (a+b+c)' (2.7) 
has nonzero rotation if 8zUi =f. 0. In the special case 8zui = 0, the metric is contained in 
the class of irrotational dust solutions found by Szekeres9 . 
iii) The conditions of positiveness implied by (2.6) and (2.7) cannot be satisfied for arbi-
trary values of x, y and t, and therefore, the metric is not always positive definite. 
We shall assume in this pa.per that we are working with a portion of the metric in 
which p > 0. 
3. CONDITIONS FOR A WEAK FIELD 
We shall state the flatness condition of a Stephani spacetime and then find weak field 
solutions as small departures from flatness. 
By a detailed calculation of the Riemann tensor Rijkl we have found: 
Theorem. a = b = c = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for a Stephani 
spacetime to be flat. 
We assume that the weakness of the field is governed by the magnitudes of a, b and 
c, and write: 
a(z) = ea(z);b(z) = eb(z);c(z) = ec(z), (3.1) 
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where c; is a small parameter. a(z),b(z),c(z) and the remaining arbitrary functions will 
not be assumed small. · 
The metric will be expressed as 
9ik = 'r/ik +lib (3.2) 
where 'r/ik is the metric for the flat space-time, that is (2.2) with N given by: 
(3.3) 
and rik is a small deviation from flatness of order c;. 
The metric becomes, to first order: 
ds 2 = dx 2 + dy2 + N;dz 2 - dt2 + c;il?dz2, (3.4) 
with 
if?= 2(g1x + 92Y + g3t + g4)(ax 2 + by2 - Ct2 + 2Jxy + 2ext + 2f yt), (3 .5) 
wherea~ the density becomes 
(a+ b + c) 
P = -4c; N . 
0 
(3.6) 
4. EQUATIONS OF TRANSFORMATION TO MINKOWSKI COORDI-
NATES 
Consider a flat space-time. Let Xk : X 1 = X, X 2 = Y, X 3 = Z, X 4 = T denote a set 
of Minkowski coordinates, and xa : xi = x, x2 = y, x 3 = z, x4 = t a set of Stephani 
coordinates as in (2.2). In the following, a primed symbol for a quantity means that it is 
to be calculated in xk : unprimed quantities are to be calculated in xa. 
If we put 
axk =pk 
axa al ( 4.1) 
the equations of transformation for the Christoffel symbols are 
aP: = { c }pk 
axb a b c. (4.2) 
Hence the problem consists in the determination of the 20 functions Xk, P! satisfying 
the linear system of differential equations ( 4.1) and ( 4.2), and also the 10 finite equations: 
I pipk Q 
'r/ab - 'r/ik a b = ' (4.3) 
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which are the equations of transformation of the metric tensor 71116· The integrability con-
ditions of ( 4.1) are satisfied identically because of ( 4.2) and the conditions of integrability 
of (4.2) are 
R R I pipipkpl Q abed - ijkl a b c d = ' 
where Ra bed is the Riemann tensor, which are also satisfied. 
By integration we can find: 
XOl(x, y, z, T) = XOl(x, y, z)T + xa(x, y, z), 
T = T;a = 1,2,3, 
where f(0t and f(0t are functions of their arguments. 
5. THE QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS 
with 
The quadrupole moments of a region V at constant time T are 
J 
V,T=const . 
= j p(X(x, y, z, T), Y(x, y, z, T), Z(x, y, z, T), T) 
x [3X0t(x, y, z, T)X.B(x, y, z, T) - 6ci.8 Xµ, Xµ,(x, y, z, T)] 
x 3 J(x, y, z, T)dxdydz, 
3J= 8(X,Y,Z) 
8(x,y,z) 
The Jacobian can be evaluated.as: 
T=const. 
3 -J = eTNo, e = ±1, 






Finally, we see from (4.5) that the term is square brackets in the quadrupole formula 
(5.1) is of the form 
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Inserting (3.6), (5.3) and (5.4) in (5.1) and omitting the para.meter€ we obtain 
DOt/3 = -4e l[Ca + b + c)T](x, y, z) 
(5.5) 
Since the description of V depends only on x, y, z and not on Tit is readily apparent 
that 
We conclude that according to the Einstein's quadrupole formula: 
dE l · .. 0t/3 .. ·0tf3 
-=-- D D dt 5 I 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
which gives the rate of energy loss carried away by gravitational waves, the matter in 
Stephani's dust space-times does not radiate. The result is independent of the selection of 
the moving mass. 
6. CONCLUSION 
This work shows that for the dust Stephani space-times the linear approximation 
predicts that a body of dust moving in a Stephani regime does not radiate gravitational 
waves. The result of the linear approximation is independent of the shape of the moving 
body. We expect to work out ot.her criteria of radiation in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Kaluza-Klein approach is investigated in Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble (ECSK) theory and in a 
Brans-Dicke-type model with torsion. In particular we focus our attention on the possible coupling of gauge 
fields and torsion, the principle of minimal coupling and the possible physical meaning of the fields which 
originate from the 5D torsion fields. Also, it is known that Brans-Dicke type models with torsion have an 
extended conformal symmetry. We investigate the fate of this symmetry when going to four dimensions. We 
find that the vectorial part of the torsion adquires a non-vanishing value thus breaking the symmetry of the 
original 5D theory. 
PACS number 04.50.+h 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Much in the same way in which gauge fields originate from a higher dimensional Einstein theory through 
the parametrization of the metric field we expect that new fields in four dimensions come from a higher 
dimensional theory with torsion precisely through a parametrization of the torsion fields. To study this idea 
we look at the ECSK theory [1,2,3] and a Brans-Dicke-type model with torsion [4,5] initially in the simplest 
5D. We also look, in the Brans-Dicke type model with torsion, at the breaking of the conformal symmetry 
originally present in the 5D world. We observe that apart from the usual gauge and dilaton fields there are 
new X µv, Yµv and Z µ fields coming from the torsion. We also observe another interesting aspect of the 
Kaluza-Klein approach. In four dimensional theories with torsion there has been a discussion on whether or 
not gauge fields are allowed to interact. with torsion. If they are not, then the principle of minimal coupling 
breaks down then gauge invariance is lost. Hojman et. al. [6] and Mukku and Sayed [7 ,8] showed that it 
is possible to mantain the general principles that spinning particles generate and react to torsion (including 
gauge fields) and of mmimal coupling by modifying the gauge invariance and restricting torsion to a very 
specific form. 
Here we support the previous no coupling result based on the Kaluza-Klein approach. Since the gauge 
fields occur in four dimensions after dimensional reduction we ask ourselves whether the coupling with torsion 
arises if we begin with a higher dimensional theory containing torsion. This problem wa'l investigated before 
[9] with only the vectorial pa.rt of the torsion. Here we discuss the problem for a genera.I torsion tensor. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: section II deals with the 5D Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble 
(ECSK) theory. We start by writing the action and then the four dimensional result and proceed to discuss 
the problems of the possible coupling of torsion with photons and the presence of the new terms coming from 
the 5D torsion. In section III we discuss similar problems for a Brans-Dicke-type model with torsion. This 
t On leave from Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana-lztapalapa 
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model turns out to be conformally invariant in any dimension, however, as we show, dimensional reduction 
to four dimensions breaks this invariance. We then conclude in section IV with a discussion of our results 
and their possible implications. 
II. THE ECSK THEORY IN FIVE DIMENSIONS 
The action for the five-dimensional ECSK theory of gravity can be written as 
(2.1) 
The topology of the vacuum is a.':lsumed to be M 4 x S 1 and thus 0 ~ B < 
coordinates are denoted by cM (xµ JJ) and the metric rMN(C)(M, N, L, ... 
2tr. The five-dimensional 
0,1,2,3,5) has signature 
( - , +, +, +, +). The Riemann-Cartan tensor is given by 
/., _ fL /., S L S L 
RMNR - MN,R - r MR,N + r MNr sR - r MRr sN (2.2) 
d R MN R MN RI., I . . . an = r MN = r MNL. T le non symmetric connect10n 1s 
L {L } 1 ( L L 1.,) 
rMN= MN +2 sMN+sMN +sNM (2.3) 
where we define the torsion a.'> the antisymmetric part of the connection 
/., /., /., 
sMN=rMN-rNM (2.4) 
We found that it is much practical to work in a diagonal basis which is actually called "Horizontal Lift Basis" 
(HLB) and is obtained by introducing [10] 
(2.5) 
the Bµ is a 1-form basis. With this election the components of the metric tensor are given by 
r - ~-1/3 (9µ11 MN -v Q ~) (2.6) 
The basis vectors eµ which are dual to the Bµ are 
(2.7) 
It is important to notice that the HLB is an anholonomic basis, which means that some of the conmutators 
among the vectors of the dual basis Eq. (2.7) are different from zero. It is easy to show that 
(2.8) 
where Fµ 11 = aµAv - 811 Aµ- Given a set of basis vectors { eM }, the commutation coefficients c:m are defined 
as usual. The only non-vanishing commutation coefficients are 
Cµ,, 5 = -Fµv (2.9) 




1.. · {L 1 ( ~ 1.. 1..) 1 ( 1.. 1.. 1..) r MN = MN} + 2 cMN + cNM + cNM + 2 sMN + sMN + sNM (2.11) 
We can write Eq. (2.11) as 
I.. L } 1 ( L L L) r MN = { MN + 2 RMN + RMN + RNM (2 .12) 
where 
I.. L L 
RMN =SMN - CMN 
L L L 
RMN =S~fN - CN M (2.13) 
I.. L L 
RNM =SNM - CM N 
are the torsion tensors in an anholonomic basis. We can write the 5D Ricci scalar as 
Rs(r) =Rs({})+ )=-:y ( yCy RM ML) ,L + 
1 LMN 1 NML 
+ 4RLMNR + +2RLMNR (2.14) 
M RI.. 1 LMN 
- R I.MR R - 2(RLMN + RMNL + RNML.)C 
where Rs({}) is the Ricci scalar containing the Christoffel symbols. Much in the same way in which we 
rescaled the metric Eq. (2.6) by introducing a dilaton field u we now rescale some of the torsion components 
as follows 
S -1/3T >.µv = <J' >.µvi (2 .15) 
from where it follows that SJ'µ>. = T 1' µ>. and Sµ µ >. = u113 Tµ µ >.. We also introduce the following notation· 
for some of the fields components of SL.MN 
(2 .16) 
From Eqs. (2.9, 15, 16) and after eliminating total derivatives and performing the 0 integration we obtain 
after rearranging 
1 J 4 /-:: [ (J' v 1 v (J' µ<l' v A= k2 d xy-g R4(r) - 4FµvFµ - 6 gµ ~-+ 
+ u-1/3 {~x 2 + ~Y 2 _ X y"v + ~Y yv" _ 4 pv 2 pv i•v 2 pv (2 .18) 
-(Y,,µ) 2 - (1 + u- 1 )Tµ µ>.Z>.}) 
showing explicitly the appearance of the 4D ECSK action together with the new fields. The photon and 
dilaton fields and the Xµv, Yµv and Zµ fields coming from the torsion or non-Riemannian sector of the action. 
The field equations are obtained in the usual way giving 
Xµv = Yµv - Yvµ 
Yµv = Y>. >.Yµv 






Taking the trace of Eq . (2 .21) it follows that Y1,v = 0 and thus from (2.20) Xµv = 0. The solution of Eq. 
(2.19) is 
(1+ - l) -1/3 1».. - - <T " (o>- z - •>- z ) /IV - 4 µ V U V µ (2 .23) 
from Eq. (2.22) it follows that 
Zµ = 0 (2.24) 
and thus T\v = 0. 
In the original ECSK theory the equation for the torsion tensor is purely albebraically coupled to the 
canonical spin tensor and therefore torsion is bound to spinning matter and cannot propagate through the 
vacuum. What we observe in Eqs. (2.19-24) is precisely the same phenomenon happening. The new fields 
X 1,v, Y1.., and Z~ which originate from the 5D torsion also follow the same behaviour vanishing in the absence 
of spinning matter. This seems to be a perfectly consistent result. 
From Eq. (2.17) we can also observe that there is no coupling between torsion and the gauge fields Aµ 
in agreement with previous results. We believe this is also true for a general non-Abelian theory and could 
be easily proved by starting from higher dimensional ECSK theory. 
III. KALUZA-KLEIN APPROACH IN A BRANS-DICKE-TYPE MODEL 
WITH TORSION 
In a fom dimensional Brans-Dicke-type model with torsion there is the possibility of introducing an 
(extended) conformal symmetry involving also transformations of the torsion tensor (4,11, 12). This is actually 
true for arbitrary dimensions. Here we are interested in sudying the fields X 1,v, Y1,v and Zµ and to see what 
happen with the conformal symmetry present in the 5D model when going to four dimensions. 
Our action is now given by 
(3.1) 
where <P = </J( x) is the BD field. 
This action can also be written a.s 
(3.2) 
after taking the variation with respect to torsion we find that the solution of the torsion equation is given 
by 
(3.3) 
Although we have written Eq. (3.1-2) for 5D the expressions are valid for arbitrary dimensions and the 
solution for any dis given by Eq. (3.3). Let us now discuss a symmetry of the action (3.1). 
It is easy to prove that the Riemann-Cartan tensor is invariant under the conformal transformations 
.:;, - e2fl(x)..., 
IMN - IMN 
-L L L L 
sMN = sMN + 0Mn.N - 0Nn.M 
This symmetry leaves the action unchanged provided ef>( x) transforms as follows 
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(3.4a) 
( 3 .4b) 
(3.5) 
All interesting properties of (3.1) such as metric compatibility are preserved by this conformal symmetry. 
From Eq. (3.4b) we see that there is a "gauge" specified by [4] 
1 
n(x) = d- 2 log,P(x) + const. (3.6) 
for which the torsion (3.3) vanishes. If some (dynamical) mechanism can fix the functional value of O(x) 
to something different from (3.6) then the BD field would be generating a non-trivial torsion throught Eq. 
(3.3). 
When going to four dimensions most of what was said in the previous section applies also here. Thus 
in 4D we get a BD-type model with torsion by introducing the appropriate torsion terms into R4( {}) giving 
(3.7) 
This obviously reduces to Eq . (2.17) when .Pis a constant . 
The field equations are now 
T\,v - (Tµ/· - Tv/') + 2(TP vp6\, - TP µp6\ )-
+ u- 113 (1 + u- 1)(6\,Z11 - 6\Z1,) - ~(c5\,¢>,, - 6\¢>,µ) = 0 (3.8) 
(3.9) 
The variation with respect to Z1, gives again an expression for the trace of the torsion 
(3 .10) 
Equations (3.9) again give Xµ,, = Yµv = 0. The solution of Eq. (3.8) is 
(3.11) 
taking the trace we find 
T>.. = -~u-1/3(l + u-1)z _ ~,p-1,p >..µ 4 µ 2 ,µ (3.12) 
Together with Eq . (3.11) we get an expression for Zµ 
(3.13) 
which is proportional to the trace of the torsion. For constant ¢, T>. >..µ vanishes and so do Zµ and T>. µv 
going back to the results of the previous section. For .p a.n arbitrary function of x torsion does not vanish 
in the four dimensional world neither does the Zµ vector field . Also, torsion can not be "rotated" away by 
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conformal transformation. The reason being that when going to four dimensions this symmetry, (originally 
present in the 5D model) is broken. 
The fact that only the Zµ field survives (unlike Xµ,, and Yµ,,) is explained by the fact that the conforrn;1] 
symmetry of the 5D model acts only on the trace of the torsion tensor leaving tensorial and axial components 
unnaffected. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have investigated the Kaluza-Klein approach in two models of gravity with torsion. In the ECSK 
theory we observe that the resulting four-dimensional theory is again of the ECSK type with the usual 
electromagnetic and dilaton fields emerging as in the usual approach without torsion. There are extra fields 
denoted Xµ,,, Yµ,, and Zµ which originate in the 5D torsion tensor and which vanish through their equations 
of motion. We also observe that there is no coupling whatsoever between torsion and photons in agreement 
with previous analysis using fiber bundless techniques. 
The second model under study, a Brans-Dicke-type with torsion, has a conformal symmetry in the 5D 
world. However, when going to four dimensions this symmetry is broken. As a result the vector Zµ field 
and the vectorial component of the torsion are non-vanishing. We think this is an interesting feature which 
should be further looked at particularly in connection with cosmological models and obviously in relation 
with a possible time-dependent gravitational coupling. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present article we apply an extension of the algebraic method of separation 
of variables for the Dirac equation in a family of space-times where it is not possible 
to reduce the Dirac equation to a system of commuting first order differential op-
erators. After introducing an auxiliary spinor we succeed in obtaing a new second 
order differential equation where a complete separation is possible. Finally, apply-
ing this scheme of separation, we obtain, in terms of special functions, some exact 
solutions of the Dirac equation in class of homogeneous cosmological universes. 
1. Introduction 
During the last years there has been a growing interest in the problem of sepa-
ration of variables. This problem is of particular importance in theoretical physics 
because the construction of a quantum field theory in curved spaces and the definition 
of quantum vacuum is impossible without a detailed study of the exact solutions of 
relativistic wave equations in curved spaces, in this direction we have the problem of 
particle creation by strong gravitational fields. For a survey of the literature we refer 
to1 . Since the Dirac equation is a system of four coupled partial differential equa-
tions, the problem of separating variables in this case, is still far of being completely 
solved. In this direction different approaches have been proposed, most of then based 
on the experience acquired in studying scalar equations. At present there are different 
well established approaches to tackle this problem, among them we can mention the 
Stackel spaces method by Bagrov et af•3 , the Chandrasekhar's method of separation4 , 
the theory of factorizable systems by Miller5•6 , and the symmetry operator approach 7 . 
Recently an algebraic method of separation of variables8 •9 has been successfully ap-
plied in different gravitational and electromagnetic configurations. Recently, Kalnins, 
Miller and Willians10 have reviewed the use of separation of variables in general rel-
ativity, and for instance, based on the idea of a factorizable system, they discuss the 
separation of variables for the Dirac equation in curved space-times. They exhibit a 
result obtained by Fels and Kamran 7 showing that there exist separable systems for 
the Dirac equation in curved space-time that are not factorizable: 
(1) 
The metric (1) is a Stackel space. It is worth noticing that the Robertson-Walker 
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universes are particular cases of the line element (1 ). It is the purpose of the present 
article to apply in an explicit way the algebraic method of separation of variables 
and, after reducing the Dirac equation to a system of coupled ordinary differential 
equations to obtain exact solutions of the Dirac equation in some gravitational ho-
mogeneous backgrounds. 
2. Algebraic separation of variables 
The covariant generalization of the Dirac equation in a curved space-time reads 
(2) 




the curved Dirac matrices are related to the flat ones by means of the transformations 
)'µ = b~/on 1µ = a~1.B Substituting the metric given by (1) into the Dirac equation 
(2), and choosing to work in the diagonal tetrad gauge for)'µ, 
(5) 
where/µ are the standard Dirac flat matrices, we have that the Dirac equation (2) 
takes the form 
(6) 
where we have introduce the spinor \JI, by means of the relation: ~ = a-3 / 2b- 1c-1/ 2w 
Applying the algebraic method of separation of variables it is possible to write ( 6) as 
a sum of two first order differential operators K1 , K2 satisfying the relation 
with 
A (0 )123 A (1 12 13)123 K1 = a I Ot + m I I I , K2 = I ox + bl Oy + be I Oz I I I , (8) 
The problems arise when we try to reduce the equation for K2 to the form (7). It is 
not difficult to see t.hat there are ~ot separating matrices allowi~g tha~ step. In order 
to go further we write equation (K2 + ..X)<I> = 0 as follows: ( K 3 + K41 11 2 ) <I> = 0 
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where K3 and K4 are two commuting differential operators given by the expressions 
A ( 2 3 1 ) K4 = / I ay + ;_83 , (9) 
A 1 2 " Introducing the auxiliary spinor E, defined by the relation: <I> = ( K 4 + / / K 3 ) E, 
we reduce the equation for K2 to the form; 
(10) 
with N2E = -N1E = k2E, where 
N1 = ( b28'; + baxbax - >-.1213 8xb + )..2b2 ), N2 = (a;+ ir213kzc2ayc - k;c- 2 ) 
(11) 
and kz is the eigenvalue of the operator -iaz. 
Choosing to work in the following representation of the Dirac matrices: 
0 (-i 0) 1 ( 0 0'3 ) 2 ( 0 I = O i , I = u3 O , I = u2 0'2) ( 0 0'1) 0 '13 = 0'1 0 ' (12) 
we have that the spinor E takes the form 
(
p(x)A(y)) 
E _ q(x)B(y) 
- r(x)C(y) ' 
s(x )D(y) 
(13) 
the functions a(x),b(x),c(x) and d(x) satisfy the differential equation 
(b(dx + =t=i>-.))(b(dx+ ±i>-.))X(x)+k2 X(x) = 0, (14) 
where the upper signs correspond top( x), r( x), and the lower signs are related to q( x) 
and s(x). The functions A(y), B(y), C(y), D(y) are solution of the equation 
(dy ± kzc- 1 )(dy =f kzC 1 )Y(y)-k2Y(y) = 0, (15) 
where the upper signs correspond to A(y) and C(y), and the lower ones correspond 
to B(y) and D(y). After substituting the expression (13) into (11) we arrive at 
(
p(x)B(y)(c; - w- 1 )a) 
. q(x)A(y)(c:+w-1 )0: . 
<I> = ik r( x )D(y) ( c; _ w-l )/3 exp( ikzz), 
s(x )C(y)(c; + w-1 )/3 
(16) 
where a and f3 are functions depending on the variable t. The functions A, B, C, D, 
and p, q, r, s and are related by the following systems of coupled partial equations: 
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b(dx+i,\)(~) = -ikw(;),b(dx-i,\)(;) = -ik/w(~), (18) 
where E and w are arbitrary constants. From (16), and (8) we have, p(x) r(x ), 
q(x) = s(x), A(y) = C(y), and B(y) = D(y). The functions a and (3 satisfy the 
system: 
- a( at + im)f3 = ,\a, (19) 
Finally, from ( 11), and ( 8) we find that the solution of the Dirac equation ( 2) reads 
( 
p( x )B(y )( e: - w-1 )(3( t)) 
.i, _ -3/2b-1 -1/2 q(x )A(y)(e: + w-1 )(3(t) ( 'k ) 
'£ - a c p(x)B(y)(e:- w-l )a(t) exp i zZ , 
q( x )A(y )( e; + w-1 )a( t) 
(20) 
The corresponding separation of variables of the Dirac equation is also possible using 
a pairwise scheme. 
3. Exact solutions 
In this section we are going to compute some exact solutions of the Dirac equation 
in cosmological homogeneous space-times. For this purpose we write the FRW line 
element in the comoving coordinates: 
(21) 
where the radial factor e takes the values r, sinh(r), sin(r), for spatially flat, open 
and closed universes respectively. Choosing to work in the diagonal tetrad a~ = diag ( e-01!2 , e-0112 , e- 01 / 2e(r)-1 , e-01l2(e(r) sin B)-1 ) we obtain that the Dirac equation 
in the Robertson-Walker background field (21) reads 
( ,o ,1 ,2 ,3 ) e°'/2 a,., + ea/2 ar + ea/2~( r) aiJ + ea/2e( r) sin Ba"' + m '11 = 0, (22) 
where '11 is related to~ by the expression: ~ = e(rt1 (sinBt1l2e-301 / 4w Eq. (22) can 
be written in the form (7) with, 
with <P = 111°'11. From (23) we obtain 
( d~ - imea/2) u = -i>..v ( .!:.__ + ime°'/2) v = -i,\u, d'rj . (24) 
The de-Sitter line element expressed in the static chart reads 
ds 2 = - ( 1 - iAr2 ) dT2 + ( 1 - iAr2 f 1 dr2 + r 2d02 , (25) 
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The above expression can be reduced to the form (21) with spatially closed curvature 
ds2 = ~ csc2 17 ( -d172 + dK- 2 + sin2 K-d0.2 ) , (26) 
by the help of the coordinate transformation ( 4 )1/ 2 T = arctanh (cos K- cosec17 ), ( 4 )1/ 2 r = cosec17 sin K-. Notice that the chart (26) covers all the manifold. Substi-
tuting the value of e°'l2 = ( * )1/ 2 81~" into (24) we obtain the solutions: 
- . ~ + p . p 17 1 1 1 1 - cos 17 
u(17)-zc0 ->.-sm (17)cos(2)xF(2 ->.+p,2+>.+p,2+p, 2 ), (28) 
where F(a,b,c,z) are the Gauss hypergeometric functions, and p = im( i )112 An-
other chart where it is possible to write the dS universe with time dependent confor-
mal factor is 
(29) 
here the metric is spatially fl.at. The transformation relating the static coordinates 
T, r with 17 and K- are 
( A)1/2 -~ 3 r - ' 17 ( 4 )1/ 2 T = arctanh ( ~), (30) 
In the present case we have that e°'/2 = ( f )1/ 2 * , substituting this expression into 
the system of equations (24), we have that the corresponding solutions read 
(31) 
where a0 is an arbitrary constant, and Z°' is the general solution of the Bessel equation. 
Analogous computations are possible for the anti de-Sitter universe written in the 
static coordinates T and r as follows 
(32) 
Finally, we show an example of a non diagonal metric where the separation of 
variables in the Dirac equation is possible as well as the computation of their exact 
solutions: 
ds 2 = -dudv + b2(u) [( dy2 + c2(y)dz 2 )] , (33) 
the case where c(y) = 1 can be regarded as a degenerate pp wave , for c(y) = y 
we also have a similar situation. First, we proceed to separate the spatial variables 
y and z from u and v, and, since we have to deal with singular Dirac matrices, we 
do not follow the scheme proposed for the diagonal metric (1). After separating the 
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space variables from u and v we have that the Dirac equation in the background field 
(33) reads 
(34) 
where I< is the constant of separation associated with the operator k2 given by the 
equation (14). and, u = t - x, v = t + x, lu = 1° - 1 1 , Iv = 1° + / 1 . The solution of 
eq.(34) in the representation for the gamma matrices (12) can be written as follows 
<I> _ ( -(m + 2pv - iK/b)71 ) 
- ia3(m-2pv-iK/b)71 q, (35) 
where 7J is a two component spinor depending on the variables y and z, and q is a 
function satisfying the equation: 4ipvf)uq = -(-K2 /b2 + m 2)q which has as solution, 
where 
• 
7J = (~~) ' 
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ABSTRACT 
We apply techniques of nonlinear dynamics to a cosmological problem in 
the Jordan Brans-Dicke theory. The solutions presented here show irregular 
oscillatory behaviour in the scale factors and a positive Liapunov exponent in 
the Bianchi IX model. This is evidence of stochastic behaviour in the model. 
1. Introduction 
Modern gravitation theories are highly nonlinear, for example Einstein equa-
tions 
(1) 
'provide 10 coupled nonlinear partial differential equations in four variables to 
determine 10 metric functions. This nonlinear characteristic has proven to be 
one of the main obstacles for the proper understanding of the possible range of 
dynamical behaviour in a nonsymmetric spacetime. 
There has been attempts of applying nonlinear dynamics (NLD) techniques 
to problems of cosmological interest1 - 3 , and even some interest in uncovering its 
chaotic properties. Zardecki4 , Rugh and Jones,5 and others have investigated the 
irregular behaviour of cosmological Bianchi models in general relativity (GR). The 
most conspicuous result of these investigations is the ongoing discussion about the 
* Partially supported by CONACyT grant 0952-E9111 
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meaning of NLD in gravitational theories. On the other hand, to our knowledge 
there has been no attempt of investigating the possible stochastic behaviour in 
alternative theories of gravitation. 
2. Scalar-Tensor theory 
We report here results obtained so far on the possible stochastic behaviour in 
the scalar-tensor cosmological theory of Jordan Brans-Dicke (JBD), this theory 
is perhaps the most serious contender of (GR). JBD includes Mach principle (GR 
does not) introducing an additional scalar field, </>, responsible of the "inertia 
producing" effects of distant matter. 
The specific model we work on is spatially homogeneous, with a line element 
given by 
ds 2 = -dt2 + gµv(t)wµwv, µ, 11 = 1, 2, 3, 
where wb are 1-forrns in the orbits of the group and 
g µv = diag( a~( t ), a~( t), ai( t) ). 
(2) 
(3) 
this metric is a function only of synchronous time t and the ai(t) with (i=l, 2, 3) 
are the scale factors for the model. The JBD field equations reduce to a system of 
nonlinear ordinary diferential equations (ODE's) for the ai-s and the scalar field 
</>. In the specific case of the Bianchi IX vacuum model the equations are 
i = 1,2,3. (4) 
(5) 





the equation above may be considered as a constriction on the specific model to 
be satisfied by the initial conditions. 
Given a set of initial conditions (ai(O), </>(O), ai(O), ~(O)) we have obtained 
numerically the evolution of the scale factors (figure 1) and the scalar field (figure 




0.01 Oi__ _ _.10~--'-20 __ _._30--t.l--0 -5'-D ---'60-~70 
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Figure 2. Logarithmic time evolution of the scalar field </>. 
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For the sake of completeness, a 3D-plot of the scale factors (a1 vs a2 vs a 3 ) 
is also shown in figure 3. There are several papers about Bianchi IX model in 
GR4 •5 •8 which have concluded stochastic behaviour in this model. We show that 
this kind of behaviour appears too in JBD theory in the "same" cosmological 
model. A result that might be very important for cosmological considerations. 
Figure 3. Logarithmic evolution of the three scale factors. 
There are several ways of characterising chaos in a system. In this paper we 




dt(e) = L(8ai)2 + (8¢)2 + L(8ai)2 + (8¢) 2 . (8) 
i=l i=l 
The Lyapunov exponent (LE) >. is defined as the limit t -+ oo of expression 
(7)1 0. Figure 4 shows the numerical results we have got for the LE as a plot >.tvst. 
The tendency is clear, >. is positive. This evidence has led us to guess stochastic 
properties for the model. 
We have analysed numerically the properties of the JBD Bianchi IX model. 
The results we have got may be taken as evidence that the model exhibits stochas-
tic behaviour. The calculations were made using a fourth-order Runge- Kutta 
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routine from the CERN computer library and our own program for evaluating the 
maximum Liapunov exponent. . 
Figure 4. 
Succesive estimates of the maximum Lyapunov At exponent plotted against the synchronous time t. 
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Fermionic Sector of the eight-dimensional 
Kaluza-Klein Theory with Dilatons. 
A. Camacho and A. Macias 
Depa.rmen t. of Physics, 
Universidad Aut.onorna Metropolit.ana-Izt<lpalapa, Mexico D. F., Mexico. 
We consider the 8-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory where the extra dimensions are a SU(2) x U(l) 
group manifold. A Dirac field is coupled to the metric one and there are also two dilaton fields coupled 
to the internal metric, one associated to each one of our symmetry groups. As a result we obtain that the 
4-dirnensional effec 
tive theory is non-chiral, a potential term emerges in Lhe four-dimensional action, there is coupling 
between the dilaton fields and the S'U(2) field strength terms, it also exhibits to possess all gauge bosons 
and ferrnionic isospin couplings for a left-handed particles of a Weinberg-Salam theory in a curved space-time. 
I Iutrodnctiou 
To consider non-Abelia.n symmetries [1,2,3] we could just. take t.he extra. dimensions to be the group 
rnanifold of a cornpact non-Abelian group G tha.t must. be at Jeasl. four-dimensional. When this is combined 
wit.Ii the four-dimensional space-time pa.rt, we are led to a Kaluza-Klein theory which is at least eight-
dirrwnsional. The line element is now assumed to take the form [3]: 
wliere /ij is the metric tensor on the grnup manifold of G a.nd the functions "~(y) are Killing vectors on G . 
The fields A f;( x) are g;rnge fields of an arbitrary non-A helian ga 11ge group as components of the gravitational 
field in 4 + n di1ncnsio11s. 
This gauge field is a remnant. of the original coordi1rn,te invariance group in 4 + n dimensions, which 
has been spontaneously broken down to the symmetries of the fom-dimensiona.I coordinate transformation 
group and a local gauge group. Ii ( x), and /( x) arc scalar di lat.on fields. Notice that these two di Iatan fields 
depend only on the space-time variables. 
In the present paper we will construct an eight-dimensional space-time, where the new coordinates y' 
have to be interpreted as a parametrization of the manifold of t.li e non-A be Ii an group SU (2) x U ( 1). The 
group manifold of SU(2) is the sphere 53 [4] and the one of U(l) is the circle 5 1 , therefore the space 5 1 x S3 
has the desired S'U(2) x U(l) symmetry and it is the natural manifold for t.ltis group. In this framework we 
investigate the eight-dirnensional Kaluza-Kelin theory with two dilaton fields coupled to the internal metric, 
aB well a Dirac Field is coupled to the metric field. We will show that th e resulting four-dimensional theory 
does not possess chirality and contains no kind of Higgs rnecltanism t.o predict. quark and lepton masses 
and mixing angle. A potential term associated with the dilaLon fields emerges but does not appear in the 
Yang-Mills equation for the gauge bosons. Thoug 
h there is no rnass rnatrix present to diagonalize by means of the Weinberg decomposition, we introduce 
this decomposition by hand in order t.o look at the couplings which come out from the theory. 
This paper is organized as follows. In sect.ion II we constrnct. t.he scalar cmva.t.ure. In sect.ion Ill we 
build the eigh!.-clirncnsional Dirac-Lagrangian density. In section IV we perfOl'rn tl1e dimensional reduction 
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and obtain the field equations. Jn sect.ion V we int.rod11ce by hand the mixiup; angle and decompose the field 
equations. The results are then discussed. 
II Scalar C1u·vab11·<! 
Tl1e generalized Ka.luza-Klein line element. for I.he product space-t.iine M~ x B, with Ba group manifold 
is taken to be (1.1) where /t., v ... = 0, J, 2, 3 ; i, j, ... = 5, 6, 7, 8 ; n, /], .. . = group indices. 
As 11s11al 1 we identify y1, 11 with I.he rnet.ric of t.l1c fo11r-di111cnsio1in.I spa.ce-1.inic, /ij (y) is t.he Killing metric 
011 8 1 x .'§3 , i.:~(11) are the Killing vectors and A~ the corresponding ga.11ge fields, / 1 (x}, and /(x) a.re dilaton 
fields. We adopt the higher dimensional analogue of the Einstein-Dirac a.ct.ion 
(2.1) 
to hf' the basic act.ion. I-Jere Ii is the cight.-diJ11ensio11al scalar curvat.u1·e, J... is the cosmological constant 
and LD is a stra.ighl.forward ge11eralizat.io11 i11 eight dirnensions of' t.l1e well known four-cli1r1e11sional Dirac-
Lagrnngian density, which will he s<~en in t.he ncxl. sect.ion . \/Ve arc going l.o ernploy the horizontal lift. basis 
(If LT1) [.5] as basis J-forrns. 011 dimensional grounds we introdnce the lengt.h scales L- 1 y L} 1 of 5'3 and .5'1 
respc!cl.ively. The rnctric in l.f1is basis is si111ply 
The curvature scalar is given hy 
or cxplicitly 
I, _ l'I' /)A + 1•1' /)~· ij / .(..>.. . ij j~~·. . 1
· - !I •·11.>.p !I 1. 111.:,-• - .Q · 1 ..>.; - fl 1. tl.:J 
where R is I.he scahr curvature of /111 and R.,:. is the sca.la.r curvatu1·(' of 5' 1 x 8:3 , which is defined by 
I , - ij /Ji.: 1.,,3 - -(I •. ikj 
so Llni.I. /?.,, > 0 for the spliP1-e. Where we have 1.ha.t. !/ij = 12 /;j 





Jn order to calcul1d.e explicitly the Dirac-lagrn.ngian density and the scalar curvature we need to know 
t.l1 e Killing vectors associated t.o the internal space S 1 x .5'3 , which det.errninc U1e met.ric /ij, through the 
expression /ij = i.:i "n.i<,, s11rn111i11g over n. 
As is well known, 8 1 posseses only one Killing vector a.nd 5'3 three Killing vectors which can be written 
in t.errns oft.he Eukr ;ingles (0, p, ijJ). 
(Note that. y6 = 0, 117 = p, 118 = 1)!) . Thus tlie Killing rncl.rir /ij for .5'1 x .5'3 rna.y be easily evaluated_ 













We can now calculate the achtbein necessary to .introduce spinors in the HLB; the achtbein like the 
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0 IL cos B 
g- • - - eA en 11 • • /Ill - · j1 V Af1 
0 ) 0 0 
-IL cos 0 
IL sin B 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
with 1/).fJ = diag ( + 1, -1, ... , -1) and ea1., e("] are the vierbeins which, satisfy the usual algebra respectivGly. 
The spin covariant derivative is defined by 
(3.4) 




The size oft.he eight-dimensional spinors is sixteen. Let. rA and rk denote the Dirac matrices on .M4 
and 5 1 x .5'3 respect.ively. Then we rnay take t.he Dirac matrices on /IJ1 x 8 1 x sa to be given by the following 
tensor product.s: 
rA =I ©rA 
rk = rk © .ys 
A = 0, 1, 2, 3 
~~ = 5,6, 7,8 
where 75 is the usual ')"5-matrix on M 4 . The matrices in (3.7) satisfy 
Here rA are t.he usual 4-dimensiona.l Dirac Matrices and r" are given by 
5 = ( il 0 ) 
r o -il ( 
0 <Tl) 
r' = -<r' o 1=6,7,8 
The eight-diinensional Dint<".-Lagrangian dena.ity is clefine<l by 






We choose the following xi dependence for the Dirac spinor in terms of the Euler angles in S3 
(3.11) 
HerP- Y is the hypercharge matrix and Ti are !.he SU{2) genera.tors which are given by 
Y=G 
0 0 JJ 0 1 0 J) 1 0 Tl= 0 0 (3.12) 0 -1/3 0 0 0 0 0 l 
G 
-i 0 ~i) G 0 0 }) T2 = 0 0 T3 = -1 0 (3.13) 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
where Ti sat.isfy the usual SU(2) algebra 
[Ti , Ti] = 2f/i 1 [Tj I Ti]= 2i£iikTk (3.14) 
The yi-dependence {3.11) provide a S'U(2) x U{l) structure to the spinor, i.e. it guarantees the ap-
pearence of isospin degrees of freedom for the spinor. The form of I.he hypercharge matrix has been selected 
for convenience to obtain t.he correct. values of the hypercharge for om rnult.iplet .. Since we have constructed 
I.he int.ernal space a.s a group rnanifold with .5'U{2) x U(l) symmetry tl1cre is no chirality in the theory i.e. 
it is only valid for left.-ha.nded pa!'t.icli>s, sot.hat., we will choose as isospi11 rnult.iplet 
(3.15)-
At this stage, we have all elements to calculate t.he action (2 .1) and then to perform the dimensional 
reduction, that will be made in tlie next section. 
IV Dimensional re<luctiou and fid<l equations 
We are going to carry out two conformal transformations, one on the int.ernal metric Oii and the other 
one on the space-time metric g,, 1,. The condition on the first transformation will be "Y = l, namely the 
determinant of the transfo 
rmed metric must be one. This fact leads us to write 
. ( 12 16 • 2 o)- i 9ij = 1 Sill ~ 9ij 









/ 2 L2 cos(} 
( 4.1) 
(4 .2) 
The ensuing achtbein is 
(,A 0 0 0 
_j,,; l (e; ~)) = ~ l1L1 0 0 c'i. = 0 IL 0 ( '1.:3) /I e i 0 0 0 IL cos~ 
0 0 0 IL cos~ I Lsin ~ 
The volume element dv11 in terms of the Euler angles for s:~ is given as follows 
clv11 = dy5 L3 sin 0 dO dp d'!jJ ( 4.4) 
where 0::; y5 ::; 27rLt , 0::; 0::; 7r, 0::; p::; 271", 0::; 1/>::; 471" y Vfi = AL1L:i sinO. 
The conformal transformation related to the space-time metric tnrns out to be g µv = (I[ ! 6 sin 2 8) ~ y µv. 
Writing c1• = u 1, and e1 = tT a.nd performing the integrat.ion over S 1 and s:i the action (2.1) reduces to 




S'1c-" 1 c-a 17 i)TuiYu({h.u1 + O>.u)'' 1'f~ 1, - ~S' 1 c-" 1 e- 317 oru 1 Wu1 + ~S'1c-" 1 c- 317 0TulFa1 
+3 cnvn a1+s· -u1 -7a]+ic -u1 -:iu{-:JrA µ(£:>+iv LID i A y • ,71(1 (JvC 2c e 2,7tf c v1 CA v1, 2en CDv;i• O' - 2!/1 µ 
i A°')·'· ''(,::i:J: iv 7:/llD i A-1/}' i Acr )rA.1 
--r;,r12 1,Tn .,,-eA v1,.,,-2cnCDv;1.vJO'. +2,YI 1,' +2f/2 1,To· yJ+ 
+ iL1 1 e-~c¥"1jr5 Y1/1 -1'.eA 1'cnvc" 1 F11 v"1FuAnr51/1}} 
(4.5) 
II ere A = A- tS3 c-~ c- 717 R.,,, plays the role of the fom-dirnensional cosmological constant . Note that 
we have ma.de the substitution 
n, K 
Yi = Li y f/'2 = I ( 4.6) 
where Yl, Y'.! are the U ( l) a11d SU (2) coupling const.a.nf.s respect.i vely . 
action provided that 
We recognize i) the Einstein-Yang-Mills 
"'= l67rG (4.7) 
and ii) the fermionic a.ct.ion of the Weinberg-Salam model for left handed particles. There are four extra 
terms, a Pauli term, a mass term, an algebraic terrn as well as a kinet.ic t.erms associated to the dilaton fields. 
Notice that t.he Yang-Mills terms a.re coupled to the dilaton fields . The constants S1 , 52 1 5'3 are given by 
the following expressions 
c 3 J [ ., 6 . 20] _, . 0 IO l s 3 'l Dt = L Li L Mn T sin c 1/)(/pc.y = , 271'' 
S 3 3 j 4 + 5cos20 [ 2 6 . 2 ] .=.l . 1n l 5 2 = 2L 4L2sin20 L 1L sm. 0 • smOc.1,if•dpc.y 




In the next sect.ion the Weinberg rnixtme will be introduced by hand and the decomposed field equations 
are presented. 
V Weinberg decompositions 
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We introduce the following decomposition in t.he field equal.ion in component form 
Z 11 :::: A~1 Cw + A 11 s 111 
B1,:::: -A~sw + A1,cw 
(5. j) 
where Cw = cos Ow , Sw = sin Ow y 0111 = Weinberg angle, B11 is the electromagnetic gauge field. We define 
as usual 
the electron charge is given by 
Z 11v = Zv;11 - Zµ;v 
B1111 = Bv;µ - B 1,;v 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
In what follows we rename the electrornagnet.ic gauge field BJ, as A1, in order to avoid confusions due 
to the standard nomenclature used in the literature. The resulting eq11atio11s at'e found to be 
i) Dirac Equal.ions 
a= 1 
. µ(a r) 1 i•1u+ 1( ) ''Z ir JI+ µ Ve+ 202r 'YJI C + 2 92Cw + ,QJSw r ,,,ve+ 
+ i"1 S' JI _vr.Trf16G'( z A )AB iL- 1 -~¥ -o 2C •- JCA CB V 107rl.r Sw 11v +Cw 1111 ff Ve+ 2 I C C Ve -
a=2 
. J•(n .. A r) I J,,.,_ I( ) i1z 1-r (JJI -1.C JI+ JI C + 2.Q2r 'YJI lie - 2 .Q2Cw - f/JSw r '-'J1C+ 
i " 1 5·· JI 11 r.TrilG (,'( Z 4 ) AB iL_ 1 -~ ~ - 0 +2r .. 1eAcnVJU7rtrs111 J111 +c,.,,J1v<r e+ 2 1 e ·• c•e-
a=3 
a=4 
• JI ( J1 - I .• A l' ) l I '' w- 1 ( , I . ) J• z I l/ U11 3ie 11 11 ( + 2927 11 U - 2 {/2Cw + 3fll·~w I J.C.+ 
i "1 S' JI v r.;;--;:;( z . 4 ) A [J L i 1- 1 - ~ ;\.£. d - 0 
-2c . (CA envlG;rt, s,,, "/IV +cw, /IV(! ( + 6 'I c • r.. -
where 
I' _ 1 11 BD µ - 2,eB CD11;J1ff 
are the usual four-dimensional spin connect.ions and 
± A 1 'A'' Wµ = JI =F z -J, 
the well known W-bosons. 
ii) Yang-Mills Equations 
(e-"•c-3" Al'V) ;11 - e(e-"'c-3"(A1µA211 - A211 A1v));11 - e(c-"•e-3"(Al/IF2µ11 -A2VFlµv) = 
= e-" 1 e-3"(ce1J'e - ~eur1'u + ~ed1J1 d) + Vl611'Gcw(e- 01 e- 2"(17eu1'vve+ 
3 3 









(c-o'e-3o zµv) ;v + g2cw(e-O•e-3o(AIJIA2JI - A2v Alv));v + g2cwe-o'e-3o(AlvF2JIV - A21/Flµv) = 
= c- 01 e-30 (~(g1sw + g2cw)i7e/µVe + ~(g1sw - g2cw)e1 11 e+ 
1 1 1 1 -
+ 2(a2cw - 3a1sw )u/µU - '2(g2Cw + 3Y1Sw )d1µd)+ 
+ Vl67rGSw ( e-01 e-2o (i'JeO'Jlll Ve + ea-Jiii c - UO'µv tl - d(TJIV rl));v 
(5 .11) 
(5.12) 
z -+ a2F 1µ11 (Cw Z11 - Sw Av) = 2a2 (e1J' Ve - Ve/µ e - U/J' d + d1J' tl) 
(5.13) 
The different.ial equal.ions for w± can be obtained combining (5.12) y (5.13). 
The varia.t.ion of our four-dirnensiona.I action wit.h respect to o-1 and a-, eqnat.ion ( 4.5), yields the equation 
of mot.ion for our two dilaton fields. 
-tS'ie-01 e-3o K2(FJ'll Fµv + FOIJIV F<•J•V) - S2e-"' e-7<1 + ~S'3c -3~al e-7<1 R,, 
-
211 Si[e- 01 e-:lo 8.,. o-(F a-( 0,\ O'J + O;., O' )!II/JI r~ll + fh ( e- 01 e-:lo 8.,. (1 
partial .,. O"!f1• 11 r~ 1J+ 
~81 e- 01 e- 3 " 8.,.0-1 or (11 - ~81 c-" 1 c- 30 fJ.,.o-ar 0-1 + 381 e0' {JV 0"10110"1 + 6e 
sigma181'8µo- 1 + 
16C' -2<11 -3o('111 ) is· -o, -:lu{-:i'J'A ''("' + i II BD i A y jg AO/ T )·'·+ 
- .JJC c (J O' ;v - 2' JC c v! eA o,, :!ell CD11;11 (f - 2f/1 µ - 2 2 µ ()/ <JI 
J'("' - . - BD . - . A 1 ~ 3a- 5 
-cA (1J11/; - ~e;cnv; 1,1/)(1 + ~,q1A 1,1/iY + ~g2 Aa1,rcr)r ij; + iL]' e- 4 cT1/Jf Yl/; 
-KeAµen 11 e01 F1,11 1jjuABr5 1/!} + ~S1 c-" 1 e- 30 (-~iL]' 1 c-~c¥-1/ir5 Y.,P + (c 01 f~");" 
-Ke A J•en 11 e01 FJ 111 1jja-ABf5 1/;) = 0 (5.14) 
-tS1 e-o, e-3o K2(Fµ11 F1iv + F':•µv Fcr1111) - 2481 c-201 c-3o (8'' u)i)vu+ +851 [Jr 8.,.(e-201 e-3o)+ 
£S1 (-3e-"1 e- 30 W uo.,.(11) + ~.5'3c -·~a, c- 7" R,, - 7.5'2e-" 1 c- 7" - '¥-81 e- 01 e- 30 {ljjfAe j ( 81,+ 
i II BD i A y i A"' 'T" )·' JI(•) -::r i II -::r BD 2en CJJv;µCT - 291 µ - 292 1,.n <f!-eA o1,.;J- 2 c8 en11;µv!CT 
+~g1A 1,1jjY + ~g2A"'1,ra)fA1/; + iL]' 1 c-~e¥1jjr5 Y.,P- "eAµeB 11 e01 F1iv1P 
gmaABf51/;} 
3' ~ -Ja I ~ Ja - • 21 3 +iS1c- • e-4-iL]' e- 4 c•l/;r~Yl/; - 4 S 1(-28.,.(e- 0•e-· "a.,.u(8.\u1+ 
8.\u)g 11 µr~µ)+ 
-3e- 01 e- 30 8.,.u8.,.u(fhu 1 +8.\u)g 11 1•r~µ - 8.\(e-"•e-3"8ro-8 
tau ug 11 J1 f~µ))£S1 
-8( e-"1 e- 30 8.,. u1) = 0 (5.15) 
In order to t.ry our results with the usual terms of a Wienberg-Salam t.heory, we ought to find a ground 
state in our theory, i. e. we have to t.urn off the fields, !fJ, 11 _. T/11i• F:,, _. 0 1P _. 0 
11 _. cte I _. etc. In case that there is indeed a ground st.a.t.e, this fa.ct would entitle us to identify 
the last term on the left, hand side of expressions (5.4) through (5.7) as a mass. As is readily seen, in case of 
existing a ground st.ate, besides having the usual terms of a Wienberg-Sa.lam theory in a curved space-time 
one finds in (5,4) through (5.10) two anomalous momenta which are associated with the weak Z 11 and the 
electroma. 
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gnet.ic Av gauge fields, and whose value is respect.ively, 
(5.16) 
(5.1) 
electromagnetic moment (5.17) whose interaction with the electromagnetic field is present in (5.4) and 
it. gives rise to an additional neutrino polarization current in (5.10).H is interesting to mention that these 
two anomalous momenta interact with their corresponding gauge fields, as can be seen in equations (5.10) 
and (5.11) and produce additional polarization currents. 
Notice that even in this case the leptonic masses are three times greater than the quark ones, the fifth 
dimension plays an important role in this mass. To solve this problem we must introduce by hand a Yukawa 
term, and as is already known this may solve 
the mass problem of our fermionic particles. Having identified expressions (5.10) through (5.13) as 
Yang-Mills equations, if that is possible, it only remains to mention that they do not have a potential term, 
therefore there is not mass for our gauge bosons, equation (5.10). In order to intend to solve this problem 
we may ascribe, currently we are doing t.his in another paper, isospin character to our dilaton fields, o- 1 and 
or O", because this will render a coupling between A~ and the dilaton fiel 
els that. rnight be interpreted a mass for the gauge bosons. 
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Stationary Axisymmetric type D Metrics 
With Sources. 1 
Alberto Garcia Diaz 
Centro de lnvestigaci6n y de Estudios A vanzados 
del I.P.N. 
Departamento de Fisica 
Apdo. Postal 14-740, C.P. 07000 Mexico, D.F. 
A symmetric treatment of stationary axisyrnmetric metrics allowing for 
2-space orthogonal to the orbits of the Killing vectors is given. A sub-class of 
stationary axisymmetric fields is derived by imposing shear-free and geodesic 
conditions. 
This contribution is dedicated to Dr. Jerzy Plebanski who awoke my in-
terest on exact solutions in General Relativity. 
Stationary axisymmetric gravitational field allowing for commuting a'T 
(time-like) and Orr (space-like) Killing vectors can be described by the metric 
g = T 2dx2 + R2 dy2 + (NdT + Pda)2 - (Q<fr + Mda) 2 (1) 
where the structural functions M, N, P, Q, R and T depend, in general, on 
the coordinates x and y only. There exist various ways to arrive, from ( 1), 
at the standard stationary axisymmetric [1,2) Lewis-Papapetrou metric 
Deriving aligned electrovac type D fields, Debever, Kanram and McLe-
naghan arrived at the metric form (1) constrained to fulfill the corresponding 
field equations [3). 
In this report, the metric element (1) is considered as the starting point. 
1 Supported partially by CONACYT. 
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Special cases, concerned with algebraically special Petrov type fields, will 
be derived from the general relations for the structure (1) under particular 
assumptions. 
In the Debney-Kerr-Schild null tetrad formulation, one has 
c1 = m* 
e2 = rn 
€3 = -/~ 
€1 = l 
} = ~{Tdx ± i(NdH Pdu)), 
} = ~{Rdy ± (Qdr + Mdu)}, (2) 
where, for reference, {m,m*,k,l} is the null tetrad adopted in KSMH [4]. 
The star * denotes, complex conjugation. 
From the first Ca.rt.an structure equations dea = eb /\rt = I'tceb /\ ec, 
one determines the rotation coefficients rte 
I'121 = o:* - (3 = -f122 = ~;z(QP,x - MN,x), 
f123=1*.:.... I= -f124 = t* - t = 2~1~Z(Q,xM - M,xQ + PN,x - P,xN), 
i 1 
f341 =a*+ fJ = -f342 =a*+ fJ = 2y'2 RZ (N,yP - P,yN + MQ,y - M,yQ), 
f343=1* +I= -f344 = E + e* = ~ ;z(Q,yP - M,yN), z := }.tf N - PQ, 
r * r * 1 { T.11 1 ( . . . ) i ( 421 = -p = 312 = -µ = 2y'2 - RT+ RZ P,yQ- N,ylvf - TZ Q,xM - Qlvf,x}, 
r * r , * 1 { T,11 . 1 ( Q ) i ( , 422 = -u = 311 = -/\ = 2y'2 - RT+ RZ MN,y - P,y + TZ PN,x - 1\iP,x)}, 
r . * r * 1 { R,x 1 ( Q ) i ( 423 = -r = 314 = 7r = 2y'2 TR - TZ P ,x - NM,x + RZ PN,y - NP,y}, 
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, * r * 1 { R,x 1 ( Q iu ~ ·'" ) i ( ·'"Q . , .} l 424 = /'i, = 313 = -v = '> f'l 1.,R + 1, 7 P ,x -1v1n,x - R 7 }h ,y -Qlvf,y) , LIV"'-' L..I • L.J 
where a, {J, ... , v*, rr*, T* stand for the Newman-Penrose coefficients as defined 
in KSMH. 
From the second structure equations 
1 dff}. + f" /\ f·' = -E "/\d b s · /1 2 bcde ' 
one arrives at the Weyl curvature complex coefficients C(a), the traceless 
Ricci tensor components Cai, = Rah - ~9a1iR, and the scalar curvature R. For 
tetrads (2) one obtains, in particular, 
1('(') ~* lc(s) t/;* 1 £::! 1 !-l r 
--.1 =-·:i =-- =- =---uf422+--u 424 2 -i 2 o v'2,R Y v'2,T x 
rtf2) 2 I* n(4\ 2 I* 1 1 £.) 'f ' r \ 1 1 f) (r ' r \ 
t.1' ' = - '1/)3 = -l .1 ' ' = '1/)1 = ,,j2 TUxl · 124 T 344) - y'2 RUyl 122 T 342) 
(3) 
In general, we are dealing with algebraically general Petrov type gravita-
tional fields; the D-P equation: C(5)>.4 +4C(4)>.3 +6C(3)>.2 +4C(2)>.+C(l) = 0, 
allows for four different roots. By rotating the tetrads {ea} one can arrive 
at the canonical arrangement of tetrads [5, 6), with respect to which, the 
nonvanishing Weyl coefficients will be 0<5), C(3), C(l) only, or, in terms of 
1/;~, 1/;o, t/;2 , and t/;4 are different from zero. 
Returning to tetrad (2), the D-P required to be equation has four dif-
ferent roots even in the ca.se when Q(5) a.nd C(l) a.re zero. This condition 
establishes a relationship between the shear r 422 and refraction r 424 prop-
erties of the null congruence e3 • Due to the symmetric choice of the tetra.cl 
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congruences c3 and e4 , the refraction and shear properties are shared by both 
of them. The vanishing of C(5) and C(l) implies that e3 and c4 are principal 
uull directions of the Weyl tensor. On the other hand, one may require the 
congruences e3(c4) to be geodesic (f 424 = 0) and shear-free (f422 = 0). Thus, 
in thiR way, the vaniRhing of C(5)( = C(1)) is readily achieved. In this manner 
we are deriving a sub-class of stationary axisymmetric metrics with geodesic 
(,.,, = 0 = v) and shear-free (a= 0 =A) principal null congruences e3 (= -k) 
and e4 ( = l) having Weyl coefficients C(4) = -C(2), and C(3) different from 
icro. Thus, in the presence of sources, the corresponding gravitational field 
is, in general, non degenerate. 
For gravitational fields fulfilling the conditions of the Goldberg-Sachs the-
orem (if k has K, = 0 = u , and R,,,,ka kb = R,11,kamb = R,,i,mamb = 0 then k 
fulfils C nbd[d ke] kb kc = 0 ¢:> 1/>o = 0 = 1/>1) the congruence e3 and e4 occur to be 
degenerate principal directions of the Weyl tensor, with the only nonvanish-
iug complex coefficient C(3)( = 21/J;). Therefore, in this case, one iR dealing 
with Petrov type D fields. This situation takes place in the case of vacuum 
and clectrovacuum when the eigendirections of the general electromagnetic 
field a.re aligned along the double eigendirect.ions e3 a.nd e4 of the Wcyl ten-
sor. 
In the presence of matter (energy momentum tensor), for which the Gold-
berg Sachs conditions on the Ricci tensor arc not fulfilled, one is left with 
·tb:~. 4''2• '1/> 1 being, in general, different from zero, although the e3 and e4 con-
gruences arc required to be geodesic and shear-free. For such a kind of matter 
tensor one constructs, if any, the corresponding gravitational type D field. 
The geodesic and shear-free assumption of e3 { e4 ) yields the equations 
Thus 
-i~ + ~(i\JN,y - P,yQ) = 0 = PlV,x - NP,x, 
R 1 
Rx+ z(Q,xP - N kf,x) = 0 = MQ,y - Qlvl,y. 
P = n(y)N M = m(x)Q, 
(4) 
T=N!::t..f(x), R=Q!::t._q(y), !::t.=m-n, Z=QN!::t., (5) 
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where N(x,y),Q(x,y),m(x),n(y),f(x),9(y) are arbitrary functions. By re-
defining the coordinate x and y, one can set correspondingly J(x) and g(y) 
equal to unit. This gauge we shall adopt in what follows. 
The metric (1) acquires then the form 
g = N 2 [dr + n(y)da]2 - Q2(dr + m(x)da)2 
(6) 
where N = N(x,y), and Q = Q(x,y). 
The null tetrad assumes the form 
~:'. } = ~{.6.dx ± i(dr + n(y)du)}; 
c:I} Q 
f'$f = v'2{~dy ± (dr + m(x)da).} (7) 
The rotatioi1 coefficients r abc:, in this geodesic and shearless case, simplify 
considerably, 
i N 
r341 = -f342 = - . toQ2 A 2. n,y1 2v2 ~ 
r _ . _ 1 { 2 ( N,y n,11 ) • Q } 
421 - f312 - 20 - Q~ N - T + iN2~2 m,x · 
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1 { 2 ( Q ,x m ,x iN } 
f 123 = f314 = 2J2 N fl. 7J + T) - Q2!12 n,11 • (8) 
The geodesic and shear free assumptions about the e3 { e4) congruences 
yield inmmediately C(5) = 0 = C(l). Thus, as it should be, the conguences 
e3 and e4 are principal null directions. 
The coefficients C(4) and C(2) become 
c(4> =-cm=-~ 1 a a ln(Q/N) 2QNf12 IC 11 
i {o Q2 m,:r.) {j (N2 n,11 )} 
4QNLl2 x N2T - 1J Q2 T . {9) 
The expression of c<3> is very involved and is not needed in this stCJ,ge of 
analysis. For vacuum and for aligned electrovacuum one easily arrive at the 
vanishing of C(4)_ 
Thus it is of interest to derive the type D metric arising in the case 
Q(4) = 0( = C(2)) not commiting oneseJf to an specific energy moment.um 
tensor. 
Requiring the vanishing of C<4>( = -C(2)) we arrives at the equations 
(10) 
and 
/mC(4) = 0 =?Bx( Q2 M:c) - 8y(N2 n,y) = O. 
m2 fl. Q2 fl. (ll) 
The general solution oft.he equation ReC<4> = 0 js gjven by 
Q = NtjJ(x)</J(y). (12) 
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To derive a more standard form of the metric, we shall adopt, without loss 
of generality, the choice 
N = 1 1 => Q = . i c/J(y) . 
H(x,y)'l/J(x)fl1/2 H(x,y)D,.1/2 (13) 
Thus, the metric (7) acquires the form 
1 { 1 [ ( ) ]2 /). 2 2 2 g = H 2 D.ef,2 dr + n y du + 'l/J2 dx + </> D.dy 
¢2 
- /). [dr + m(x)du] 2}. (14) 
By accomplishing the transformations 
.~2 = P'(x), ~ ;c: P'dx = dx' · ,, </>2 = Q'(y)1 ¢?dy = Q'dy = dy' 
we arrive, dropping primes~ at 
'g = ~2 { ~ (dr + ndo-)2 + ~dx2 + ~ dy 2 - ~ (dr + mdu)2 } (15) 
The equation (12) assumes the final form 
( ) . m,x n, y D m,n := 8x(~)-8y(T),D. = m-n. (16) 
Thus, we arrived at the following result: 
Stationary axisymmetric gravitational type D fields with shear-free and 
geodesic principal null congruences are described by the metric (15) with 
structural functions m(x) a~d n(y) constrained to fulfill the equation (16). 
The complete set of solutions of the equation D( m, n) can be easily de-
termined. In fact, by differenting it with respect to variables x and y one 
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arrives at a variable separable equation. The integrals of the rrnmlting sepa-
rate equations, fulfilling also the D(m, n) equation, can be listed as follows: 
) 2 2 g(w, 0 : M = x;0 co.sh2vx + /JfJ , N = K,0co.s2vy + p0 , 
g*(w; 0) : M = -K~co.s2vx +Po , N = -11:~co.sh211y +Po~ 
g(P, D): M = K~:i: 2 +Po , N = -K-~y2 +po, 
g(w, nO) : M =Po+ K-oexp2vx , N =Po, 
,q(nw, 0) : M =Po , N =Po - K-oexp2vy, 
y(~Lalic.): 1\J = ~,N = -1/2 
where the symbols w and () denotes respectively twist and divergence of 
e3 , w = -I mr 42_1 and 0 = -Ref 421 , nfJ- nondiverging, nw-nontwisting, PD-
P le bail.ski-Demianski. 
For each branch of solutions of the D(M,N) equations, one may search for 
solutions of the Einstein equations in the presence of matter. In the case of 
aligned electrovacuum, the metric .Q(w, O)g*(w, 0) and .Q(P.D) yield the same 
class of solutions; g(w, nO and g(nw, theta) give rise to the NUT and anti-
NUT metrics. In the case of a perfect fluid, g(w, 0) describes the Wahlquist 
solution [7], while g(w, nO) gives rise to the Kramer solution [8], derived also 
in Ref. [9]. Charged perfect fluid generalizations of the Wahlquist, and 
Kramer metrics are reported in Ref. [10]. Progress has been achieved in the 
search of perfect fluid solutions endowed with differential rotations; these 
results will be published elsewhere. 
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